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SPORTS: Lakers Cap Home Schedule With Win,84-51
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Few salaried Love is in the air ...
positions cut Or rat least on
several signs
SUMME
R
at Briggs
around town, per
Global
reduction
estimated
less than 67 local jobs

said "It did hate a slight Meet
on our workforce We are working :tensely to
to find those
employees ohs and assistanse."
A general mouncenwnt was
made Jan. 19 in conjunction
*ith the company's woadgunner earnings results. word*to the Briggs & Walton Web
site. The pima was to reduce the
Waned headcount by 6 to 8 percent hy today
-Our goalis to allnimulina an
(versions to radio argimina-

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
A few ot the 110 salaried
workers' positions at Murras'•
Bnggs A: Stratton Corp will he
eliminated itidat as part of the

timed and nankeen dumps
dim Mee accanied mew the her
%ennui years." ihe animpesagrail* mmounimment said. "We
hebeve dat indinfien mil mak

,iontfhift!..• gtohas vowsierty

lion of annarl. mime saviegs
heginning in local 30077
',.nipanywide. the employee

" reduction to create better .ash

ttou
Plant
manager
litodne%
Bohannon wouldn t
tint if iii
exact') boa many LurTentl
filled salary positions Murras s
location is losing. hut he did sas
the number was lesser than the h
to X pen ml projected for the
overall company reduction Six
pereent of 110 would he
between six and sesen positions
"We are part of the global
workforce. We have followed
through with the 7.sr,s-es•." he

in approaistaisk sistosasal-

suthask means 1
2(XI
salaried lobs hut Murras was
less attested because pniduction
demands on the plant
V* hik Bohannon called the
local position good. he knows a
handful of families took a harder
hit Atter learning this week who
would he eliminated.
-It's really mot dim big iii an
Impact for us. Those impacted
directly, yea. it wW affect their
he said. -We are trying to
take cr it those people

No change between
union, Vanderbilt
contract situation
By GREG TRAVIS
Sian Maar
...4teasin Bea presklent of the
United Steel Workers union
01179 at Murray'. Vanderbilt
Chemical and Manual Corp_
said this morning that there are
currentls no changes in the status ot the contrait betaeen the
union Mid the compans.
'Ake are still locked out of the
plant as ill this morning And that
puts us in the same position we
hate been in. he said
I mon *orkers were sent
home from thy plant at midnight. I-eh A. %then J contract
between the two expired
When asked this morning if
there were ins plans for talks to
resume. Bell said esersthing
is -status quo- at this time.
reporting no immediate progress
in the talks between the two
sides He said that tt as haw:ills
-all he could •:1%.* about the sit
uation at this time
After the initial ontract
expiration he stated that union
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officials were "%riffling to talk.
and wanted to talk." but hecallW
they were kicked out of the plant
tiles had established an "[Mtn
manorial- line at the intersection
of S h41 !Sixth and Pella WaN
to keep people assail: of the sta
tus of the negotiations
Bell said last week that work
ers were sent home after asking
repealedls to continue to work
He said, at that time, the main
differences between the two
tides remained centered Around
pension and insurance plans
In a pretiousls -released, prepared
statement.
Richard
VOnnahme. exc.unt ice president at Vanderbilt Chemical and
Mineral Corp. said, the compans had expressed its willingness
to continue negotiations. but the
union had not responded to the
commis'• offers
Since the labor Agreement
ended with the union, the corn
pans has continued to operah

IS See Page 3A

Tomorrow's
Forecast

boyfriend's plan
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Stall Writer
Only 20 sears old. Summer Bolton's first
Valentine's Das with Dirk Draper will he one for the
ages
&Ikon milked spontanen% a ith his lose for her as
he gate her an lung to find her name and ..tteet
expressions on WWII hii,al business signs Like
scavenger hunt, each business had a gin waiting tor
her
just thought. wouldn't it he neat It sou woke up
one morning and your mune was tin J hunch of
signs'''. Draper, 21, said his twist on the traditional flowers. candy and lose notes -Wouldn't you feel
special
The nria stop was Backs ad Burger. %here the
Valentine's t* Summer
message wah
nearby Ryan's Steakhouse. she got two stuffed moo
keys. Al Grey's Properties, the sign read -Summer
Be My Valentine" and ironed her in for a gift hag
The day Alined *hen Bolton opened her apartment door to find Draper's letter that directed her to
droe about titan for his messages and gifts She said
she was excited to embark on the hunt
-It's a good one.- Bolton said of her hostnend's
idea when she talked to the Ledger & /inkt during
the Gres 's Properties stop
ires 's broker Linda Houck talked to [kaiser when
he came last week And es en though she had .mother
message to put up on the marquee. she a Anted to
help the young couple celebrate
"I think when Mirk MC .1,enthusiastic :Is thes
are, we 'humid do what we can to help.- she said nut
long before she champed the sign to wish her limn
baby' husband a happy htrthdai
Draper and Bolton met their freshmen sear at
Mun'iit Stile %%hen dies both used in %lute Ci4kge
Now juniors. the hate since moved oil campus and
have been dating the past nine months
Thes were -sort of triends- in the *ginning.
Draper said alter first meeting Holton 'Then we kept
running into each other and ins thing led to Anodic,
Much like the sweet trail he len her St 'rid,

•See Page 2A

DANPetedest

Times Photo

Dirk Draper and Summer Sefton pouf,* for a klos during 6
Valentine's Day scavenger hunt he planned for her. She was
instructed to drive around town looking for expressions of hiS
love on local businesses signs Inside each business there
were gifts waiting for her

Four OK'd for MCCH board choices
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
the lei%Al ginemme bodies still hate
four names from *horn to choose three
Murras -Calkosay Counts Hospital trusters
The -Murras City Council and talloa a%
Counts Fiscal Conn each appoint people to
the hospital hoard because the got ermnems
man the health care facilus Three of the
board's II seats still Opefled it the end ot
March.
The hospital hoard's nominating
appnwed Tueiati% four names
past
hoard chair Sharon Flitches.. urrent menthe!

lit Burton Noung. isemis Darnell'and h
('nos
liiiconsiderat II in
The nominating proses, allows the cits
council to state on its selection then forward
the remaining names to the lutcal court
Each sear, the goserrung hodies'take tutus
starting the process
This ycar. the council has tuo orieti war.
Noting aas appointed last sear to t i ll the
unexpired term of Chris Wooldridge. nie.m
mg that scat will he arming those open
Another its position had heen fittest hs
Charles %Aston until he resigned last
month

5110.4; trikWn ihs., ,ta
to fill the nett ot
41 •
spires March 1 1. 2110'. and the
.
lull tout sear seat Noting L urrentls holds
Alas lom Rushing. who sent-s on the hos
paid hoard and nominating committee, said
the esiuncil still likels vote on the appoint
merits at its Feb 21 meeting
Ket au*. N4,ung filled an unexpired term
anti is interested in continuing on the hoard.
Hushing said he would entourage council
members to consider keeping the kit al
Ihe

iuii..Ifstilt
W4.012

•See Page 2A

Barlow announces challenge to Whitfield
By TOM BERRY
c-;1,iff WOW
Onn: the we: in hay. pointorniption. runaway health
are costs
,lid
An
00 ii ftt s

hat is not
realing
tied -payrkg
jobs,
orhier 1st
')istriet repcsentati.e
om Bartow
Bartow
',Islas plans
U' announce his intent to chat-

41

Partly aotidy

BE MY
VALENTINE

lenge F S Rep Ed Whitfield in
the Nosember General Election
Rohm,
Dertiikrat front
Paducah. is scheduled to
announce his candidacs to nin
against Whitfield in during
news conferences at counhouses in Padusah. Madison% ilk.
Hopkinss ilk and Henderson
He said in a telephone inters ten
on I-kw...1J% that he plant to
MurTa% m the nest feu acck•
The .andidate said there
were sin eral reasons all%
Kermit Alan. li% trig in the 1st
Distrait ma'. stint a change of
leadership in Washington

Vir

Murray, KY 42071

•
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For All Your Lawn & Landscaping Needs!
Jarnre Stock dale

270-293-636

-I

don't
if

sou ye
an
Independent.

troubled h it and ste hate II,
change tires non.
Barlow said he is concerned
about pros iding 1.1% it.lt• 101
those that make less than
S25.010 per sear in Kentucky.
howr.et he is r.en morr on
vented about arating gotta-pas
mg Fobs - not low -paynw %CM
Ice jobs creased in the past ses
era! years
-The theme ot the whole
campaign is paw. lobs. albs.- he
said "We need to boost OUI

Repuhlican.
or
a
Demos tat,
eters hotly- is,
deeph contented about
Whitfield
our Lowish 's
troubles.- he saki "the mono
ms. the Lost of medical car,
politkal corruption. enerp technical t"tittC10100.11
costs. the Mideast situation. our
securiti, est-hone is ileeph •See Page 3A
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Marra, Leiser & Thum

Four bodies fotknd are
missing servicemen

Someday My Prince Will Come ...

WASHIPIGTON (AP)
The ammilt of her U.& act'
% waist minims in action 'ism
the %imam War have bees
ideutilied aid will be retiree('
to their families, for banal. lhe
said Tuesday
Pen:11111°En
rom the Army's 101st
‘irtwene Division. they are
‘14. Jack L. Barker of
Wayoulis. Ga.: Capt. John F
Sgt
Dugan of ROadle.
William h. Dille:oder of Naples.
Fla., and Pie Jebel. Chubb of
fiardena Calif
Their helicopter was shot
down on Starch 20. 1971. the
.vAL

said in a staseourat
Barker and I)usan woe
piloting a L7H- I H Hue) helicopter with l)illender and
Chubb on board while on a
poop extraction mission in the
Sasammichet Province of Laos
Officials said that as the hel
icopter approached the landing
,one, it wil% hit by heavy teems
ground fire and e‘pioded.
Between 19118 and 2001.
I S -Lao
People'.
punt
Democratic Republic teams
undertook tour unsuccessful
iii'.estigatins and three riterrk a
taxis for the refturin.
of

A Special Valentine's Day

Jet 11, Tim!. Photos

As the "reward for besting a $500 fundraising goal toward world hunger, Murray Middle School Principal Lou
Carter (left, above photos) put a Valentine's Day smooch on frog during an assembly at the school. Students paid
Si for a free "cap pass" in order to wear a hat Tuesday to "Cap Ott World Hunger." .At left. Carter holds up her
amphibian admirer in front of the school and emcee Tommy Shown. At right, Morgan Graham keeps the fiesty
frog under control white Carter plants him a -good 'un.-
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•Nominating ...
From Front
list insolsed
"I would like
the council sees tit. to‘onnnue."
Rushing told the nominating
ciimminee.
Once the council chooses two
of the lour people. the ens will
tom ard the remaining two
names to the counts. which will
select One to till the seal Furehes
has held since 2002. In that time.
the co-oss net and office numag
a of Furches Farms also sets ed
as hoard chair.
(allow., Counts JudgeExevutise Larrs Elkins. who
like the masor serses on the
hoard. said he espects the magistrates to \ ote on a ksalididateat
their 1-eli 27 meeting
Darnell. J tICISCOMet to the

NI( KR NY

Jim

pool is a licensed read estate
broker who also has eiLpncnce
in farm management aritt t ration. residential construction.
recreatwynal lease management
and freelance writing Crass
who has been nominated •i%
hoard candidate before, is
retired engineer
"I'se looked at all tour of
them.- NI('Cll hoard chair Jack
Rose said "Sls opinion is thes
all are qualified
The other nominating committer members present Were
Chief of Staff Dr. Dan Butler.
(-FA) Keith Bade). cits council
representatise Bill Wells and
Slurras -Callow A)
County
t'hainher of Commen:e representatise Sail'. Hopkins Focal
court representatise Johnns
Congks was absent

STATE

In his first meeting with the
nominating committee. Bades
encouraged the group to consider looking ahead with upcoming
appointments to see Who's po•sibl going oft the hoard And
w hat kind of talents are lacking
"frankly.. other board. I've
been insolsed an have used the
nominating committee to discern what talents you want.Balks said. "Basing a lawyer is
good. Having a doctor is good.
But what fits in with the hoard's
plans"7
The nominating h,lists allow
as mans as 10 1141114.'s to he for
warded to the council and focal
court. This sear onls four people
were interested.
"We need to encourage Iwo.
ple from different backgrounds
to apply.- Elkins said of futui.

sears "Just because thes Aprils
doesn't mean they'll he on the
board"
Rose alluded to losing
Siooldridge last yea and then
Walston last month Both had
financial backgrounds. he said
Wooldridge. in tact. was instrumental in establishing the audit
stinunittee before taking a posi
non at NICCH Stalsion stepped
down because he would Irequentts he awa) from Slums
"I would hate to see. tor
example." Bathes said. "this
hoard to he without a strong
Imance chair who can realls talk
to the account:mt.

with
traCif
the
the
,
• ,•
•
Rhonda Stevens (right) and James Darnell, both of
Murray, are married by Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins (foreground) before a group
of about a dozen family and friends at the Calloway
County Courthouse Tuesday morning Darnell said
Valentine's Day is a good day to get married: it
makes it easier to remember anniversaries
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FREE COLLEGE
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For adults
beginning or
returning to
college to earn an
undergraduate
degree
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Draper declare his love for Summer Bolton. Among
them were Taco John s. When Bolton saw the message from her boyfriend of nine
months. she knew there would be a gift inside the restaurant for her.

Seven local businesses helped Dirk

•Love ...
From Front

Wednesday, March 1 • MSU Curris Center
Ohio Room • 3rd Floor
Session 1: Filing for financial aid; 6 - 7:15 p.m.

The nest stops were Taco
I.4111.s. Bah Rob's. Boone
I leaners and Pocket's Shell.

-The gilts along the was int•ludt.d
flowers. sands. frewelr) and a
picture of the couple Draper
said he look a couple refections
when asking businesses for their

NECK & BACK PAIN? HEADACHES?

Session 2: Admission procedures and requirements; 7:15 - 8:30 p.m.
Attend one or both sessions. Course selection and
class scheduling are not a port of this program.

Reservations required by February 28.
('all 1-800-669-7654 or 270-762-2186.
ion
CmtinuingEducat
&Academic Outreach

Kentucky's
Public Ivy University

http://ceso.murraystate.edu

Dr V Wade Etherton & Dr B Dobry Etherton
A‘ito Accidents • Med,, ,r, \ %to ,t
11,4n.sr Insurance Covers You'
Well File It For You'

4

0:

Cell Today or An Appointne•01759-0030

We're here for you

Etherton Chiropractic
1102 (kestrolhot Street teoes• from Wendy

• 11114...rty

help last week. but that didn't
hurt the plan
"The ones that were in helped
the whole it
he said
J
Draper had two evtra gifts .
IfICCOIOC for Bolton to finish the
Valentine's seas enger hunt within 45 minutes It she took an
hour, she still got OM cura gilt
Hut malls. Draper admitted, the
gilts were going to NI: hers
egardless
Commuted to flu ,
1)raper e.en put up the greeting
at Boone Cleaners on 12th
Street %rid w hemi that business
didn't has e enough tenets to
spell out "1 lose Nou summer,"
so he borrowed some from
Dommo's to lease the me...1g,
in a mixture ill Mack and Nut'
letters But it helped all worth
the reaction
"She was stunned." he said
"I lust wanted to wow her I
think I did "

Forecast
Tonight stilt he mostly
Jouds with a 20', chance of
rain and low s in the lower 50.
Thursdas will 11.1SC j 40%
1:1111111X of ram with highs in the
aPPer flea.
Thursdas night WIII have
storms and 10%. in the upper
)0s•

48
UP TO
MPG
• Several Diesels In Stock
1-888-433-8088 • www.mathewsvw.com
GARY MATHEWS VOLKSWAGEN • Best Selection On New VVi's Ever!
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IN Barlow ...
From Front
and math sr:tense. hes Allse
csery body needs to hase J 4104
at mos mg up We really nerd to
bring in more tech-based corn
panics in the 1st District
Barlow said he would seek
incentives tor the enlistment of
and
edus anon
technology
research facilities as well as
iCshnolop -related businesses
is and the
in Calloway C
regain. such as gellells ~dill:soon in agnculture
"That's something that w
Ilt`Cd to locus hard on." he said
-We need to encourage research
and technology education and
businesses to ‘:orne to Slurra
where thes ould link up with
Murray State I nisersity an
partnership That would benefit
(allow as County and the entire
Purchase area "
Barlow cited many of his
tires ious as-Loinplishinents as
he reason whs studs should
gisc him another chance in
Vs astungton
Among them. Barlow said he
sass the opening of siS major
industrial plants dunng his on!s
two-year term in Congress frui
1993 to 1995. particularly se.

eral automouse plants and three
chicken-processing plants that
has e pros ided hundreds of jobs
and brought in millions iii dollars to the southwestern
iSentucks economy in the past
10 years
-Vie also.suited cominschea

of the Olmsted Ledt and Dam
hut esrr since taut we've het a
lot at plods mid incalothimg has
been going deinalt" be said
Fighting spikes in etterp
prices would also he J prawns
"Particularly home heating
and gas prices." he said It we
need to tap into the stratega
petroleum reserses to keep
those spikes from occurring
then we need to do it "
Barlow noted that he has
won three elections in his nine
campaigns for office in the 1.1
District and across the state

GET UP TO 4
COLOR PHONES

more information contact
Boime Hansen 753-9725
• The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will meet
Monday at 6 p m in the
Chamber of Commerce con
terence room Agenda nem,
include disc golf and cci
tower discussion
•Calloway County Fiscai
Court$ regularly-scheduled
meeting has been changed
from 7 p.m. on Feb 21 to 7
p m on Monday. Feb. 27, by
order of Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins The location of
the meeting will remain at thiWeaks Community Center
•The Housing Authority o'
o'
Board
Murray

FREE

NOW
OPEN

Commissioners Will Meet in
regular session on Februarv
21. 2006 at noon in the con
ference room of the Housing

gra American

Authority main office located
at 716 Nash Drive
•To report a Town Crie.
call 753-1916

THE CELLS THAT SELL!
Approachable Available Anytime.
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MURRAY
ut Street
Chestn
1304
(Off Hwy 641 Behind Hardee s ,

270-761-4100

ail,sells Vass.
44-s: toro.

293-031$

293-0699

•Union ...
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From Front
the tacilits with non-union
workers Bell noted earlier that
the eompans had also brought
in securtts personnel ..tnd placed
them at the entrance to the
plant
Approximately 55 union
employees work at the Murray
plant. which is a major rubber
chemical manufacturing facility
and produces petroleum additives and specialty chemicals

Coming in 2006 - our new North Office Facility

/

will remain afull servicefacility.
During construction. The Murray Bank North Office
to grow along tvith us.
So come inside, visit withfriends. and make plans
machines - waiting to serve you when
And don'tforget about our convenient ATMs & cash
you're on the go. wherever you go!
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How Anger
Wounds Hillary
The most effective M tacks in politics arc those dant stop your
offeallat Ityan caillialkipall.bi kis ar her mon style.
Wins Democade Piled Rifted Nemo "segative" is the sump
to the 1960 preddsmjd k mode it meek Wm Mika ler him le
wage the type of skettimi-bers campaign Was
hadisimmed his pan races. Sins
githr.wi%
alldNI Chums a flip-flappee deekg los
• urn Iona, it made it harder We kips Oa mak ost
latdlevimie,and reach Mims idenegical
benign as he ioninctually abs ay s visailmi ID do.
Now. Km Makin,the Annum elthe
Repubbeas %Wend Comminoe,hos pineal the
"miry' 1110111118e on Hillery OWES — IOW
an willacreadagly nap irs bow man kw
panisanship as dm Me SO pi smeimemi
The genies of the Maim dumps(dashikis drawn from focus pomp or son"iseeirch
By Dick Morris is that it rings so true among dime wbo follow
Sen. Clinton closely that it seems self-evident
Syndicated
When Hillary denounces the deficit or wireColumnist
tapping or drug paces or the administration's
inaction on global climate change. she sounds.
kioks. and acts angry And the reason is that she 11 angry
takes her political positions very seriously and personal
Is She has j hard time seeing virtue in those who disagree with her
What others would dismiss as honest disagreements about bow
aceomplish good ends, she often kioks at as a clash between good
and es selflessness and selfishness, generosity and greed. She
once asked how someone could "he a Republican and a Chnstian at
the saute time - 1
In her speeches and inter\ less., she has two speeds bland and
shnll
When she has no sharp ideological or substantive point to make,
she relaxes and acts casual - tossing her head, giggling, feigning
intimacy with the inters testier.
Hut is hen she has something to say. dee F41.18011 bums inside her
and metastasiies into anger and theme OD IhROMMIL Like Bella
Abiug before hel. Maury cant speak awn awes miaow coming
at riv., as harsh and angry. Witham armored dm affect perfectly
in his characterization ot Hillary as
Hill Clinton, in the other hand. is gilled With a wide range of
political expression He can convey maim and commitment without raising his since Of gCSAICUktating wildly with his arms The
raised eychrou. the hit in his voice. the sarcastic- reference all do
the trick He does not need to come across as angry to make a
point.
He is by far the more :maculate of the couple and ha.s merged
his genial persona with political rhetoric in a way Hillary has never
learned how to do.
For Hillary, there is tint) the sound-bite. hyperbolic. Aggressive.
podium thumping. rhythmic partisan rhetoric — the kind typical of
Ted Kennedy. That or bland nothingness.
Hillary's problem is that she has to run for president and make
political points. Hut if she does so at the expense of her own popularity. she'. in a no-w in situation.
The fact Is that Hillars has alwil% gamed in popularity by keeping quiet tier up.. periods. when she gamed in popular approval,
v.erc All accompanied by the sounds of silence Her global tours
alter the health-care plan failed, her listening tour of New York
,tate. her opening !,ears in the Senate
all were characterized by a
silence broken only by bland, vanilla interviews in which she
worked hard at say mg nothing.
But sthen Hillarv has to speak out, she usually drops in the
polls (hiring the early days of her husband's first run for the White
House, when she tried to sell health-care reform in 1993-'94. and
over these past le% months, as she tries to lead her party, her outspokenness has worn poorly with the public.
Six months ago. the Fox Ness poll had Kilary's favorability up
to 54 percent. Nov its down to 49 percent twith 45 percent rating
her unfavorably,
The circumstance', of Hillary presidential candidacy %cern to
make her nomination Ines'table Hut her lack of political or platform skills may prose to he a serious and perhaps lethal handicap
She's absolute's gist to des eh ip .1 third style
something
hetween a smile and a hark
Can her handlers teach an old Jog new tneks'
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WASHINGTON (API — At
teenager. rolling
the start of the Bush presideno'er to listen to a local station on a
cy. Dick Cheney was viewed
bedside radio, the announcer reeling
as the grown-up, the seasoned
off school closings, in alphabetical
hand to guide an mexpenschools called Al for the day
enced president. Now, he's the
if vie tAeft.' lucky. even longer
.4
of
controst,P.),
center
My high school 14:1% Webster
His aceickntal shooting of a
County. mi I had to wan patiently.
hunting companion and the
expectantly until the announcer
administration's fumbles in
finally made it to the "Ws And
getting out the word underthen, if my whoor• name vu
score the secrecy and near
there 55 as no better feeling
independence under sshich the
in the world than to flick off the
s ice president operates
and
radio, pull up the ...incr., and hun
it all sent the White House
down for an extended winter
scrambling on Tuesday to t oaf
nap on into the morning
the right tone when the sicAi' NM usually called in by ti,,
tim's condition took a turn hr
for haskethall practice, any
osich
the Worse
way, hut these snost day pawners
After first dctensisely fieldwere simply not the sank' as the
ing questions on why disclousual
Ater school sessions
sure of the Saturday shooting
Exhilarated by the snow. we ill •
was delayed until the next day.
It to the gym before the coachc,
Press Secretary Scott
AP dressed quickly in an 1 locker
McClellan joked about the sitthe press in the CIA icak caw.
ruhlk.. I
repcatcdis
room, and goofily took the cow'
uation with reporters at his
"by his superiors.- according
makes unannounced trips
playing the fool until the sits.morning briefing. Later. he
to court documents. Democrats' album/ town and around die
arm ad. We heaved shots trom th.
turned somber after doctors in
has c demanded to know
c•ountry - as he did is ith his
bleachers. threw basketballs ire
Corpus Christi. Texas. said the
whether Cheney was one ot
weekend hunting excursion in
through the rafters. and tried
Austin law ser shot hy Cheney
those supenors.
south Texix.. aid again on his
Meadowlark Lemon hook shots
— Henry Whittington. 7x
"These things become
trip to the Capitol Oft Tuesday
from half court Once, the head
had suffered a minor heart
sy'minims of a broader disquiChenc.y remains popular
coach sneaked in and caught us.
attack after hirdshot from
et w ith Cheney.- said Paul C.
ith the GOP consersatise
He ,A ItIle•WAI our shenanigans, and
Cheney's blast migrated to his
Light. professor of public serv- base. Ed Citreas. a Republican
promptly ordered u• to the end line
heart
ice at Ness Nork msersity.
pollster and strategist. said that for 2 112 hours of wind sprints and
"If you want to continue to
Among moderate and liherall %ICC presidents base to
Nock out drills
spend time on that, that's
al Americans. "there is such an overcome the fact that "you
We real's- didn't mind overly
fine." McClellan told reporters anger toward Chows.- Light
nes er get the benefit ol the
much When practice was over, we
pressing him on the shooting
said. 'There Me jlet plc who
doubt for the good things you
headed out into the fading afternoon
incident "We're moving on to
heliescd he pulled the trigger
Jo, and noel' any lack of
to J winter wonderland We made
the priorities of the American
figuratisely on J tot of things.
Halm for the had things"
metes- -cutting donuts - in the
people. That's where our locus
Vice presidents can get aV•a),
He said he expects the conempty school parking lot, skidding
with hitting people with golf
tonersy to pass. especially It
and sliding around in the snow and
The shooting presents a
halls, hut they can't get av.ay
Whittington Makes a full
before filially making it out to
new problem for the White
with shooting people with
Iwo% Cf)
the cleared and salted main highHouse as it seeks to repair
shotguns
If the shooting sictim's
way into town Those were Ow
damaged credibility in a
Questions linger oser vhs
sondition worsens. that ., outs.'
days.
midterm election year in
so much 11111C rta•sed below
increase the seriousness of the
We gathered at somei,DC'•
hich continued CA W coffins(
Saturday 's shooting was mask
Inc'dent, and bring more
to eat popcorn and watch tele% %sum.
of Congress hangs in the balpublic and before Cheney and
scrutiny to hear on 1‘ hat exact- ail the while thinking about the next
ance
members of rhos pans it ere
ly happened on the pulsate
day Had it snowed enough to call
Cheney. 65, tA how -fasorinterviewed by local law
Texas ranch
ott school tor another day" Winter
able" rating was lust 24 perenforcement
"But it somehow the pre.;
snow days in we-steal Kentucky
cent in a recent CBS- Ness
Cheney hunselt has uttered
dent considers ('hency gets to
were so much better than the snow
York Times poll, has found
no w ords publicly about the
be a liability. I think that getkss
winter's we spent in bin Worth.
himself- in other storms
mishap, asoiding reporters
ting nd of him or encouraging
Texas Dunng our toe years there.
swirling around the Hush pres- during a visit to Capitol Hill
him to step down Amid cause
it snowed only once, if you could
idency
on Tuesday for meetings stub
problems for the Republicans
calf
it that, a one-inch dusting that
His strong insistence that
lawmaker.. His office issued a
with their haw." said Ross
lasted all ot a day, a dusting that
Sacklarn Hussein had weapons
terse, unsigned statement
Baker. a Rutgers Vmsersity
still produced the all too brief
of mass destruction helped
describing Whittington•s conpolitical scientist
magic of crystal beauty
build the case for the U.S.
dition and saying that Chews
"And Cheney is like a
In Arkansas in January. 1994, it
in Aston of Iraq_ He also has
had phoned him from the
inemher of the Rush family
came a huge snost the day Canonic
played the role of point man in
White House
The president would no sooner Jo 'a us horn We brought her hack
the National Security Agency 's
V/ huttingion's "pints %ere
push Cheney in aboard than
to our faculty house, stepping carewarrantless wiretapping progood. but obviously his situahe would Jell.- Baker said,
fully across the tin-cleared driveway
gram in the war on terror
tion deserves the careful moni- relemng to Hush brother kb
with our precious cargo. Back for a
And, more recentls. his
toring that his doctors are proRush, the governor of Florida
%mit in Kentucky. it snowed one
indicted former chief of staff
viding," the gatemen! said.
Halloween. and Wesley made a
— I. Lewis "Scooter- Libby
I . Mike the president. who is
Tom Rumsi has roverrd
snowman in his grandparents front
— testified to a grand jury
accompanied by A news media
Washington for The AAAOrlaitli yard to greet the triek-pr-treaters.
about being authorized to disp(..t sk
Pry" kinre /973.
et he tinsel,
Those were the days
close classified information to
Rut I remember a heavy snow tall one Easter morning in the
'*0' We gathered in the quiet
hush of early morning for a community sunrise sets ice We sang
"In the Garden.- as the delicious
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smells of coffee and cinnamon rolls
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Fletcher well following surgery
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to 200 e6er pieces el tribal
that might still he lodged a Ms
body
('herie was using 7 1/2 shot
from a 28-gauge shotgun.
Shotgun pellets typically are
made of steel or lead, the pellets
in 7 1/2 shot arc just under onetenth of an inch in diameter
Cheney watched a news con-

ference Tuesda where doctors
described Whittington's complications Then the vice president
called and wished him well and
asked it there was anything he
needed
"The vice president said that
he stood ready to assist Mr
Whittington's spirits were good.
but obviously his situation
deserves the careful monitonng
that his damn we providing:
the vim president's office said in
a statement.
Chene.. an expenenced
hunter, has not spoken publiclr
about the accident, which took
place just before nightfall
Saturclas while the %ice president was aiming for a quail on a
ranch in South Texas. Critics of
the Bush administration called
for more of an explanation from
Cheney himself
Through hospital officials.
Whittington has declined to
comment.
Hospital officials said they
knew Whittington had some
birdshot near his heart and that
there was a chance it could
movt close ism scar tissue
had not had time to harden and
bold the pellet in place.
After Whittington developed
an irregular hemline. doctors
performed a cardiac catheterization, is which a thin, flexible
tube is inserted into the heart, to
diagnose his condition. said
Peter Benito. the hospital's
administrator.
The that was either touching
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Senate passes 70 mph bill

Limiting cost for nuclear workers sought
WASHINGTON( AP) - The
Bush administration is taking
steps to limit costs associated
with a benefits program for Cold
War-era nuclear workers who
developed cancer from radiation
exposure, according to a White
House document
Republicans and Democrats
say they are concerned. with one
GOP lawmaker saying he plans
to hold hearings
The document, obtained by
The Associated Press, was written by White House budget officials and sent to the Labor
Department.
It commends Labor officials
for -identifying the potential for
a large expansion" of j program
aimed at compensating thousands of nuclear worker. Then.
it states that the White House
will lead an imerattenc% work
mg group to develop w a.• -to
contain growth in the costs ot
benefits** the program pros ides
The westing group will discuss whether -administration
clearance- should he required
before groups of workers are

deemed eligible for cornpensa
lion. 1W-document said IWet
the program. created h.
Congress five years ago. %sick cr. get S150.000 plus future
medical benefits
Scott Milburn. r spokesman
for the White House Office or
Management and Budget. said
the goal is better coordination
between the federal agencies
insolsed in the program The
Labor Department pros ides
expertise in claims processing
the Energs Depanment has
records on its ilrither worker.
and the Health and Human
Sew-sites Department has %len Mk. expertise
"In calling for better coordi
nation among agencies. the
administrations goal IS 11, make
sure workers gel the benefits
they deserse. that the program
works as efficientls as possible
and that agencies compl with
the law" %thorn siud luesdar
lawmakers fiumhar with the
White House document were
not satisfied
Rep John Hostenler. R Ind
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Gov Ernes Fletcher

are looking at a Imam the
would limit the state's eight to
take property trot p011,411!
landowans Eras•sconomic
development ventures.
Several states has e pissed
legislation to er the paw year AD
response to the U.S. Supreme
decision last su inn icr
that allowed a city to seize property for ecortonuc developmem.
The come Mao said gases as
free to bee the trios of properWinters. R-Murray. speaks with fellow senators Robert Lamer. I-Paducah and
ty under eminent donne for Sen Ken
Senate floor
such projects. and many MalC, Tim Shaughnessy. D-Louisville. on the
have begun considering su,A
bans.
State Rep Rob Wilkey. D
Sconsyilk. sponsored the legis
lawn. which would present
speed.
House for consideration
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lead miles per hour"
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FRANIKIMI/1. Ky. t AP) —

Cheney victim
expected to spend
week in hospital
1.(*PCS ('HRISTI. Texas
(AP) The lawyer shot by Vice
President Dick Cheney disring a
humans udder is expected to
stay in the
hospital for
about a week
after suffering a mild
heart attack
when a shotgun pellet in
chest
his
traveled to
Whittington his Wee
Ham vs tattwocia. who was
mined hack to the intensive care
unit Tuesday Mir the heart
attack. will he watched to make
sure more metal pellets do not
reach other %nal organs. hospital
officials said The 78-year-old
was reported in stable condition.
DOCtOis at (linstus Spohn
ChristiCorpus
Hospital
Memorial said Whinington suffered a "silent heart attack" —
obstructed blood flow. hut without the classic bean-attack
symptoms of pain and pressure.
Doctors said they decided to
lease the pellet alone rather than
operate to remoce it. They said
are highly optimistic
the
Whittington will recover and
Ilse a healths life with the pellet

tingsdialic

Phietw's boreal ray
aldeser to osinove ibe gee felted hi= to camel reeeses
bledie. as howlesp operas= poldic appeeneoes. se 6160
ihey dessed orceary to pe- aniaimicismat sod a
—,h deo arse inki
rm the hinidop of future sun eignise,
way am. heiskeve Sc'
aims&
in stick be is prop a
It was alma our ammige

Paducah. Ky.. 420113.
Mee.. 94. Padatesh. died Monday. Feb
11 2006. at 4:15 a.m. im Pada&
Sbe served as a first bosionee web ths UMW Slams Army
Nurse Corps. A gradual of Lomisait Mersin Colley',Louisville
Goner Hospital. as maned as draw at anis 1st Ilfivaiside
Hospital ad as a public beak row for McCradre County Health
Department.
Her husband. Virgil L. has.foie timers and five brothers all preceded her in death Born in Kane Cali& she ivas die dr.=citkr
Laic John () Rose and Oars &kW Rode.
Sur-slows include one son. lanes S Price. Padocals; me sister,
Mr( Bessie L. Seale. Clarksville; two grandchildien. James K.
Price. Paducah. and Nancy Whitney. Dexter; four great-grsock-hildrew seseral nieces and nephews

The funeral for William W ( Bill) Aues was Friday at St. lathes
Catholic Church Strider Funeral Home. Charleston. W.Va.. was in
chow ri an angements.
Mr. Auer. 84. Mission Road. Harpers Ferry.
W.Va.. died Sunday. Feb. 5. 200& at his home
A graduate of ihe Ueiversity of Maryland. he
retired final the U.S. Department of' Energy.
Washiness. DC Prior to that he had been a
ntedmutical enjaraer at Goddard Space Center.
Osooslioit, Md. He hed sersed in the U S .hurny
Sir otos during World War II. He was a member of St lames
(at h rl 1, Church
stir\ Roc. include his wife. Mrs Marian H Gill Auer, to whom
ht• had hech married for 56 years. three daughters. Mrs. Susan
‘1.,•ac‘ and husband, John. Round Hill. Va.. Mrs. Lou Napa.
1).1‘1,1.011%111e. Md.. and Mrs Katherine MacLeod and husband.
Stark 11aM. Salt Lake City. Utah. five grandchildren. Rebecca
MacLeod. D.lan MacLeod. Name MacLeod. Douglas Martin and
Collo 1 isdale. halt brother, Thomas B Auer. Murray. Ky

was ash sow

Msteem Toomey erste
Deers said they wade kr
MA imam in the pornaor's

ride by Weiseray altenioon.
Hall said.
Sirs. Nancy R.!tic*
-He's doing assi won: Hell
A graveside service for Ms. Nancy R Pnct will be Thursday at
2 p.m. at Woodbon bialaithil Gardens. Paducah. Rev. David said. -He's owing ar he bel•
Willett will officiate. Mein Mat will also be mamma at the greet eight.gras C site
Li. Gov. Sieve Pare, who is
r Paste vardeeine sir his fats* in
Villein will be at Miner &
asee's
Home Padielk.shot II Lai. Thursday.
Fheide. had assionedp.
Ibtprossises of sympathy may be made to obamorisi powers Moray
Lourdes Fouodadoa., 1530 Lone Oak Rood. However. Fletcher reassumed

a
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•Nationwide'
On Your Side

Nannaiiiet

Ineamweret omprno and 111.101•111..sninn.

suisnasses

Os• alionhow55,

who chairs J House Judiciary
cull.°manure that os ersers
claims issues, said he would
hold hearings on the compensation program
"The disturbing nature of this
information has compelksd inc
to schedule r series of hearings
to look into the matter.•
Hostettler said -The krnerican
people deserse to know whether
1it not this program is tieing run
effecthely and it it is fulfilling
the promhes our go.erninent
made to these Cold Mar 'clef ails."

Kit Bond. R SI() .
Sen
decried attempts to alter the pro
gram. sa.ing. "An. Mort fic
Department of Labor bureau
Cralk 10 limit these benefits

would be r true 'must'.e 1,, these
workers, their tarivilk-s .ind their
menu
.idniin,stratstin
n a lend
officials. Rep Mark doll and
Sen Ken Salat hoth Cokwadis
Democrats. argued that drii
%ions about benefits should he
based on science not budgets
The ads hors hoard refer •
cocci' in the budget document is
supposed to recommend soon
whether itiritips (4 workers in
Colorado Iowa. lomessee and
the Marshall Islands should
.wt.imam:ii h be stimpensated
under the program Similar rek..
ffnmendattons would follow for
workers from other sites across
the country
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Murray Ledger & Than

COMMUNITY
Murray native named to Knights'
Court at Bellarrnine University

Nag

Cancer Awareness Wall
displayed at local hospital

LOUISVILLE. k. —
Alvah Miller. a native of Mw
IA
ruined to the inaugural Bellarmine Unisersity

The Oetestimil/Laller a Delivery ILAN,
hi'L& Thum at Merree-Cellinvey Casat,
spssisollei • Caesar AeonWOW scree trout rimier
nee
at in baspild seirsoce.
Meetiery
r er
As "la
aim - Jo be digheyed eel the eel le reequip lend aess ode Iwo ask W116 teeIs asked ear sock perm A $1
m dot Is rempiesd.
Cardssse airelleal• he Oelpideeit Seristry
and at all Me Ilmed-noides owes.

Knights Court. Miller is a %en
tO1 inalonng in business adiutn-

,•tration
knights Court. similar Sri
traditiiirial honsecoming court.
is
new tradition that con
•,,sts of 10 students minimal
ed hy their peers. Two of the
10 arc then chosen as -Knight
Exemplars hy J panel sit Judges
based upon their charas let. aka
1.110111. etc-L.-Ht.-MA' >el % is e 1,,
114:11,cii.

iuid

atc

Wi
Daiskssic
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Home Dammam of Murray Woman'.
Club will meet ilium* at 1:30 pm. the
club house Bob Valentrne will he speaker.. Hoinesses will be
Virginia Thomson. Marge Sanders. Pat Conner and Kay Hays

‘tifloulist

tug
i
..!k
were recoi:111/id j I i its 1
the Bellarrninc-Unicersity of
Indianapolis hoirieconung game
on Saturday.I eh II Scruivrs
Wininge,r and Adam
Bauer were -knighted- by Bella:mine President Joseph
Msiiiiss an .1, "knight Exem-

NES committee AI meet

Eltembeth Miller

Murray Elementary School Climate Committee of Site-based
Decision Miking Council will mcct at 3 p.m. Thursday in the
school conferTc'e room All interested persons are ironed

Oars.Millet is the chair of finance
for pep club--aAKI has participated in relay re1-- life and
many Bel I annine % olumeei
days She is the daughter of
4)
.-tin and I aura Miller

Laker Softball Team plans promotion
(0111) High School Lady Laker Softball learn
will have a rehite day on Thursday at Sirloin Stockade. Customer. MT &Skid 10 tell the cashier they_ are there for the

Safe Boating class scheduled

team

" Nmenca's Boating Coursea.% ill he taught Saturday from

required on hoard; reading
buoys. day markers and charts

sa in to 5 p.m with a break
tor lunch at Glendale Road
Church of Christ, Murray. This
Is sponsored hy Kentucky Lake
flotilla of the U.S. Coast Guard

hoss to hiuulle emergencies: safe
mooring techniques, how to tie
knot that stays tied

This class meets require
mem, tor young floaters Sages

Stroke/Brain Group will meet

Mr. and Mrs. Harris
Whitney Alexander and Brady Harris were ,named Friday.
l)eik 23. 2005, at the Murray Woman•s Club House. Murray.
the bride is the dati,ghter of Dunn)
and Donna Aletoulder
,/
_

.Numliary and will he taught
esperienced Coast Guard
Nuilliary instructors

ir ho are required
et-Wit:idiot) before
Ira obtain
operating pers.mal natercrati

of Murray.
The groom is the

Topics to he discussed
include
requirements
and
responsibilities
for
young
INiaters: what equipment ta.

other boats solo.
A fee of $20 wtlI eover
textbooks. exams. educational
took and a CD of class Mllenal Provisions can he made
for two persons using the %Ante

(onto Ouss ay and Whitley Ts ans performed musical selections prior to the wedding ceremony.
The matron of honor was Tiftany Pitman of Nashville. Tenn
144:s1 Man sas HMI Hams, Calsert City, brother of the
groom
t %hers were Vsesley Slesander. rougher of the Arnie, and
Adam Nance cousin of the groom
Book atiendant• NCR' 111011 I fe.1111‘,41 and Shelby Crouch.
Program attendant IA a• Sarah( roach

12 through

or

Most insurance companies offei discounts on boat
insurance to boat lay ners a nt,
successfully pass this course.

lellbOOk

recently recosed her degree in public relations from
States( 1111.er.itls,

his:Julio(0 char

MOIRGka
CAPITAL CORPORMON
AstrINCA's LAMEST COAST TOCOAST
NOW IN MURRAY

Have you been
told "NO" by
others?
• 1000e Financing No Down Payment

• FHA Loans
• Loans Customized To
Fit Your Life & Budget
.'"

*ti
-3 PRE-A14°110011
- ------ • ?_
•

200 Ponta( St. • Illkorray. KY
To free 81113-246-4093
•
•
•

• •

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:

't" .41

lut411.4se sal y
1 .11‘ci hnivkli is a must
'rhea earth times hells h,, •

Jennifer Schatz
& Bryan Bartlett

pe.
•firigs nen. litaces annl Ph. h
ItarrvIcs wail he in all t'pes
ner.ILIALe•

Natalie (. ooper
& Matthew Hinttm •

Fitannurta or Atenniet
•

?LA
,
laros. 1i'arm

& essc Clark
..!Jita
• %on,:
A

Fr ,

enlist.**
their ma al. .1
s'01: this flip flop toes ,in
mound up a NI
1 .in • And a hat cule pikers

•

Kim Bryant
Sean Haverstock

.•rals

eason
,
to he a great spring in

•

•
•
•

what makes tene wontivaltsk
Ehrancit Nrinicioner

Sta want to MU vetVII.• Fan A
Fratuusi Nato
Wow lie gong oil up in 71
off Itaimulmokaimaliatr'

40f1Cfliff

•

Thursday TOPS Club will meet
bur•siay 10I'S Wax oil pounds sensibly Club vs III meet
thursday at 5:15 p.m in the annex of Calloway Public Library
1 he meeting is open to the public Tor information call Marge
Xndrew • at 753-7732

Coq Sound w

be Thursday

The Gospel Three and Ethelene Darnell well he the featured
artists at Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry Thursday truant 7 to 9 p.m in the new Goshen Family Fellowship
Center. Ky. Hwy 121 North at Stella. The public is united
and there ft no charge Items for Need Line will he taken
For more information call Joe Lawrence Al 753-5643. Renee
Taylor at 753-1(124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

Tiger Seeder Club will asset
Murray Tiger Hoosier Cluh will meet today at 5:30 p.m.

Calloway district meeting Thursday
atlow
taunt', School District Joint Site-based Decision
Slaking Council will meet Thursday at h p.m. at Southwest

Elementary School All interested parties are insite4

ter.

ence moceedings solume. The
paper grows out of Mulligan's
ieseaich on Irish immigrants
in the Michigan Copper Country in the Ithh century and a
course oil the Irish Diaspora
he teaches at \1St
Mulligan has taught at Murray State since 1993 and via%

brought together scholars from
a doren countries %hose
research deals w ith Irish identity. both in Ireland and court,
tries %WI
ot Irish

recipient of the Board of
Regents Award for Teaching

a

Excellence in 2005.

Drivers class scheduled
1n AARP Driver Sidcis
Class for those age 50 and
older will he tittered at ate
Murray -Callow ay
County
Senior Citirens Center. 5417
Poplar St on March 1('u and
17 from 12 .9) to 4:30 each
day
The eight-hour classroutm
refresher course is designed III
meet the specific needs ol older
droers It cutters age related
phy sical changes. dux lining per-

ceptual skills rules of the road.
local driving problems. And
license renewal requirements.
Upon completion of the
CIKIIP•e, a senior may he eligible lisr a premium reduction
of automobile insurance
Class sue is limited to the
first 20 participants and the
cost is Sit) To sign up tot
the class. call Ten Cobh at
751-0929

Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet -Thursday at 3:30 p in in the media cen-

Antique Automobile Club to meet
Twin Lakes Region of the antique Autornobik Club of
America will have a dinner meeting on Thursday at 6 p.m
Ryan's Steak House. Murray The club is open to anyone with
An interest in antique Automobiles anal %:snots are welcome
For information call Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry
Ridgeley at 751-1829

Hazel Woman's Club to meet
‘44/tIl4il •C lob w ill rtieel PlUf s4.14 at 7 p.m at the
Harel Community Center with Carla Haiku% speaker no "Diabetes Awareness" Hostesses will he Halkias. Sane'. (herby
and Teresa Price

Playground fundraiser in progress
Murray Middle School Pi( Y. playground fundraiser. 'Money
for Motion.- is may. in progress and will continue through
Feb. 17. One hundred percent of the funds collect will go
toward the purchase of new playground equipment Donations
may he taken (4) the school office or mailed to Murray Middle SchonLAIll Main Si., Murnry. KY 42071.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express 01 Murray -Calloway County Hospital will
offer lipid profiles and Hood pressure and puke checks today
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m at Wal-Mart. Murray.

,
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OFF CsiChe

FREE product o your choice Ott 25 year

22 oz. Jar

Candles

$1.50
Great For Fundraiser'.
Clothing • Furniture • Household

Decor

Lamer Items or Too Busy? We pick up! i
Call to Schedule an Appoineaere
L-fThank You For Your Support'
We Accept All Ma/or Debit & Credit Cards,

http:/ livingprooLmyarbonne.com

Tiffany Ifjerpe, RA
•SCIWI•i•

III (an, .1 ,

at

Murray High School. All officers, sports representatises. parents and other interested persons are encouraged to attend.

Inshness Mutability. NationWriting the Green.ality

old company makes over 300 naval health 5 beauty products
that ere unparalleled fn quarry, safety, value, benefits 8, RESULTS

•

•

will meet Friday at 9 am at the Murray -(.'allossay ('ounty
Chamber. of Commerce.

CMS Council will moat

Everyone Deserves Beautiful,
Healthier & Younger Looking Skin!

'incise\ Melton
• & Nathan llickhn •

irsitel Itturni k

CASA Board to meet Friday
Ao‘,ory Board of CASA (court appointed special adsocatc

at Trinity College in putalin.
titer time.
Ireland
An expanded sermon tat the
Ilte conference. - Aflecting paper will appear in a confer-

•

•

tries of the Irish Diaspora and
how these meanings ha'.e &Ad,
oped historically and %Ailed

Muriay Stioketkitain Injury Support Group will meet Thursday at 5.30 p.m in the classroom of Murray -Calloway ('ounty Hospital Health & Wellness Center The program will he
An open dl s, II -ion for information contact Cheryl Crouch at
767-1557

Akaute

Amanda Birkner
& !reser lough

•

305 South 12th
Murray. KY • 753-7441

in the different coun-

r:
•

Jill hood
•
•
dr Robert Ellison

•
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Slate

AR BONNE
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aura.ele Hoover
'az Jeremy Latimer
Anne l'ickens
19 Michael Knox
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Catherine 11110
& Arthur Lane

•

•ni‘ er.it history professor Bill Mulligan
Murray

yarious meanings 'of being

Lorraine McMullen •
& Matthew [eel

ii

Mulligan presents paper
at international conference

immigrants
Mulligan s paper. -Shades of
Green and Orange The Varied Meanings of 'Irishriess in
the Diaspora. discussed the

Phone 270-753-7665 or

01 this se..i.In• must hase •

Slier a honey moon to Nassau Bahamas, the couple is residing in LOUP.% ilk

recently presented a paper at
an international conference held

• Refinancing Cash Back To You

•

Murray

The groom is a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High
School and attended Murray State I nisersity. He is now attend
mg mrdieal school at the Lnoersity of lawitrodk.

110
.

High heels

A reception 14allowed the ceremuum.
The bride is a 20111 graduate of Mtlftj High School. She

49bh or
tel net
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son of Rick and Patty Harris of Murray
Danny Herndon officiated .11 the seremom Gary Vacca.
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Federal money available to
feed low-income children
in Kentucky this summer

Photo provided
Terry Derting (standing n roar) and Franklin, her pet
therapy dog, visaed the Tiger Cub Scouts orTioop 73"
and prouseibed a poorsie to the important work of pet
therapy dap and about the humane treatment of animals. Tiger Cubs (from left) are Tanner More, Jacob
Latromboise, Jared Gray. biotin Dale. Josh Conner and
Aaron Rister.

tars

PrimeLife offering trip to
Panama Canal in October
PnrneLtle. health and wellness program from MUIITal. Calloway County Hospital for
people age 55 and older. *ill
he traveling 10 the Panama
Canal in October
2006.
Primelite Tnp Coordinator.
hhel.n L,oberger. is urrently
taking reser.anon. kit the trip
Seniors will ha.e the opportunity to tour all the htghltglwa
of the Panama Canal dunng
this 12-day trip on the Prince..
Cruise Line'. ('oral Pnixess
cruise ship Participants sill
leave from Ft. Lauderdale/Deer'field Beas.13,*-rintida sad v.ill
canal td Oilto Rick. Jamaica.
the Panama Canal: Limon
Costa Rica. Grand t'ayman.
and C'oruniel.
Highlights include the Estiglades. Dunn'. Roer. Falls.
the C'ayinian Islands. and the
Yucatan Peninsula. The cost
tot the trip is S2,694 per person for a double occupancy
room and includes 30 meals.
round-trip airfare. hotel trans

Jacob Hunter
Coy
Mr. and Mr. kennoth
Coy of Rock.illc Lane. Nlmo
are the parents of a son. Jacob
Hunter Coy. horn on Sunday
Feb 5. 2006. at 12 24 p m
at Murray -Callinsay Count)
Hospital

let's. poet tees,

and

departure

taxes

Anyone
unerested
767-21410. A S250
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on resets adeposit ill dile
SIM with the final pit mem
bee al Mardi 22, 200b
The PrimeLite program
includes SCIltres Web as e‘er
alit damn.waif deb,nutn

non and fitness

And

social acts. ities Prmiel tie also
pros ides

health

disk omits

screenings. has el opportunities
and

much

more
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Twigs f)**,tQs
Grandparents. and some parents, were the honored
guests at a Grandparents' Breakfast Thursday morning
at the Murray Middle School cafeteria. Lou Carter, principal. said this was a -great opportunity to recognize
grandparents and to let them know they are special to
us.- Pictured *Wye, a crowd gathers for the morning
event. Pictured below. Herb and Wanda Edminister
entoy the meal with their fourth-grade granddaughter.
Ashlee Edminister.
r

KENTUCKIANS FIGHT
FOR OTHER COUNTRIES'
RIGHT TO VOTE.

The hahs sicighed h pounds
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The mother is the for-
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Rom.

sister

Louise Roach
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Sonm and Wilma Cos
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Good dental health also means good overall health
Iktual health and total well-tieing
go hand-in-hand
The Kentucky
Department tor Public Health iDPH)
has long recognired this connection.
but many Kentuckians. particularly
children and toenagera, Jun't
Products like sugar-filled sodas.
%Vs s'etelled het erases and unhealthy
snacks Are eituessively consumer in the
United Stales and h's showing up in
dentist offices eesywhere
"Although people are generally
os are the foods we choose affect our
(mend' health, they often are not aware
of the impact the choices have oil their

Back
To Good
Health

teeth and gums." said James Cecil,
D.M.D administrator of the OMR oral
Health Program. is addition WIN oral
health concerns rimaaillthi. the consumption of misery drinks and
unhealthy snacks. dem foods may be
contributing to weight pie mid obesity."
Cecil said eating patients and food
choices an important in presenting
tooth decay. When bacteria (plaque)
come MI° maxi with sugar or stand)
in the mouth, acid is produced, which
attacks and &images the teeth in :a.
quickly, as 20 minutes

-Our goal is to change the way people tt
shoat food 111 Callliectooll to
their dead
said Cecil.
During Naiad alldrell'S Demi
Health Walk the Americas Dead
Associedee sad DPH ars focusing an
the impact good amnia has an is.
The orgareisatiess
tsupniag isms to
reduce their limetemnion of loserfilled soft *Mks. 11111011011Pille overwhelm
assumption sod Mew vibialiby seinibebbi.
For example, the association reports
the aterage teenage boy drinks SI gallons of soft dnnks per year. with some

sodas aothaining as much as II teapoems af sugar per can.
The saseciation. along with Dlolt.
lope a public amodissescompsip
sosum•e impousom ofsomd dmul
MGM gredieell and a healthy dies. mead building blocks for good oral
MAL
Soma tipssimplimind
•Illumbieg and floss* teeth as
diudied
1i Eating a healthy that
•Limiting oessompeost of sugarfilled sodas and threaseeed beverages

Great American
Spit Out is set
for Thursday

Healthy Kids

Scott
Foster

JRANKFORT. Ky. - In an
effort to curb spit tobacco use.
the Kentucky Department tor
Public Health's (DPH1 Tobacco
Pret enoral and Cessation prois
gram
encouraging
Kentuckians to he "Through
with Chew" hy participating in
the Cneat American Spit Out on
Thursday. Feb. 16.
The "Through with Chew"
public awareness campaign is
set for Feb. 12-18. to decrease
spit tobacco use among adults
and south Like its counterpart.
the Great American SmokeOut.
Users of spit tobacco are en,our aged to quit for the day
Smokeless tobai..co is not
alternante to cigarettes. as
mumic people belie% e, and a I.
more
et en
habit-lot-mpg
because it contains a higher con•
centration of nicotine than cigarettes," said Irene Centers, program manager tor the Tobacco
Pre (moon
and
Cessation
Program. "We need to get this
incssage Out Too many people
see this as a substitute for smok
ing "
Like cigars and cigarettes.

threlefol

Caragraeret
Trouble Sleeping?

We Can Help
unpins nighi but proonfisi bosh of
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funcaon %RAW hams and WOW
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'• air'i Ulm al night TryID
mirsouls a Wie morning
"am hat extra
•••• •• II
Avoid caffeine after new
Callow*
•"
•
lao corn and climatal* borne people
clew cologne fros thew babes Shell
!you know oho you are) arid should
arod
ones.*
Avoid Alcohol. Mfrs peciDle %rid
tra!
*Hp: item nnauf at Non'
Allissup if may help induce Strap
,^satly itobor disrupt 'out rsewMai
veep patterns Waving oi Wwl and
Ifoginf r We morning
Keep neuter sleeping hours
▪ pi 5- i ,• -.4.• • •••••n,••••,,
Avoid eating large late evening
meals
44 Wags before ititsing 5.evcisl
cis3ar lovels 11rie middle of
••• • • • tx wise lab pp
"
Decrease
11.11
1111
paw
A. guii powouviosi
bedroom
• net, Nary rit
,WICOUriCis oh
'
4fasiiison hormone thit encourages
a Assay lit cycle
Tly yoga or asodllelos /ara
pour meta aua help prepare your body
for Ow Lea rep* gaping hours
a Amidy proctoo edgodliegroolost
banal*
It your inikenns a caused or Inside
acne by who aid pain a miry be
wive for a hot to your dampness
rho ptomain sloop by correcong
,mbalencon and tensor e lie poly
xve us a covor

Fee ram intannolon mid our
mei*
ossuisseissmesissaisissaa
Isimp%yes by Dr
Use Poen set eis See o cams,
Come therserscic
Or ars oboe/ yaw health,

Calloway
County
Chiropractic
1625 Hwy. 121 N.

270-753-6100

rro•oro proviowl
Murray Elementary School recently held a Healthy Kids Challenge Klbk-Off
Assembly. Pictured are students who assisted the staff from the Purchase Area
Health Department in presenting the skit. Pictured are (front from left) Celeste
Siclueiros. Geon Duarte. Matthew Hale, Etta Danielson. and (back row) Purchase
Area Health Department employees Tina Masengill. Linda Johnson and Megan
Cody

Save your face.
Be Through With ('hew.
Oral cancer
STRIKES
quickly and
KILLS
quickly.

'11a,
•••

College campus
obestiy studied
MOREHEAD. Ky. (AP) •A %forehead State University
researcher wants to find out it
obesity is a problem on college
campuses.
Researcher Cathy Hammond
said she %twits to study the
pre% Jlenic of obesity
On
Morehead's campus to park
other possible projects to present obesit).
She said there's plenty of
research on child obesity. hut
not college-age Ind,.iduals

Gruen Von Myron a :51.,.•
oral ream army ran Av.

Toe tsui quit. We can

smokeless

tobacco

products.

W loch

are primarily sold as
awl.% mg tobacco and snuff. con
lain a ‘artel
to...Ills associat
ed with s.'ails:ef t se of smoke
less tohacco products has been
linked to oral cancer. especiall
in the cheeks, gums and throat
1ccording to DPH, smokeless tobacco user. Are up to SO
times more likely to get oral
•ancer than nonuwrs, and only
one-hall of people diagnosed
with oral cancer are still living
five years after diagnosis
-The the 01 smokeless what.
ASO /CA to other oral
I_lit.

holp.
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Sponsored by

DRY EYES?
"Sensitive, burning, red eyes"
'Contacts too dry/

,e-so76dev
QUITLINt
600-OutT NOW

i-ATCII

Join the Great American Spit Out
February 16. 2006
Through with Chew Week • February. 12-18. 2006
%.(laerlineMent (hi% 4111114d

•Drinking wean more own
II Laminae easing and drinking
bums.au*
• Chassis healthy. moo-suck)
foods for nimin Om are low ia refined
seise
Some snack idea+ for good nutritioi
and oral health are
•Low-fat popzorn (in moderation ,
II Flea fruits and tegetables (for
igailitheildlers make sure fruits and
tregthabiles are age-appropriate ansi
well-chopped
•loss tat dam. products

.14111 11•44.(1

%%jib the• TH•rrni.o.ion

New procedute nalleves dryness
withOui drops or medicine and is
covered by mast health Insurance.
0,
etry fair, CS/Aar
v•••
F... flare

"pea l'alforerapisr.

Eyecare Specialties

prohli:n0 su,h .0 nkouth S4ire•.
gum recessions, tooth decay. had
breath and permanent discol
oration ot teeth: said Dm
Commissioner William Hacker
MI) "This is a great health con
cent hecallSe 011Ce guns tissue
recedes, the roots tit teeth arc
exposed. increasing the risk tot
tooth decay The roots mso also
become sensitise to hot and cold
or OM& immanis. causing di•
comfort when eating or dnnk
DPH caution. users Olaf Oral
cancer can &whip within five
yews of using smokeless tobacAMCr ss arming
co products
signs include sores that Need
çasils and %di not heal. J lump
in the mouth or neck, or trouble
chew ing. swallossing. or mos
mg the tongue or task
"Our office has created and
distributes oral cancer sell
screening kits." said Centers.
who advises spit tobacco Users
to check for cancer warning
signs monthly
The kits are A% AllAbie bs con.
tacting
Centers
at
Irene.Centersur ky.got or the
tuhaLio coordinator in our
local health department Thew
kits Vsefe made asaitahlc
through a partnership between
DPH and the t intensity ot
Kentucky College of Dentistry
Kentuckt has also been
addressing the haiards of psi
tobacco use with the "Quit Spit
Kit '• The kits hate been distrib
rued to schools, dentist off-k-e•
and 441 Club intension agents
as pan of the HEEL progranl
Health Education Through
Extension Leadership) in all 120
counoe. The kits contain an
educational t'deo about spit
tobacco use and informatumal
brochures to distribute to students
The "Through s4ith Chess
program. was established in
198o by the American Academy
of (Nola!,ngOlop and has been
held in states and communities
aro.. the nation
For help quitting, call toll
free ittOth-QUITNOW of thc
tobacco coordinator in your
local health department

from thi•

Ear, ose an
Specialists

limee lievibud. D.o.
Nonni Cenified EN1

Head A. batten. M.D.
Board C'errified ENT

• Balance Disorders • Allergies • Facial Plastic Surgery
• Hair Transplants • Full Range of Ear. Nose & Throat
Toll Free 1-888-247-8103 or 270-247-8100
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MCCH Regional Cancer Center is commended
Ihe Commission on (aneci
Writ') of the .Antencan College
of Surgeons tACoS)lies granted
three-year approval with coomendation to do memo program at the Regional Caeca'
Center at Murray -l'alloway
County Hospital
A facility receives I three,
year appros Al with conunerolanon folkwting the on sae esaluAmon hy at physician suneyor
during
hich the f actlity
demonstrate'. A ('onimendanou
lesel nt compli.uice %kith one tie
more standards that represent
the lull scope of the career prognini it Aneet e08111111g1111119 leadership. t.incer data niaolagernent.
lout al %CT% It. es research. 54401
mUnity outreach, and quality-improvement). In jijdiiiii. a
facility receives a c pliant(
rating lw all other standards
-We arc pica.ed that the
Regnmal ( ancet Center at
Murray -Calloys
Count
Hospital has rc.co 0.1 this three
year acaeditation.*• said Allen
pricti. vice.pric.whica rutica
of
('are Ser.ices These types of
accreditation• are not easily
obtained and shou• thr dedscanon iit
ery one associated atth
this importatu program This is
a testament to hos% dedicated our
staff is and hon committed to
quality Me Are It I% a tnbute to
the quality of ow program and
S'K't'H
congratulates
the
Regional t'ancer Center stall
and phy sit tans tor this est-long
achiesement in the L'Are of (MI
pat lent.
1.1 setLimst 'Or Peters sentiments on this.- said Dr Bill
tirese. the Cancer Center's
Radiation
Hoard
Certified
Oncologist "We heliese
hJse an esemplary program. and
haw all '.socked hard to make
that %say It is encouraging that
the outside re% tener. ho esalUalle programs like 'VP. &Jos%
the nation agree si ith us
I stahlished in 1422 In the
inerican t'ollege of Surgeons.
,h.
!, .1 onsornuni of pro-

reported by eat CoC-approsed probatict ike Coe'.
albass pow=
bielifterd Comer Dais Saw
an coliwase plat
(Waft a roma CasCJAreseiswe asnimp ariatheIkatersenit
Caeca Society penis. Thr Caws Ilemery. the Uot" pow
Nall arm* coosare. %Wei die pubisc *eh Worms
prim dowrogropkies„ UMW tom um the resimars seniors
aboncoorkeies. and mamma and timer lossInew event-4ktisolcailles iiiiiimosu fur kir each OW-approved came'
awe ••
maim calmer program. Res islienewboa as
porker diogoosod aid wookd at %bind with the riblo an to
hoopiroi axiom poproma the Amanta. Caeca Scowl,
US heoweets IRIS and 211ot
%dame a woraAamiterweg wed
Thew dna mom Ire approsi
three. the Amerk.am Casey
moiety two-dOrds of nen Is society'. National ('‘aft-rt
dugnmed cancer cases in Ito int.(1114tita Centel at I/4(119
IS each yew
S s.0
NCDS data i• regularly uset,i
of own* inliwnbition onthr
le monitor and improse the centei at Morray-t
grelity of patient we Mooed County HuipseaL oral 762 11011
re CoC-appevsed Callcer pro
ge ktwi ill Ile'Meek I16trZ
gam The Coe require. pro
raylhoptirl erg ender Cassels 4
grows kr imodooks quakily Etexfiesprx
improisoosk illiwivos rho
For mow satommeitio reirmi
poem
eiliverry at••110. the Comermatorao Carom yogi
Role preilled
wervaaes.tirgA:alica et/index*
Pictured is that staff at the Regional Cancer Center at Murray-Calloway Could4f1.00111111. eierbillac•face offMr cage
lowi owesims odocwinat MI.
owl
The Cancer Center recently received a three-year accreditation by the Commisslell 611
iterervireltees
with
—
local
Cancer of the Americiln College or Surgeons
Le.ssional org.aniaosons.cledicaL. rc•4CnJt 111On: than
(ta
•
stt. 431tosed cancer proed to improving sun i% al rates amino ed tam er programs in the grams must undergo an on-site
and quality of Ide for cancer
S and Puerto Roo. represent
re% revi es en three years
patients through standard-set- ing close to 23 percent of all
Recei% mg care at .1 COG
ting. precentsin. research. edu
hospitals This 2 -percent of • t
cancer
program
canon. and the monitoring of hospital diagnose and/or treat SU ensures that j patient *ill have
eomprehensise. quality care Its percent of ne% h diagnosed can
atte•• to
niembership includes Felkins of
et patients cash seal In add'
omprehensice •are.
▪
the
Amenean College of !KM, a national neostirk ot 'note including
range of state-of Surgeons and 44) national organ
the -an sers nes and equipment
than 1.6000 oluntect ('ant et
i/ations that reflect the full oiler- Liaison Phy•lelans pros ides
•
multispet rally. team
alit MI of cancer care
leadership and support for the
Approach to s.iuirdtnatc the hes!
The tore functions of the Co(' Apt:anis:as Program anti treatment options
(
include setting standards other CoC wit% mes at these
r
•Intlinnatilin ah.
for qualny. multichseiplinary local facilities
loos al trials and neA it eau
cancer patient care. suneying
'The Appro% als Program. a ,rpti‘mis
facilities hi et aluate compliance component of the CoC. sets
• 441:00. it "Iflief related
ith the th "AC standards. col- quality -of-care standards tor int orniati.in ethk... at
and sup
leeting standarthred And quality canter programs arkl re% icy. s
data front appniced
the programs to ensure they eon•A •sneer registry that colanti using the data to decelop form to those standards
lects data tin
and stage of
elks ti% c educational mien en - .Approsal by the Cot is goen • Cr'. and treatment results
lions to unpros e k.ancer cafe OW • only to those toilities that hate and otters lifelong patient totconic• at the national. slaw. mid
voluntarily committed to pro tutu'. up
kical le% el
siding the highest le% el of quat
•014.wag Irtormotu4;
1mc r I, an (.ancer it's cancer L:aft and that undergo
The
inpro% eliklit of...arc
Society estimates that rtit ire than a rigorous ecaluation pros..'.
• And. most importantly
1.3 million taws of e.uicet 'a ill and reN1C"
, of performance
To quality ..arc close to home
he diagnosed in 201)-3 There are maintain appros al. fa,Ahlics
ramei patient data at.
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TRUE STORY

Your nine-year-old son lies in your arms.
His face is broken. The right medical care
is 187 miles away.
km* kind coded is wile In kw. mow In III as e wile!kip to can kr Nis ok Sr ‘•
Inc 0Ww a Rowe di&Ye wiriut,
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"Lord, I need your help.
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WHEN IT COMES TO CRITICAL CARE

•

ITS ABOUT TIME

•
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CCMS students have `Shakespearience

Special Honor

The Kentucky Shaliespe.Lic
Festival performed "Hoy Meets
Girl Meets Shakespeare" for
some 300 Calkrivay County
School
Ms**
students
Mende!.
"Bob Meets Girl Meet%
Shakespeare.- an interim:use
petiormance workshop tor
fourth through 12th grade. is
part
of
the
festival's
Shakespeare Alise' tout. Within
the workshop. artists perform
scenes from As You Like 11"
-Julius Caesar" and "Romeo
and Juliet Students are introduced to Shakespeare through a
-non-threatening"
learning
expenence and hase an opportunity tor discussion And .nthe.is
workshop
of
the
and
Shakespeare's work. The lest,sal will conchict 500 such workshops this season.
The 2005-06 tour features
artist'. Knsuc Rolape and Kyle
irk are Rolape is returning for
her third year working tor the

•
Pnoi,
deo
Tab Brockman, director of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce, is presented a special award by Alice Rouse. United Way of MurrayCalloway County Board Chair. for Brockman's work
and efforts with the local United Way. Brockman
has served two terms as board chairman, as well as
president and campaign chairman.

HOME OF THE SPECIAL BEAN ROLL!

Special Priced Daily Lunch Specials!

Salads Around
JPSoup, Salad & Sandwich Combos
Homemade Cajun Specials
Mexican Combos
"Best

• )01
(left) and Kyle Ware, featured artists with the 2005-06 tour of the
Kentucky Shakespeare Festival performed -Boy *Ma Ght floats Ilhuluespears• tor
some 300 Calloway County Middle School students TWIN** Molured above, the two
perform a scene from "Julian Caner."
Kentucky Shakespeare Festisia.
Ware is a aasii.c
She has worn many hats includ- Indianapolis, lad., and a gradi,
Buddies artist, ate of the timver.ii
01
ing
Bard
Shakespeare Studio residency
Louis'.ilk. Entrenched in ths
artist,
Camp
Shakespeare arts from childhood. he ha'
instructor, and this %UMW( she w.t)ried As an artist. writer. rims'
portrayed Lady Macbeth in clan and actor He was
"Macbeth" Before she nursed recently seen in Lepetonume
Munas State( ins ersit!,'s college ot education along with the
r I
to Louissille. she spent three Theatre EitSCITINt
depanment of earls childhood and element.u-y education is spoil
years bunny the world with production (a - A ‘114.1suil, .
miring .1 Folklore Vestisal on Thursdash The testis at will he
Missoula Children's Theatre. Night's Dream- in the roles ot
held in 241) Alexander Hall
performing
and directing in such Demetrius. Bottom and Pun. k
Tickets are not necessars. howeser. inch%'duals planning to
play • as Freaxure Wand." and He is excited to .1hAre hi. entho
attend arc asked to make a reser-x:1mm- lor a hos lunch During
'Sleeping licauts •' She is ongi- %Wall for the arts As J inemh
the testis al there will he a Poster Session. General SC,•10j1,
nally from Herrin. Ill.. hut of
Kentucky
SC!.SIOn I Presentations and Session 2 Presentations.
Shakespe.ac
For more information please contact Dr Sharon Gill at 12701
10.0% ett her itle.lift: degree from Fcstisals Shakespeare \ 1%
Slilligan Alegi: in 4mm...re
trout
k 1

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
John Deere, Husqvarna. Scag. Snapper. Ferris
Good thru March 15. 2006

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Fitter
Check Firing
Check & Adiust Gamut. •
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & '.uho W'IPCP nee,
ted

$4995
All For Only

MSU marketing, p.r. earns international honors
Murray State Unisersn's
marketing and public relations
office won rise marketing honors in a recent international
.cimpetition.
The
annual
Creatise
Awards

E

headquartered
cent,
in
Vlington. TCV. recognites the
hest communications produced
hy marketing and communication professionals throughout
the world

) w.r

D(

Jon Wuest
•• 1,1 inisricon
•111111Me

I

Jr rho AlcDonald, director of
marketing and public relations.
won three awards for Mum),
including a platinum award.
gold award and an honorable
mention Sherrs McClain. news
bureau manager. won a platinum aw aid and an honorable
mention
According to the %Caftan
officials. "Entries were iudged
hs media professionals who
look for companies and indo'duals whose talent exceeds a high
standard of excellence and
whose work serves AN a benchmark for the illdlistr
Diem were 4.6 I .4 cranes in
the competition Entries incluikd
works from businesses. ;misertising agencies. government.

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES!
int! in an% etuiptiti

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

from an% other taN

Nen tees LI we Will !unto,

Finance( orporation
Loma•P. Sert.r•

441 Wall
Morel

H&R BLOCK'

All For Only

ckson Hewitt

SowsJur
Aropre,,eZ

e Fee for Vinter 2
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS

RECEIVE'10 OFF
for esers new las customer sent
a eurrent ruwtomet
Ii.1.1,...11,,

Change Or & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & F,411,v,
Check &

I've been helping your
neighbors for five years why not you?

Doctor of Chiropractic

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adiust Carburetor
Check Betts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Press
Check Air Filte•

twirl F maflue Corp4vration
World Class Lows & Tim Service
.
tlori
Saturdav open tif I p.m.•Isuer By Appotnimren

942 S. 12th St.• \lorra • 12701753-0735

free-lance professionals and si,11
leges from throughout the
United States and so eral for
eign countries
-The competition does no
locus on written explanations 01
lengthi questionnaires and emrs
forms to attempt to measur •
saCCCSS," %%Mk: a MarCom di
tor. "Contest materials arc
reviewed hs Judges as is Entnes
must stand on then OM
Judges looked fcir
creamily and mend! conuriumcanons impact. according to
contest officials.
In earlier competitions. Joe
Hanes. radiofts specialist.
earned a crystal award of C'Welannual
from
kiwe
the
Communicator Awards competition: and Sherrs McClain
claimed an excellence in feature
writing and an award nit merit in
CASE-kentuck competition
for state educational institutions Linda Pierce. super% ussir
of graphic design. won a recent
APEX award of excellence. as
did Melissa Shown. electronic
advertising / design specialist
The Communicator comps:111RM
IS operated OM of Arlington.
Tex. The Council for the
Advancement and Support of
Education (CASE I is headquartered in Washington. D.C., with
state chapters throughout the
nation. APEX is also incased in
Wii.hinpos. D.C.
Murray State tnisersity's
marketing and public relations
office has now won 106 professional awards since the unit was
created in 1992 It is pan of
MSC's
Institutional
Ads•ancement area. Jim Caner.
vice president.

All For Only

$10995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

WESTERN DARK FIRED TOBACCO
* GROWERS ASSOCIATION *
& Gifts

ZERO TURN

914995

It you are a grower of Dark Air Cured Tobacco. Type 35. you are eligible to
receive a portion of the NO NET COST money remaining in the Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association no net cost account.

HWY.641 N. MURRA1

This money will be disbursed as directed by the Tobacco Buyout Legislate(»
Those dark air cured growers who received a check for the growers part of II)
tobacco buyout are due to receive a check from the NO NET COST ni
remaining in the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Association no net cost accowi

New Shipments

All For Only

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles
Nte.

CtvyAfidIllimsl Pots & Labor At Addllionsl Costs)

Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division
753-2571

5

Folklore Festival is
Thursday at MSU

Ws Time To Stop Hurting!

CORNER OF 10TH Er ARCADIA • 759-8866

0AvS I L.,144.4

Kris* Rotapa

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
Set 740-1:00

Chestnut St
Murrny

Dark air cured growers must pros ide the association a copy of their CCC-9511.
Tobacco Transition Payment Producer Contract and CCC !IC
Notification of Contract Approval and .Appeal Rights. (received from the
FSA office). as proot of eligibility. These forms must hc at the association oil,„
no later than March 31. 2006. Please include your phone number if mailing
these forms.
Me address of the association is 206 Maple Street. Murray-. Ky.. and the mailing address is P.O. Box 1056, ,Murray. Ky. 42071. and the phone number is
270-753-3341.

•

753-1725 OE
1100-472-ss;:

*Gifts
*Garden Accents
*Shade Trees
*Oakleaf Holly
Open:
Mon.-Fri. 9-4
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NOTICE
The (itt of Murray lues the Mewing jab appartunit s

COMMONWEALTH IF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 06-C1-00191

I"firms hos elder fidealS el Iemir,
RI-IMJ

ASSISTANT MECH.ANIC

POSITION

"I"'

1{\ IN(;. LLC
1\
fk. coNSEC4
SERVICING (1)RI" tRATION. PLAINTIFF.
VS NOTICE OF SALE
BERNICE MEISTER. Ma BERNICE NEWSOME, in rem
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF BERNICE MEISTER.
1k ii BERNICE NEWSOME in rem ,.
BRYAN ROBERTS tin recur VICKY ROBERTS in rem o.
and COUNTY OF CALLOWAY. KEN11.'CKY. DEFENDANT:-

Department.

Central Garage

Saks" and Benefits

Salary range S9.15-215.40 per how
JOCIIiillgLAILIBUIIII&ZWatilliS Plus
henefit.

.11'‘It idlers an exe401111 benefit Pwrinde.
eseapallie airy oda maims shift sad
esellsod
a

ilt=12=
RissisisMiLmassimmis
jackass Purchase Medical Cagey
Alta Humus
11100 Medical
itim
arrreritra
crellient
Mayfidd, henhicky 420be
11-as: 2?0-251-44431
EEO WIN ti)

POSITKA ADVERTISED IS FOR EAU. TIME ENIP1_01 %11-V1
By virtue of a Judgment asd Oda ofSok oolond la the
Calloway Circuit Court aailograt7 to. mit,b.the Wallant
cause. I shall proceed to
lbe Wsat
Caurlhamie dear
in the City of Wormy.Camay Caustg, liestuelqa to ths bigbest bidder, at public maims 410 Waft
17.2000. at
the hour of 10..00 sa.,cAt„ Illeatesbarat 1111111
delegated propooty leaded it Calmar Cam* Ifsatarkg. with
its address- being 13$ Jai* Drive,Akas Kistueky. Med more
particularly described as Mews
Lot 5..shown on Plat of record February SS. IDOL is no
Book 30. Page 24. Slide 2640. in the office of the rallnway
County Court Clerk.
Being in all respects the same property asaveyed tu Bernice
Newsome, n/IrJa Bernice Meister. a nierrisil
_deed
dated June 2.5. 2004. recorded on Jaaa 18,4.5.Deed Beek
562, Page 200. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be said en sem& or credit
basis of 30 days, but if sold on a ciedit dada"the pulameser shall be required to deposit with the-teemiesisear to percent tithe purchase price in cash tagethw -with bueda(Ihr the
ressaitedsr of the purse priest wilkeeed and suilleist awetat said annum bearing Maria at 311 pw annals lustthe
dats-afsae sail pi& amid bay duo wed NNW hi WA/ 130' dapsAlas AMR lasimed es_ thegregeag as addlliernal
security. All delinquent tams shaR be sesechilsed aid paid

(In of Warns• benefit paciage in4 hales health inturunt r •
MildrcUlt r. Slab stri mew*piun dines
%lel. ia. U/Ii di. .40d
persona/ dir. %
Job applications and lull tot% descriptions toe the ahme lotted position
at the City Clerk's office located in Cny Hall at 104 St
3th Street, Murray. Kentucky 42071 If you babe quema on. concerning
thi• poistlossn. please contact the Pentland Office at 270- 7h:4)'.110 cm
1II Applis anons can he obtained online at *syvt.murraylsaguy and
then mailed to 104 N Sth Street. Murray. K1 42071

ilff 4% ailabic

Janitorial
‘1N1‘1\1 Iomp.an ts .urrentkhiring
in Slurras. K1 tor the following positions

1)eadikat for accepting applications - 5:00 p.m.

'General :leaner., lull aikt pan time
position. 4% al lable
Man
hourly
ince-nit c prognim,

Friday. February 17. 241116

Daniel atter WM at 271)

Drug screening v.111 he required of successful appliL ant
The city of NIurray is an Equal Opportunity Emploter

Mediacom

"Come Join a Winning Team"

Is accepting application. tor:

Administrathe
Assistant. Sales &

'act Mit) years ol prosen restaul
so, es. sub sour expeller...e to niaLc a new
addiii.in I.. OW restaurant I Amil%

5

labs

•:t
• \I
Nlt KIN\I

INS, R‘N(

SI-14‘ I( I
-Your Horneum n Insurance Source104 N. 4th St
753-3500
Large enough In handle your
insurance needs. small enough to care.

Lai
Mew
TAKING bide on mow
wig cemetery and
✓ounds More silo. am
IMO at 436-4113 or
KMhy at 7534106
Bids in by February 24
NON
THINK pie* 0 Sandra
Os
Thunt -Chicken
Pot Pre Special
293-3816

alLoww
BEST Western luring
tor experienced guest
service agents leundry
and breakfast attendants. and housekeeping
Top pay
Apply in person at
1503
N 12111
St
Mune
CNA needed to *WA in
home environment
20-25hrs per week
227-3589

Hiring daytime
cook and servers
Apply in person
Mon -En at blh N
I 2th Street. Murray
No phone Lail.

Call 753-1916

AVON hen needed
Only 910 to start your
own Avon business
I -877 420-8587
BARTENDER & grate:ex* 641 Club on
Puryest Tennessee
Good pay tor the right
person 4 or 5 days a
week Must be me in
appearance
Sting
resume in person 114

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Reza Hole Apply ,r
P1150(1 altar 6 00PtA
FULL Ilma auto WO
with GM experience
11110 awes bonus.
Driving record, drug
teat and background
check
required
Excellent pay. efficiency bonuses. CSI. 401K.
insurance,
uniform
abeam* Call Jackie
Dente
Sennce
Manner at 270-527Country
0584
Chevrolet
Benton.
Kentucky
(1)]

1

'I

EMERALD Trenspon
a local and tong distance carrier loading
pneurnetic
tanks
dumps. and tankers
taking applications tor
drivers `itou can apply
.4 100 Recycling Drrve
Pans TN between
7AM and SPAI
800-467•0630
FOSTER
parents
needed Earn $35iday
by opening your horn*
to a chid in need Cal
NECCO at
886-306-3226

Nlarketing

Prod
Must Pa's Background
Drug Free Wiwi En,,r ••

Pkorse wad resumes to
KY(' — Jaws Mayo
205 N. 12th Street
Murray. KY 42071
Phone/Ens: 12701753-7101
Nike First: Kesiruirnt• In 1 he hollossing 'mak
\lahrina \11.•issipri lenne,see
enlo.1

MILITT3 -Calk•vh
Counts Parts A Res,oertion is aixeli
lull time Kunienanie I position

ties lid .1

‘firatio:011) is do' 11.A11•41 • 111 1.41"12c7,1 abb.'
television company. paiudlt %ening f,
indium u.timincr. in 23 %LINN Media,
.ontinues to experierice an etplos,,
growth resulting in e‘.lung riew opportunities at our Benton. K1 location
'selected applicants sill reveise An Clielient cortipensation and hcmlip, package.
including
onipany rthashing 4014kt
plan. paid time ott tuithel reimbursement.
niedical/dental/s
flit,: insur
Alld more
Pre-employment drug testing and haw
,..-round check required ipplications
F.of
as...cried unial positions an; lied
, .11.Riet„Moil rIcasc .11,
1•1‘ 1,0
led itiettin

ZWU1UIVII2i; High •,1"'l
'"
ens.: or .my equoalent ...margination and t
'LIN., .111,
• fdt MUM lestl qualiticauems. saled KY Dimity% Lieeine. L'onweenaal
Lwense hut Abdo% to obtain one within sit travois.) Holitholkeekeno
()serumIhrects and assist in the mainti:muke. I cp.0.
in‘iall.ition and ,onstru,thin ot recreatiiin.r1 In.i hues Proheient in ..ts
lion ot bra •• cytoproctil haikhoc tractors and moue". Supers.
maintenance employee.. %olunieers and ctimmtimty sees ice workcr..

amass
Far Sas
MSS
Frog Qs% llisloraret a
MOM spawn DWI
upgrade weifeeite
Progranwmg
10at
?911,per nio Gel
chennes of Sea bee
for 3 nes Settee,
Afeenne & SOWS*
758-0801
Catet...ua prom
dresses 1 see 4
tow I we lible St
mid% 27041124114
CIIA,TOMAN 91•,
•
saw 1250 CriAsr
band sae
SIbli
Kellbel Mae $750 AS
,n very pod comilbon
270-4314156
4...p.omm.
losPM VII Chaos
Plias or* SE1101 Der
no to, Ilrei 3 rno
-OD Shoran* &
slart Ores tor 3 mo
Beasley Antenna &
•'pees 750-090?

Cows by 506 N 12I1'
Serest Suite J & see
ow ergs selection
HD telsesions DIP
LCD Perna & ROI'
Preget-won
Brands
include Toshiba t.G
ZION111h Sony / Sanyc
also
We
carry
Surround
Sound
Nome Entailments's
Centers a TV carts
Financing avertible
For more ink, car
Bessie $ 759-0401

90 \lain Street
Kenton. kl 424)25
: 270-527-0813
e-asail:
ricun at ughaet'.edAacosnceA-uns

•

N.4) Moose
Please
is an I-qua) Oppoirounits 1 mpltroier

unitIt Olen eaddinc
dress
sleeves we 16 S.
Call
270-753-n
after 5PM

SPORTA BLE
SAL&1IA,141/JILNLIII; Minimum sato% tot position III 34 pet t,
odepending on training And experience, plus hencfuts. which ielikk, SCOREBOARDS is
GE Piteetter &
Need help
Illes02 bra
.4 •
time,
health insurance, tile insurance. retirement plan sick. sacanori and person
matchmg sot
l'ormotitie tour
1C41111P111Iy Miters)
empowers in a conat Lass
(270)220-9586
SOO LosdiagA Mottling
trolled learn Minos, 0884
Pre-Pais Plus
Joh amikation and lull tot, Lk...Ninon tor the aho‘e listed position are photo In this menblecwill
us
be
we
Call
:wr
tursig powbon you vall
No NYC or Canada.
.asailjhlcat die Part (*free kicated quo Paine street. Murray.
424)'l
pisof to hodp
USED
°palatal NE
(thee hours Monday -Fnday. 1100 am 124in Noon, 1
pm -445) pm orofk in a teem environment 101W hieb wen
vurno Leo.,I norm
APPLIANCES
Deadline
lot applikAllion is 400 p m Enday. FehrUan 17. 211th
Mm Ape 22 */ 1 yr.
produce). Oalible MO,
Ward-Elkins
270-753-1916
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Al
the square
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Oho lolumung mmal
753-1713
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Ole
Led ma Feed
JUST give us a cab.
well be glad to help
Your loved one ive Ii
try to find.
Cause we all hoe
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Promotion From %% Om
Meithsal A Dental Plan
K

3156610(5 eleerne gulps
sea sewers es
boners
boilleIMMIpe
'MOWS Ueed ,^10PO
fig TS3-4109

Installer Technician

t I ''11 1. .utrit %11 Ali I k-&'.& tits/ st t KINC
01
it C(X)KS. CUSTI)MIER SEW% IC/ %Mkt,'
%HIFI LEADERS St MANAGER TRA1NEJES
1,41 U•

This 31st day of January, 2006
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Callaway Circuit Court
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NOTICE OF RIGHT TO PETITION
TO: Resident raters er mem eitual property within tbe limits of tbe territory proposed to be anodized by the City eir Murray.
of Murray Ordinance Nunther 21040*,
Per KRS 81A 420. this publication shall serve to put on notice all resident voters and real propert, owners within the territory proposed to be annexed by the ('its
vote.
a
for
on
ballot
the
annexation
of
question
the
place
to
Murray
of
City
the
of
1396, of their right to petition the Mayor
enactment of Ordinance Number 3006-1396, which is on or Wort.
A vend pieta= may be proseated to the Mayor der the City of Murray. 104 North 5th Street. Murray, Kentucky within 60 days from the
of the temtory proposed to be maimed by the City of Mummy.
limits
within
the
property
owners
real
the
of
110%
or
voters
neident
by
Ihe
et
either
April 17, UNA A valid pabilies MUM be Agra
Th.arsele be answed sham Wow.
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ORDINANCE NUMBER 2008-1396
LOCATED ON THE SOUTHAN ORDINANCE PURSUANT TO ERN 81A.420 DECLARING THE INTENT TO ANNEX A 301.877 ACRE TRACT OF LAND GENERALLY
WEST SIDE OF MURRAY. CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY.
are more particularly described on
Whereas. tn.. Cut% of Murray. Kentucky. a third class city. proposes to annex certain properties which are contiguous to the City's houndanes. and which properties
in
and
full.
herein
if
as
written
same
the
Exhibit A :attached hereto and made a part hereof,
of the City of Murray. Kentucky. urban in character and suitable for
Whereas, the land sought to he annexed is contiguous to the City's boundaries and is. by reason of its proximity to the urban area
and
development fur urban purposes.
rates, and
Whereas. the area proposed to be annexed will receive benefits such as police protection. des:I-Primed fire insurance premium. and more favorable utility
and
for
proposed
annexation.
area
the
within
property
the
of
development
orderly
ensure
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H. Thomas Rushing. Mayor
ATTEST:
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Or.OW

much more
dangerous to
one's health
By
esen
Dr Peter Gott than
saturated
has. Eating trans fat is worse
than eating pure lard'
In !act. the Food and 1)rug
Administration is now requirmg food manufacturers to
include the trans fat content
on die nutritional labels of the
foods they produce
My husband and I have
been avoiding tatty foods Inc
almost 20 1.ears. C•pectall,..
Mow that hase nutritional labels
showing hei
rogenated ods. par Willy hydrt enated oils, palm
oil and pal kernel oil.
We are thankful that many
nutritional labels now show
the trans fat contained in the
food If the product has trans
fat in it. we 4.14,ip4 .t„,, fi
We are also thankful that
man) products haye begun to
change already We can now
enjoy some foods we him:
been asinding for years because
food manufacturers are slowIs getting nil of the tram fat
in the foods they produce.- ne .._
most coninion was they are
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the ruk that third has
Nieserthrksy. a &penury iron, the
general rule ,iningly indicated on
the. deal

North
;
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Swita

East

l'ass
I 'ST
Pass
opening lead two 01 twans
Good defeosive play requires

East res•
know.. hunt

is

fntlnws

plain common
sense .1 defender praaile•lh always
has 4% atiahlc to him all thc due. he
wed. to obtain the bed powohle

has only two Slew:
of N•K. A -v. 1:-.4 or'.-'. In the first

brq.aly impertaat
cickti,%: player Joe'. tat
rcrrtitt hutit,-1! 1,, ht: hitichound

and thud eases, playing the gums
loses a trick It declarer has .4-x.
nothing helps. since South will score
Is.,. tricks regardkss 01 what I ail

ghtelg

us

more

paItiler

than

silt

Ill

i's-s it

high. In short. he Jots not pia)
hartically lk adjusts hmisell

instead to the particular
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Dear Abby is written hy
Abigail San Buren. also
known as Jr.
Phillips. and
was founded In her mother.
Pauline Phillips.

dein this is by elimismisg
pialsily loglagiasisit ails ad
appiedes imam wilt liquid Gila.
Ok a toneparkive sow i
have bets hisfines yaw 44
flow, eo-asgsr dist Ier ghost
seven weeks, sad I hove lost
%II pounds! I find it easy to
follow. wid I am annued by
how many -good-tasting and
healthful foods are a% ailahlc
for me to CM on this diet
I AM so Used to eating this
way that it has become j
lifestyle instead o' a diet Plus.
I can still hate healthy cub,
and not feel like I'm a "carholnibc.MAR READER: Nio-ehi,
109111951. low -trans tat IllifgalrIC
is avail:obit in most supermar
Lett. k is, in 11110%; CAW'S. IN old at Warn dedgpilfature II
can be a ilk 11111111111116e for high
chob0000111180/111111m-fatty prod
ucts. Apilik moderation at key.
You we cornet the pain
and coconut oils can raise cholesterol levels. We MC perhaps
seriously flirting with the
Mediterranean diet, which suc,
cessfully uses olive oil as the
primary dietary lat. That's alsi,
what I suggest in my no-flout
no-sugar weight -loss diet
which is not designed lor cho
le•ieft31 problems hut is cer
tail* a reasonable first step
My hook on the diet is Jut'
for publication in the spring
In the meantime. I am send
ing you a cop) of my Health
Report -Losing Weight - Othei
readers who would like a cops
should .end a long. self
addressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter. PO Not
167. Wickliffe. OH 44092 Be
sure to mention the title

DEAK 1.311 (;OTT: I was

earremely susgraned teem.your
issemsessdniss le Se soft
aniatiar(isused atbow fur
peal* camointed will cloaksmal in Bak diet.
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DEAR ABBY: I ant a 24yew-old male *At a problem. I
work at a small business with
six employees and 12 contracted swamies. My emblem connervous and cents one of the female associstart blush- ates. "Stella'
Over the past year. Stella has
This
Doer PAW ing
he made sexual advances toward
might
I me She asks MC to COMIC over
because
By Abigail
people
know
and watch monies whit .hitr
Van Buren
husband is away she asks fur
get utter nn
hatable when yoU talk about hugs while I'm busy with cusstuff like this I also !eel weird tomers. and shows me her new,
telling them that my mother was undergarments When I told
a prostitute and that's how she Stella I NA% UntillintOrtatVIC with
was murdered. Sometimes I %a
the situation she placed me in.
she was in an "acesilent - but she became upset and accused
itseit being rude, unprofessionthat's a lie.
Can you give me any ads we al and sexually discriminatory
on the proper way hi discuss
1 has e brought this to the
this in the office without it attention ol my employer He
being weird for me or the other sass he had a talk with her and
Person' -- MOTHERITSS that it will stop. but it hasn't I
lose my hill and don t like being
DAl illTER IN WASHIN(
TON
treated this way. yet I tevl my
MOTHERLESS only option is to lease ( an you
DEAR
I) U GHTER: The tact that please help'
NC( AIN Ha'11Cr% out
is hen
4.1 het.
ABLE IN CALIFORNIA
trying to tb.cus• what happened
UNCOMFORTDEAR
to your mother means - to me - ABLE: Leasing is NOT your
- that you are still traumatiied only option. Document the
by the circumstances of her tonics. dates and crumples 01 thedeath (Frankly. that's under- sexual harassment. Give copies
standahk. When soniciine asks to your hoss and explain that the
conduct
has
continued.
According to my employment
law expen. Nancy Bertrand°. if
an 1K nienther t.' S to!ure sk at
the hoss doesn't deal with this.
ing team en route
/cc host,,
I OU shout Ilka complaint with
we killed in the crash iit the California Department of
J Siberia Airlines Hoeing 7117 in
Fair Employ mem and H ,ti.m.•
Belmont
tit is listed in your ph,
In 1965. Canada's new mark
under Government Ai:cosies
teal flag was unfurled in 4:en:
004
monies in (ktawa
DE AR ABBY: I ant being
In 19146. the Philippine. National Assembly proclaimed lc-Miriam) married it May. I want to wear
E Marcos president tor Amos., my wedding gown to the airport
• years. follins mg all
And on the plane. Is this commarked hy allegations of trawl
mon.'Is it proper.'Please let me
I Marcos ,A 71,• lager ousted
know
-BRIDE-TO-HE.
TERRE HAUTE. IND
DEAR
BRIDE-TO-BE:
There is no -law" against it. but
would recommend against
wearing your bridal gown to the
airport because the idea is
impractical Airport floors are
dirty and could soil the gown. A
trip up sir down an escalator
could tear the hen) The cornpul
security screening
could also create a problem. and
so would the seating on the air-

c_cio

Is the road to poor health
paved with margarine?

about you: inothor. it s uut Mc"
cs+iar) to give *per alld11111111
unless you IOW III 111 dis perurn your module 11111111•11 away
many scars agik which is the
truth II you it pressed for
details, say that the topic is
paislid mid douse die subject.
You we under so social obligation to hare your soul to anyone.
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stamrs of each deal he encounter..
andls
Taktactsdusaecordicasertit here

..ases hrtaks
iis

is

s en

anothet and
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Cats go back to basics
Smith holds
tryouts for UK's
five starters

AP
Kentucky coach Tubby Smith directs his players in the
first half of their college basketball game against
Vanderbilt Saturday This week, Smith has went back to
the drawing board and has held tryouts among his
Wildcat players for minutes tonight against Georgia

4/A51,5•qiN 13 19
???.17

MURRAY STATE BASKETBALL

Pearson apologizes,
rejoins Racers
OVC Preseason
Player Of The
Year will be with
team Thursday
Staff Report
Murray LeAger & Times
Malloy State head basketball
h Mis k I ri min announced
I uesdas that minor guard I re)
Incd the team
.„,
I

and \/14 111 tx: al IAN(' to play in
Thursday's game at Tennessee
State
"We're glad to Fuse Trey
hack with us.” Cronin said "His
absence was due to personal reasons With respect to Trey. I
want everyone to understand
that his reasons were very real
"Ohs iously. 1 wish he
would've communicated better
with me. as well as the team. His
well-heing is my main concern.

now I hake 111 o‘erCOITIC it."

Iii *01

back with our team.- he added
Pearson expressed his desire
10 he hack with his teammates
"I am excited to he back with
my team.- Pearson said "I apol
og t/c tot nry absence. I &ppm:
ale the support of m teanunate•
and the coaches. and I hope to
help the team win the OVC
champii'ash!p
PCarS.011was absent horn the
Racers' victories last Thursdas
at Eastern Kentucky and
Saturday at Morehead State
114S1.1 (18-5i is two wins
away from the prognun's 21st
20-win season The Racers haNC
won eight straight and 13 of
their last 14 games
Murras leads the Ohio Valk'.
('onterence race with a 15.2
in.u-k and can wrap up its 20th
league title with a 1,14:tor,,,
tomorrow night at TSt •
Thursday 's tip-of) is set for 7.30
at the Gentry Center in
!Sash% ilk

I'm doing fine
.. Cancer is just an
obstacle that's come
up, and now I have to
overcome it.
ierry Ka
SIUfestball coach en

being dipansasd with a
camosmans boar
a series of seuures Kill weath
ered last fall, including one on
the sidelines in the waning seconds of an Oct I 5 home loss to
Illinois State
"There's a possibility- the
medical issues are related. Kill
said

Kill, who told the Salukis of
the cower last week, said doctors has been scrutinuing
whether the cancer was linked to •See SALUKI Page 2C

Feb% &)1611.6
1111111 els PIM 1601 0611111.14, • n Land

boodIN saineme who wows au ploy
gut a dime to pone yourself apwa.- sari
femme Selman Saws
Sir hes ass his *rag imae *up aft
dmmaically Imam et a seam Mgt
*pry aid lack of pailocimon. bio Snuff
acknowledtpd Sima ems aw the *pan,
who Faded viol
hinaity's pm*
Maher it was well enough le 010_110814. the
coma mil say's&
Good Rawl Bradley who has been
idtaiive comes off the hench said this
might he his chance to tinalh hceak into the
• 1111111111hilhetep.
"I think at first pays dial Wel like theft
was ray pont to it. hat dies it was sau ItLe
'OIL sill 1 posas were Aim paingiobasr ii
flow with am/W-it)had." Bridles said
El Sim IMIIITM Page 2C
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wed Success

Mid We are happy to have him

Saluki football coach
says he has cancer
By JIM SUHR
Associated Press Writer
Southern Illinois football
coach Jerry Kill said Tuesday he
had a cancerous tumor removed
from one of his kidneys 1.2,
month, haying opted to wait
couple of months to hase the
operation until after the Salukis'
season was over
Kill. 44. said he expects a lull
recosers and that doctors have
found no et idence the cancer
had spread
"I'm doing fine.- said Kill.
whose cancer was first reported
Tuesday hs the Southern
in
newspaper
lilinotsan
Carbondale, home of the
Salukis Cancer "is just an
obstacle that's come up. and

LEXINGTON. Ky tAP) — Keetucky
coach Tubby Saudi is advents* use sew
job apetuags this week: his imam's sinners
for the lea*noWith dellilliklat in jeopardy of___
the NCAA ThentialseM for die first time
under his med. Smile is trying an midFebruary a practice technique typical's
reserved for and-Ocerber
E.very player — MN and bench wanner
has been graded in practice this
alike
week Those who do well get to play Those
who do great get to start And those who
struggle regardless of their track record. prl

It ns-astphaiisoi wist's importaii.
Smith mid.'The Suli *iv — hill pre,
swim beim athe paper poilisa. NUR
Whims about pans beet to lit ilatannosWI. wad•pood stey us do It IS pan to am*
overyffittg."
As ma ityvisal approach for this late se
the am-tso. but is is as atypical yeer for
Kentucky (15-9. 5-5 Southeastern
Conisrawel.
Forgot about the ampahr-taamn filk —
the Wildcats at fuer paw bail lbwleading Tennessee. and the Voliateen have
already won a head to head mecums in
w hoe s et lows
In last
Lexington
Wednesday 's home inatchup with Georgia'
i 14-9. 4-6)could also lose a 411,1 at rnakiag
the CAA's held ot ft5
Kentucky*. players say thes understand
desperate times call for desperate measures
so many we embracing the new practise

[Akers show
heart against
Comets on
Valentine's Day
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Valentine's Day prosed to
he a fitting day for the
Calloway County Laker. to
L 11.%e 1)ut the home portion of
their 2005 ith season
'Slier all, the -heart ot this
year's (VHS spirit has been
its sensor chess And no place
has been 'sweeter- to the
takers' six seniors than Jeffrey
Gymnasium
Those six Laker, claimed
their 40th career home victory
against lust nine defeats as
Callow as lett the ssiting
Comets seeing "red- in an 8451 cakewalk during Fir
Region action Tuesday nig)
"What
Rill our seniors
have had.- rams cled Calloway
head coach Terry Birdsong
-They'se done An outstanding
job Ti' lose only nine games in
tour years here is pew."
Ironically. the LAMM 044/
were just coming off ow of
those rare home defeats alter
falling to Ouse. County last
weekend How es er.
made sure that a repeat 11CI
formalise was not in the oft mg.
taking care of the Comets 1014 in quick fashion
Alter spotting Carlisle a 3-0
lead on an Eddie Cunningham
1- pointer. the Lakers reeled off
14 straight points to take corn
p.-.1&te command of this one
Junior guard Wes Perry. who
finished with 15 on the
strength of four triples, nailed
two tress in the opening spurs
as Calloway ended the opening
stania up 23-10.
The ('CHS ads antagi
reached as much as 22 points
On- 17) in the first halt, as the'
Laker% headed ti, the locker
room up 48-27 at the halftime
break
Birdsong said the Lakee.
were anxious to atone for the
55-46 loss to Graves Counts,
which marked Another close
defeat to one of the First
Region's top teams CCHS has
lost six games to region competition this %casco% by a corn
limed 41 points.
"1 think our kids and our
coaches kind of had a sour
taste in their mouths after that
game the other night.Birdsong explained "11e
weren't playing Grilses again.
hut we couldn't worry about
that We mu had to go out

6 1 mli

Calloway County guard Chase Futrell is trapped on the baseline by two Calthel•
County defenders during the LakerW 84-51 rout of the Comets Tuesday night at
Jeffrey Gymnasium
1% ith
there and hit our shots
our team. it's all About what
kind of start we get oft to "
the
cleared
Birdsong
Calloway bench in the final 16
minutes. as II Lakers recorded
at least two points in the con
test
Junto' Wes Adams led dm% as tor ('('HS with 1 while senior JereM1 Rumpus
tossed in 16 The I Akers
knocked down 25 field goals.
including .e‘en from 4-point
range, and connected on
2 free throw attempts
Eddie Cunningham paced
Carlisle with 16 points. includ
mg lour triples the (°mos

tossed in 14 field goals on Ow
night and were II -of -17 from
the chanty stripe
Calloway will now- close
out the regular season on the
road with games at Reid'
on %sodas and at Si Man
Eels 21
According to Birdsong. the
Laken. goal is to cart's somc
momentum into postseason
pia%
hir goals and expectation%
don't change.- he noted "We
expect to get to the region
finals even sear and we think
our schedule's going to help us
do that
"We decided last sear that

we needed to upgrade ow
schedule. and we hase We.%e
onls had a .ouple of ca.%
games. but we ve done a pretty
its
to It.
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INI1 a

Southern Illinois head football Coach Jerry Kill talks with
Ala players following practice In an Aug 9 file photo on
Ihe university's campus in Carbondale, III Kill. 44. said
Tuesday that he had a cancerous tumor removed from
one of his kidneys in January 2006. having opted to waft
a couple of months to have the operation until after the
Salukis season was over Kill said he expects a full
recovery and that doctors have found no evidence the
Geffeee had weed.

Tigers stop skid; take out Ballard
come those mime/Iones to smash the
Stiff Re—
Fkimhers h1-48. Wah the skier). Matray
Murray Lodger & Timid
LA CENTER. Ky. — The Ilaway 1111. improved to 6-14 wider first-year head
psissod sere coach David Pia&
Tigers had low ask of
Sophomore yard Keimath Trice pitied
playing without Ike sarvices of wake forthe %curiae load with a wouslailt 19
up
Rim
ilisisres
easel.
ward HI* allihns
points so help awe( tar the Ions et Ilollima.
ttihip at WWIIdemodel.
• On Alan wote able to user - who was outwIthmop and aid any oho

Rotto

be knead to num I•nikty slinal home gmni.
vim Mho Qty.
plaseit
Is Omni will die n
said filifth Iin* we reepamtle
. 'Me playsd walls pond de
the first halt We made some menial ertm,
hul we same hack out in the ,'nd halt and
•Soo TIGERS Page 3C
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The Calloway County football team recently held its annual season-ending awards banquet. Award winners pictured Indio*(front row, from left) Elliott Lovett, Lucas Slone, Was Tucker, Alex Salazar, Devon Winchester, Wier
Brockman, Jacob Burks. (back row) Casey Brockman, Lwvi Scarbrough. Nathan Clymer, Grant Berm!". Chase
Chnsman. Aaron Dossey. Jordan Williams and Trey Travis. Not pictured are George Garner and Jamey Groam.

Laker football hands out awards
Most Improsed Player, Cnant
LUCA-% Stone. Defensive

Staff Report

Les' Scarbrough. tklensise

Murray Ledger Si Times
"The f'.illosso County Laker toothall team recentiv 'put an offislat end -to its 2005 wamln Alal an award. banquet at Murray

Barrow, Offensise Scout Team Av.ard.

Stale".('urn'. Center,
Seseral Likers receised av.ards at that banquet. Award winners
included: Trey Trio is. Oftensise Skill Ploer of the Year: Elliott
,Ier Brockman.
Lovett. Offensive Line Player of the Year: 7)
thiensise Player of the Year: Jamey Gream. Defensive Scout
!cam .Aisard. Aaron Dossey. Defensise -Front 6- Player of the
Deson Winchester. Iktensise "Back 5- Player of the Year.

••mit

Most Valuable Player. Chase Chrisman. Special Teams Most
Valuable Player, Nathan Clymer. ('oaches Award: Alex &thaw
Lase Like A Champion Award. and Wes Tucker, Work Like A
Champion Award
Academic awards were given to Tyler Brockman. Came,
Brockman. Jordan Williams. Jacob Burks mid Oseqpe GOMM
Tyler Brockman. Salazar. Stone. Tucker and WIIICIICSISF each
receised Senior Awards. The "LakerDock" aw aids were present-

ed

to Chnsman. Tras is and Tyler Brockman
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•Saluki
From Page 1B

with resurrecting a Saluki pro-

At that time, the university
attributed the seizures to an
unspecified condition that occasionally manifested itself with
such episodes but was not con-
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RAg`' mAJEZLT1BAFL7
gtoffie occrOa?
THIS SATURDAY - FEB. 18
LADY RACERS
✓ s.
EASTERN ILLINOIS
4:00 P.M.

kidney. problem not long atter
the Salukis notched their biggest
victory of last season, knocking
then
off Western Kentucky Division

I- AA".

top-ranked

team -- on the road Oct. 27.
After that. "I coached a good
six games thinking I had cancer.- Kill said. ultimately deciding to put oft addressing it
because "we were in the heat of

terfinals of the l)sision I-AA
playoffs. Kill had the cancer sura month later, spend-

gery about

ing a few day. in the hospital
before he resumed recruiting.
About 102.000 people worldwide die from

Loa apix)TICKET,/ STEILCO

tro PUNCHA

leirowt

TICKETS ONLINE!

kidney

cancer

every year In the t.' S.. about
32.000 people are diagnosed
year with the disease.
which accounts for 3 percent of
all adult cancers and occurs

each

most often in people aged 50 to
70, twice as often in men than in
women,
On Tuesday. Kill 55 as hack in
the office, arming in time for 6
a.m. workouts and planning to
head home

7 I cKET INFORMATION G;2=2
.-CALLITHEVICKET OFFICE
,
.5
40
.0
AT(270),7021.
• 0; TIMASTERVAT (270)

at Southern

--

his sixth

won its third-

straight Gateway

Conference

title and Soutivern's first I-AA
playoff game in 22 years

while undergoing tests alter the
V:I/Ure%, doctors uncovered the

The Salukis' season ended
loss
to
a
3
with
DCC
Appalachian State in the quar-

PICK UP YOUR GOLD T-SHIRT AT
DAWAHARES OR AT THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE!

gram that last season

sidered life-threatening
But on Tuesday. Kill said that

battle, in the heat of a playoff
run. It kept my mind off it"

ESPN BRACKET BUSTER GAME
RACERS
✓ s.
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
AT CHICAGO
6:00 P.M.
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12 hours later
hasen't had

reatly

any
recovery time.- Kill said as he
continued prepanng for spring
drill. that begin March 240. "I'm
still swelling and a link sae.
But I'm not one to sit amid.
The busier you stay. the less
your mind worries about sething you can't control."
Whik saying "I'm going to
way to pace

have to find a

myself a link Wier.- Kill said
he plans ea posse on as the same
gung-ho coach broadly credited
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He said his own troubles
won't leact CaMa's supped
good-es-goid Olympic hock•
0 team. Repeating himselt
there, too.
Gretzky
arrived ma the
Olympics with Taal Cali on
Tuesday. recapping sdist be's
said for days but is swiss isoi
to talk about sermon: that he
piarDlid so wagers with a betting
ring allegedly run by use of his
hest trim& and possibly mamalied by his wile
-As I Mtst%en days ago. it
doesn't involve me." Gretzky
said "I've siud a fur seven days.
its over and doss *ids
But where he Aida — at thc
Olympic games -- was differ,
em.
So was the size of the audience. His press conference was
televised
live
throughout
Canada. where the
HL's alltime leading sewer is A trusted.
respected cultural icon
%tvw. like it or not. Grettk>
understands his problems could
immerse other. should Canada
not live up to its own immense
expectations an A tournament it
on in 2002 and is expected to
in Again.
"It we ckin't win the gold
medal ob.iousl. I'll get Named.
hui I've been blamed for losses
helOre Its not going to change
my life.- said Ciretrk.. who As
Canada's CACCUIllet director is
ctlecti.el. the team's general
manager
NA1 matter what happens. the
Phoenix t'o.otes coach said he
won't discuss again at Turin the
gambling ring allfged to he run
h> one of assistant coriches and
longtime friends. Rick Tocchet
'Quite frankly this Is the last
time I'm going to talk about it.'
said Ciretiky the NHL.s all-time
scoring leader and arguably
Canada's nt.'st reveled iiti.ren

A,

Team Canada executive director Wayne Gretzky Wits
with Isom physiotherapist Jim Ramsey, left, along with
allebillhat executive director Kevin Lowe. riVit, during a
practice session at the Palasport Olimpico at the Turin
2006 Winter Olympic Games Tuesday in Turin, Italy.
"I•se stood torward each and
esery day. and I'll talk hocke>
all day long. take any questions
about the hockey team or the
Olympic games Hui, quite
frankly. it's oser and done with
Greirky was accompanied to
Turin by wile Janet Jones. who
is alleged to have placed hets
with the gambling ring NW,
nuking the trip was tiretiky's
lather. Walter. who darted
around the press conference
room looking for altood vantage
point AS his son talked
ot that the elder Gretiky
heard anything different
Ciretik> repeated much ot what
he said at a pre-Olympics news
conference Monday in suburban
I oronio
There. Cirettks repeated lie'
did not place an> wagers with
any hefting ring and there was
no reason lot him to leave his
nib with the Olympic. team
Canada's players have fully supported him, and several said the
m.estigation will not he a di.

traction as Ihcs try to repeat As
gold medalists
"We're thinking about what
athletes base to think about. and
focus on the lob at hand.Canada coach Pin Quinn said
-They have to put things aside,
and whatever that distraction
111.> he. that's exactly what they
espect of themselves and we re
all going to move forward
However. Ciretiky's link to
the gambling ring has taken a
•isibic toll. He looked weary
following .,ii overnight flight
from inuiiom. and he acknow
edged the gambling question.
Are wearing on him
"It's been a hard week tor my
Lund> and the ivith tooLl• I puce
right now is this hockey team.•
Ciretifiiy said
Hut while he looked nervous
And fidgeted dunng Monday's
news conterence he was Illtite
Ciro/Ay-like in Turin. talking
more lorcelully
determined
his own problems won't spill
oser to his Teamd Canada

la,S.
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evterided the laad."
%Eurray opened a 9-4 lead after one planer of
play and used a 1 1-9 scoring Advantage in the sec
and penod to go ahead 22-13 hy the halftime
break The Tigers widened the gap in the third
quarter. outscoring the Bomber. 21-15 to grab a
commanding 46-214 lead heading into the final
eight minutes
MHS capped the sictuirs an the fourth stania hy
nailing eight of its Iasi II tree throw attempts to
finish Di-or- Ai from the chant!. stripe
Following Trite in the Tiger order %ca. Chess

\Ai,. who tossed in 1 ; Casey Parker-Hell had
eight points. Todd Buck us. Aaron Jones and
Blake McCuiston added five each. Brett Gibson
three and Ted klastha. two Murray was 14-4-52
from the floor. including 5-o1-14 from I-point
raga
Matt Pickett led the Bombers with a game high
21. inciadmit live 3-pointers
The Tigers out-rebounded Ballard 40.30.
Murray will hold its Senior 'Sight on Friday
against Fulton City The Tigers will play the first
gam of a .arsity doubleheader at tip ni with the
girls' contest to follow at approvimatelv

OVC ROUNDUP
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Play.
Eastern Kentucky led 4I
at the half Jason Melcish
scored
1 7 points for the
Colonels while Darnell ()sails
added 111
Samford was led hy Travis
Peterson with 25 points. fol-

1

7

IWO

lowed hm, Randall Ciulina with
14 points and Robert Merritt
added 12
Win matched a school record
.u,iganse And
secu
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sCI a !Wss school record for
career points with 1.741, surpassing the 1.723 points scored
hy Antonio Parris I98347).
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BIRMINGHAM. Ala. (AP)
Matt Witt scored a gamehugh 33 points to lead F.astern
Kentucky to a 75-70 win 0%Cf
Samford on Tuesday night.
Eastern Kentucky t I 2- I 3. 9-8
Ohio Valley Conference) scored
first and stayed ahead the entire
first half before Samford 116-8,
12-5i tied it at 60 with 9:26 to
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TURIN. ludy(AP) — Weyer
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Home fires are most common disaster College financial
nighty peewee of Americass Esserusve Piseent of the
do oat bow due hone noes sor Calloway County Mom -and
the morn camas&Basin in the for a family
has lost esery
Wind Stelea. Moreos er. half of thing. a hone nee isjun as de%
families with children are using aurning as a OM* IONIMIdo or
high-oak methods to heia their hutricase."
banes this wow
Nearly every month the
Those we some or the hod- Calloway ()Dungy Chapter proingts of a pelt jest mimed by the
American Red Cross. whose
local dinners helped familics.
affecied by nesrly 67.000 home
fires last year-92 percent of all
Red Cross disaster respithses In
fact. the Calloway County
Chapter responded to 10 home
fires last year here in Murray.
and provided 10 families with
immediate emergency assi•
unix. Since July I. the chapter
has responded to .12 and provided nine families with immediate
emergency assistance.
Despite the -reality- of this
threat in Murray. CalloNJ
County. and across the countr\.
two-thirds of those surseyed
cited floods. hurricanes. Ionia
does and mudslicks as greater
threats to their family than home
tires
With heating costs rising as
much as 25 percent this winter.
the Red Cross poll found that
tour in 10 families (42 percent)
say they are using alternatives
such as a space heater. fireplace
or is
stose to stay
warm. The figure is even higher-49 percent - among families with children under IX
The National Fire Protection
Association reports that children
are twice as likely as Aults to
die in a home tire
Alternative heating sources
are imolsed in 74 percent ot
fire-related deaths. according to
the I S Fire .Administranon. yet
only 27 percent ot those sun %eyed identified them .1:9r.iding
causes sit home tires In 144.1.
only 10 percent of those who use
fireplaces and 17 percent ot
those who use space heaters
realire that both are leading
causes 01 home tires.
"EsCry year in Calloway
County, home fires are the sin
gle most common disaster
threat.- said Tory Daughrity.

saism fire sictims is ith assistance tor food, clothing. prescnptions. temporary shelter And
other special needs an allected
family may hint:. This relief is
made possible by generous
donations from peopk throughout MUM:0 and Callow ay
County
'The Calloway
County
Chapter would grails appreciate donations from people in
Murray and Calloway County to
suppon our ongoing disaster
relief efforts in our community,said Daughrits. -And I encourage Murray and t'allow ay
Counts residents to contact the
Calloway l'ounty Chapter tor
%nal information on how to
make a family emergency plan
and to keep your families sale
truth tire this winter and
throughout the year

•Snake alms save lives.
Install a smoke dare own&
each limpiss awe and as each
AddilEOIMI kW*of your hone. If
people sleep with dean closed,
install smoke alarms inside
sleeping wen. am. Use the test
button to check sack smoke
alarm once a mak Who arc many.replace hamelos innern atty. Replace all turneries at
least once a year. Soda alarms
become less sensitive over time
Replace your smote alarms
every 10 years.
•Canada bevies one or
more working fire extinguishers
in your hone. Get trait* front
the fur departmeni in proper use
of your extinguishers.
• Consider installing an
automatic fire sprinkler system
in your home.
• Determine at least two
ways to escape from every room
of your home. Consider escape
ladders for sleeping areas on the
NC0114.1 Or third floor Learn how
In use them and store them near
the window
• Select a location outside
your home where escry one
would meet alter escaping
Practice your escape plan. especially with children, at least
twice a year and re% Ise as Reces

Simple Steps to Prevent
Arse
•Keep all sources of fuel
I paper. clothing, bedding and sat).
carpets or rug.. at least three
feet assay from heat miurces. US* Tips in the Emit
such as when using aliernatoe Sot Fire Strikes Your
heating like a space heater and ihme
when cooking
•
Once !.OU are MIL %la) out'
• Pros tile constant adult Call the tire department from a
supers ision during cooking or in neighbor's home
rooms with lit ....fildle• sirtireS.
•It you see smoke or fire in
Do not leave hunting candle'. your first escape route, use your
unatiendetl
secs aid way out. If you must rut
•Keep matches anti lighters through smoke. crass I low under
au as Mkt OW of teach Of chilthe smoke to your mi. If you
dren
are escaping through a closed
-is Teach yoting children to (loot. fed the door before opentell an adult it they see matches ing it It it is warm. use your secand lighters and not to touch ond was OW
them Teach adolescents to resist
•It smoke, heat, or flames
peer pressure hy choosing a block your exit routes, stay in
more productive acnsity and not the room with the dorir closed
to play with fire it curious or Signal tor help using a brightbored
colored cloth at the window It
there is a telephone in the room.
call the fire department and tell
Sim* Slips to Make
Your Home Safer
them where you are.

Peppers Chevrolet, Cadillac

EXPIRES
2-28-06

Par awn mfermetatin.
tact the Calloway County
Chestier at 270453-1421 or go
to the INIMOINIE website at or by
e-mail at callow syresicress org
Together. we can save a life
No one is excluded from our
programs or services hecatox of
race, color. rehmous
gender. sexual orientation.
national origin, age. or hruelicap. We do not require financial
information from persons needing OIM help - Red Cross disaster
smainot is avaiiabk to everyone. repaints ri income Wel.

aid'seminar is
planned Thursday
A college financial aid seminar will he held at MUM” Higir
School Thursday at 6:30 pm.
The seminar will be presented by Charles Vinson. financial
aid director of Murray. State University financial aid. grants
MI-SA will be coveted.
Infonnation is for MSU. specifically. and college in general
For additional infonnation. contact ('leta Benninglield at
753-5202 ext. 104.

The Calloway Canny Chapter
of the Amnion Red Quo is a
planer ageracy of die Murray
Calloway County United Shy
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The All New 2006 Chevy Impala is
Here at Peppers Chevrolet.
many to choose from with prices
starting at

$18,87185*
MSRP S20.990

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS
• Design Services • Unique Gifts & Accessories
STK,
:(41+42fs

• LOW-PRICE GUARANTEE • FREE DELIVERY

2006 Chevy Silverado Ext. Cab 4WD
MSRP $31.230

Accessories 6aie

tt

$26903498*

20%--3To
OFF

STK* GT6264

• Z71 Off Road Package • 17" Aluminum Wheels • 5.3L V8
•Diackainer Price S pins
& BOOM,and eller ail INNMEISMININSMINOM and **ors to dam* incentives
$0450 doe tee incardet Phase In Ihisraiort ramoun only Rubins to Oar sere

PEPPF/eY
wwrs peppersaasomotve con

Downtown Murray

LuLtit'S
Home Tiends Gallery

103 South Third Street • 753-3621
Monday-Friday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m
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Ky. 68/80 extension is key to state road plan

Photo
Work was in its early phase west of Murray for a Ky. 68(80 connector between Murray
and Mayfield one year ago. The work. funded in the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet's
Six-Year Highway Play that was announced ytielleidey. Should be completed by 2010. A
Coldwater-to-Mayfield portion is slated for completion next veer.
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Town education Welcome to the 'Real World'
Annual event
forum to feature offers lessons
Winters, Henley about life
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Sfai %Win
Enunime
iteisted .1%
mtieli41.111111111b1111114114le a,
state tifficials and legisiabirs
negotiaung
been
have
Kentucky's budget for the
CO rning
two years
But averate Pare n t
should
become
part of the
dialogue

from 3 to 59.m. Sunday at the

Calloway County Publsi:
Library. Any parents. educes101a or memos* awiabers
are invited. Anytime in Alen
dance can also submit written

questions about any education
issues from pre school to tot
lege
'•1 want to he sure we 5l.1
focused on education because
theft are a kit of areas people
can get worked up. about."
said Mary lane Littleton. one
Prichard
two local
of
Committee hoard members.
"Isis i. strictly about educatoo.
tion.Parents
But asking questions isn•t
Winters
and other
J must. Some parents may
interested parties V.111 ha% e
want to come just to listen
chance to learn a Mlle NI
-We're luck we have tut'
0 I e
iegislaton who will do this
About the
They both have been 5er'
process nice to help us and do what
and the they can for education.- said
status of
Laura Pitman. who serves
edueation
both tiri the Pnchard hoard
priorities
and the Murray Independent
when
Board of Education "It I
Sim. Ken
were the at erage parent. I'd
Winters
just he sitting there
probahly
Honks/
and Rep
listening I wouldn't eten
Meltin
know enough to ask "
M urray
both
Henle y.
Since 19titt. about 10 local
Republicans. answer quesparents hate been trained
tions at a forum
Prichard
a
through
Local representatives of
Committee program that
the Prichard Ctinunittee for
Ncademi, I- xcellence *111
2A
host the education lorum •See Page

By GREG TRAVIS
Shim Writel

sophomores at I 1110Na
High School and
'ounty
Murray High School learned
Wednesday about nant ,if the
m.ur, that face most result:1u,
etersday oil then toes The students were participating in
-Welcome to the Real World." a
reality day etent at Murray State
I nit ersity that helps to teach
students about all the different
apcs.ts of life
Act ording to Barb Hendon to
the Calloway County High
School Nouth Sien ices Center.
students go through the day pay mg hills. buying groceries and
even facing unexpected situa
non. that arise -Those can he
good or had The students lust
hate to recognite the situations
and how they will handle them:
she said
Hendon said that prior to
heginning then tourney. the students take a tamer sort ey to
show them what they are Interthe process
outing•
ested in
they complete paper work about
themseltes and chi.,'se it the
are mamed. single. hate chi'
drew ett she added
The selected professions will
hate an estimated salary and
they Is ill use a tax chart to see
where they are in life "From
there the students have a certain
10 spent flies
J1110U111
hate to immethatelt go to the
hank and to t ride Sam to pay

GREG TRAviStsape. & Times mato
Participating in 'Welcome to the Real World" Wednesday at Murray State University's
Curtis Center are Calloway County High School students Jordan Gillum and Melinda
Jernigan (left. center) and Murray High School student Shawn Kinsey. The students are
stopping by the United Way booth during their day at the Reality Store
their taxes Alter that they hate
to go to etery booth and spend
Oh food. clothe,. hous
IhiKl
mg. entertainment donate 1i.
tunttes and all the other things
that arc a purl iii life
Among the other items sui
dents will spend money on are
insurance.
communications,
health and beauty, furniture. not-

ities. child care. rot-dk al/dental, of automobile. JJ11011111 Lit money
saved each month and other lob
and pnipeny tines
The local students pretend skills
lit the end 04 their reality day
they are r years tif age and the
the students complete An es alua
sole supponer of their house
non that targets such topics as
hold, she said
tinancial
%truing the questions they are budgeting money
anti
hoices
L
areer
chmees
ot
tetel
their
about
Are
asked
upation. children.
edut ation.
dci they rent or own a home. type •See Page 2A

Chicken waste building fund applications being accepted
By GREG TRAVIS
Stall Writer
the
of
Cindy ( ossey
Calloway C'ounty C'onsert anon
Office announced that local
farmers can begin now to apply
for chicken waste building funds
at ailable through the Kentucky
Soil Erosion and Water Quality
Cost -Share Program
"These funds are for people
with chicken houses so they can

construct buildings where the
can store the rnaienal Ry hat ing one of these buildings. the
kical farmer will not base to pile
chicken waste on the ground and
encounter the nsk of rain CJIAmg the waste to run into a water
krill.: She said
COSery Said this was pos t.
nye situation for any fanner who
applied for and meet% ed the
funding. "This will allow a

Linnet io L lean out his/her hams
and put the chicken waste in one
it these huiklings Front there
they can spread it as fertiluer iii
C‘en sell it

She said tlw
ovas11166 .1111 maw cost-share
mem wadipay into 75percent of the cov-eire fat of a
building. to a numissurn of
$20.000 in cost-share funds per
facility per program year

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111•111111
Tomorrow's
Forecast
i
"
4044

The New You

STARTS RIGHT NOW!

helps to make it J good 'memo e
for those with chicken
The we of Oushe added
ch...ken farm determines Isiiw
much a fanner can he awarded
The :onsets anon districts
provide local oteroght it the

4.-oss-dime program.
Other sme woman% target
such wow II Walahr facilities tor
hogs. facilities for cattle oi
lea'. y use :ire". but the funds at

this time ate tor chicken *Ash
COsse) mused out.

they have base appttned
oneseacise es es Irene tecti
fly cent6111 basis Mike loll)
mid brans nesid lave lieu
beibispeaessunat Wain awe
nit Mid& win the
yam
ipmemat mire aid inspen
61 Mini progress phase. ol
CW11111111106a.
Pawn esseier to sign tip

She sod there were approximately a doom dickies(wow•
the county. of which winally two
of three fanners normelly
approval for finds boat the
ongoing annual paipaa
I osal tanners can sign vp al
the office throughout die moadi
it 1-ehruary
She said farmers
*mad know with a few monde •See Page 2A
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Government
releases
farmers'S.S.
numbers
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Agrimiore Daparomem
said Viedneeday it had accidentally reieased the Social
Secunty and taus identification numbers of 350.000
tobacco tanners
The agency said it madsertently released the data in
response to Freedom of
Information Act requests
about the tobacco buyout
program Me intonnation
went to eight different people
or groups.
Those who receised the
infonotaiom awed not to dist:km N.to Matey ray copses
mod to mum commuter disks
containing the-deta. officials
said.
The department is notifying farmers and tobacco
quota holders who were
affected and encouraging
them to get copies of their
credit reports to make sure
their credit records tune not
been compromised people
can find out how to request
tree copies 01 then credit
reports .0 hitps//wwwannu
Acreditrepon Loin or through
hop i,onguardtitiline.gos /01th
eff html
The gos eminent created
the SII1 billion ttibacco buyout to end Depression-era
program that set price and
production controls on
American -grow n tobacco
The lion sh.ue of the buyout
is going to tanners in North
Carolina. Kentucky and
Tennessee

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Calloway
Transit Authority will hold Its
meeting at the Weeks
on
Center
Community
February 20 at 11 am For
more information contact
Biarne Hansen 753-9725
II The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will meet
Monday at 6 p m in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room Agenda items
include disc golf and cell
tower discussion
•Calloway County Fiscal
Court s regularly-scheduled
meeting has been changed
from 7 p m on Feb 21 to 7
p.m on Monday. Feb 27 by
order of Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins The location of
the meeting will remain at the
Weaks Community Center
•The Housing Authority of
of
Board
Murray
Commissioners will meet in
regular session on February
21 2006 at noon in the conference room of the Housing
Authority main office located
at 716 Nash Drive
IN To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916

State seeks 'No Child'flexibility
SAWA.Ore.(API — About
15 moles are vyino io be doom
as ate of the few thst will be
allowed. some leeway is how
snidest progress is aseasond
wider is No Child Left Behind
Act, the federal education law
criticized by some as overly
ngid
Mehl:awns are dos Friday.
*we Months after Ildwasies
fleuessay Wrists *slaw
inesemeed dui ewes viedd be
allowed to amok nes asdality.
Under the cunont
schools are expected to allow
year-io-s cur improvamot is mot
for example. this
wows
year's third-grade 11100fts -aft
c.uaspered to Net yew's. Under
the pilot 'room". however.
schools will be slowed to chat
how individual storkets are
doing on standardized sews from
me sear to the next. The idea is the latest move by
the Bush administration to allow

schools mem bass ad.abliuMB
ap at ride bad 11.11=1:
web by the yes UK
SO NI to pot iaseedis patwows of Modest; up to
scratch face a series of wowgamma from havimg to pay fur
alimiehool manna to a state
Warm
P —e of the tough mandeeds. dismasds a schools
awassitsway bat base basil as"weft improvaniait."
Sone weber,. principals.
septaimsensen sad awe officials haw long backed it idea
of tracking die progreu of individual students from year to
yew.
That kind of information
'can be a telling %hwy.- said
Rape SIIIIMputri, Alaska's edu
cation commissioner. -If we
look at bow kids are progressing,it gives us solid data to say
whether ow instruction is hitting
the mark."

II Building ...
From Front
will need to bring their farm
number when apply ing If they
don't haw that number. they
will need a deed showing ownership and then a tarm number
will he issued, she said
Cossey noted that currently
SY million has been earmarked
for the program. howeser local
11
,
officials will not know tor cerwill
lesel
tain what the funding
he until the Kentucky General
Assembly passes the biennial
budget in April. She explained
that there is always a possibility.
that some ot the money will he
used in other places.
The purpose of the waste
control tacihties is to reduce
water, land or air pollution
caused hy agricultural waste.
Fanners can apply this practice
to areas ot farmland where agn-r '4
•
cultural waste from the tarm This chicken waste building at the Robert Unruh farm in
constitutes a pollution hazard. it western Calloway County near Coldwater is an example
was reported
of the facility that can be built with cost-share building
She said her department. by
funds.
working with the Calloway
Calloway County Corners Alton
County Fiscal Court. was also sites.
For more information contact District offices at 88 Robertson
looking at 14.1.), 10 at. quire
grants to pick up old refrigera- Coaaey at the Natural Resources Road in Murray. or call 767tors iand appliances trom dumps Conser.anon Services and 049 I

asiaTiall1111111111.
imam al Willi I.1.1
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Osperanant
Calicnvey County
• A Surd maim went oll On Ky. 121 11001 at 5 a.m Tuesday.
Someone who didn't work al the MOM was there An °dicer
responded and opened a Madders.burglary caw
Murray Poke Depefensil
• Solt drinks were reported stolen from Kroger at 808 a.m
Tumidity
• Corey Elornodo. 28, of McKenzie, Term, was wrested tor kat
dooms posemeelon MI a medralled subeilsos end Pileeech of
drug parapheinalle shar lour dicers responded tea donuts&
atCounby aiserth Inn at 1.01 p.m. Tuesday.
OwnpleInt,
•A alas bon Charley Maw Road spoiled vandalism at Ohs residence at 4:13 a.m Monday. The subiects were sal at the scene
•A calm from Osborn* Road roporMd vandalism alter Morning
from an out-of-town trM if 11 15 a.m Monday The vandellent to
Brie yard happened m Jemmy
Illway Ponce Department
• Someone came into die stabon to report a thoft at 1 58 pm
Wednesday
— InformaliOR I aPiamod from reports. logs
and olleflohe from various agoricMs

Chief credits quick
reaction to Boone's
Start Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Although the damage was minimal. how towels :aught lire at
Boone's Cleaner'. on Main Street remains under investigation.
Murray Fire Department responded to Boone's at 605 Main St .
8-59 p ni Wednesday Murray Fire Chief Michael Skinner said th!
morning that towels new J dryer started the blaze, but it is uncle r
how the towels :aught tire
S fool area. Skinner said
The tire was contained to a I 0- boot
-Fs ery body reacted good and quick and took kart' of it. Skinn, •
said "It could base been had
Skinner said hod% engines, the rescue truck and tower truck
responded after police officers noticed the Ilaine• .is itiey cruised
the downtown area "Thanks to them we got there outs I enougt,
extinguish the flames hack there by the dryer in a hamper:. he sa,

Search for fishermen
continues on river

HOPKINSVILLE. Ky. AP)
Two fishermen disappeared
on the Ohio Riser and hase hi-en
missing tor nearly a week, officials said.
State police and Chnstian
County law enforcement otti
ends base been searching lot 27
year-old Tyler Grace of
Hopkins% ilk and 47-year-old
Greg Putman of Fairs les% since
they were reported missing on
Sunday
State police said the two men
put their boat in the riser
Thursday near tinuthland The
boat was bound Slondas about
miles downstream near the
locks on the 01110 Riser
Christian County Shentt
Billy Gloyd said officials
Wiese the pair were fishing on
Nouth Harbor Ser% We Center.
nver Thursday esening and
the
Murray
Murray.
Leadership
they are still somewhere
suspect
Family Resource and Youth
that location
Sets ice Center and Murray State in
Construction workers at the
l'nisersity 'Die educational proin Olmsted. III., bound a
gram is also a pan of the lock
Gloyd said. The boat had
boat.
Cooperatase
Kentucky
and jammed between
capsized
Extension Serv ice
several logs floating hy the rock.

-•

•Reality ...
review their Career choices
The esent is the culmination
,inkycni,, i t of the Financial Management
,.‘pciiscs
after attending the esent. would Unit tor the Calloway County
they study harder. sase more\ and Murray High School stumoney. establish budgets and dents in cooperation with the
4-H.
County
Callow ay
Calloway County High School
From Front

Forecast

Tonight will have a 701;
chance of thunderstorms. winds
and becoming colder with lows
in the mid 30.
Friday will he p.m') cloudy
with high% in the lower 10.
Friday night will base a40'4
hence ot snow anal lows in the
mid 20s.

OWN FORUM
with Senator Ken Winters
and
,Representative Melvin Henley
All Parents, Educators and
Community Welcome

Sunday, February 19,2006
Calloway County Library
Meeting Room
3:00 p.m. — 5:00 p.m.
Questions will be submitted in writing and

•

MON arambas wow in the No
CUM 141lislied law. The
alindeistrillon is also pviag
rwal sedan sees wea to
Wows V.* sallillise sea
allow* mom easmiptions for
severely distilled asansta....
The 2001 law is set for a
sembiarissaits hods is
Cowan ant yes. wed seee
some Itspebncass are calls
for mu bekibility. The mann
of as sapsssaal worm
wan affect Ss debase.
The appall:Woes are cosies.
from ass edam aid raid. rid
sad blue. Scludies Florida.
Ohio. Arizona. Alaska. Hawaii
and Oregon. Other states planning to apply include Indiana.
Colorado. Delaware. New
Hampshire. North Carolina.
Patissylvaria mod Tennessee A
maximum of 10 states will he
.
chosen by this.spring._
Under No Child Left
Behind's current incantation,

Moderator

Gloyd said.
Kentucky
State Mier
ha% e been
using helicopters lo
sears h

for

the Mill Ill
ort
hopes
finding them
Putman
aloe. Said
spokesman
Trooper
Barr%
Meadow s
He and rescue workers
are still hoping it' find
them all.c
" 116
alw a). hope
they are, but
Grace
they.% e been
missing for some time now:
Meadows said "They put an
water Thursday aid they haven't
been seen since We always
hope for the hest, prepare for the
worst

•Forum ...
From Front
encourages msolsement in communicating
with education policy makers Statewide,
the committee's Commonwealth Institute
tor Parent Leadership has trained I.328 people. Including l who ASO %CM e on local
school hoards like Pitman
The committee is a non-partisan, nonprofit citizens advocacy group that has
(irked to improse Kentucky's education on
All levels since 1983, according to its Web

site
In the tilfTle msolsed splril. Littleton and
Pitman are part ol the group that will host
the local lorum. Littleton said a similar
esent was held two years ago hen legisla•nd
tors were working to &setup J
int; plan
In his State of the Commonwealth al
budget addresses last month. GOV. Ernie
Fletcher emphasized education, especially
fully funding all-day kindergarten and
Mu:sting more in pre-school programs He

also addressed the need tor more compentoe teacher salaries and slightl% increasing
the length of the school sear
"If we don't hose good education in our
city. in our county and in our state, then we
aren't going to base good business deselopment in the future Education is the foundaon ol it all.- Pitman said "Kentucky is
ranked 54kh in the country in what we pay to
educate our students That's pretty sad.
That's a real concern 101' OW state.-

•Roads ...
From Front
57 2 million inc luck:
II construction of a round.ibout at the "Five-Points'. intersection at Chestnut Street and
North 16th Street scheduled for
2008. cost $250.000
•replacement of a bridge on
Ks k93 scheduled for 2006 at a
, of S.525.000
•widening oft S 641 south
. ,t Murray from the ('larks
River Bndge to the Tennessee
state line scheduled for 2008 at a
-051 Of S650.000 The highway
,
will also he widened from the
bridge to a point I mile north to
the intersection of Main Street
and Glendale Road scheduled
,

tor 2008 at a cost of S2.5 million
• widening Ky. 121 West to
use lanes from U.S. 641 to
Coldwater Road scheduled for
2007 at a COS1 1/1 5.4 million
.Nccording to a copy of the
plan. which can he found on the
at
Internet
http //transportation.ky.go'./prog
men1/11tirsp.html. the replacement ol bridges oser the
Tennessee and Cumberland
risers AS well as the extension of
L'S 68/140 through the Land
Between the Lakes National
Recreation Area to the Cadiz
Bypass is also part of the plan at
a cost of 5230 million
The plan will he financed
with 54 ft billion in federal funds

and 53 billion in state funds.
Cabinet hridge replacein..nt protects
Transportation
Of course. nobody gets
Secretary Bill Nighben said
state officials considered the es erything they asked tor.
to
IX /H
input of %es et-al source before according
prioritizing the main elernents of ('ommissiinier kiwi. VS',hams
The needs tin transportation
the plan for Maximum eftecli%eunproserrients continue to (Al
nes% statewide
*The plan is based upon input exceed the resources asarlable
from local communities and it, meet those needs.- he said.
hir challenge is it, continue to
highway districts, and for the
first time, from the Economic work as eft icrently as possible to
Development and Commerce &loci as many protects trom
Cabinets.- !Nighbert said "We this plan as we possibly can Our
recognize that the needs across transportation system MUM
the state outweigh our ability to Measure up to the requirements
fully fund them. but we base 01 'bran aind gniwing ceiw
worked hard to set priorities that my which this administration
will respond to the objectives set en% isions for the commonwealth
forth by Go'.emir Fletcher
The plan also includes 5948

Your friends. Your neighbors. Your team.

Money Lodger

LOCAL/SUM

Them

Heating assistance gets more funds
clients had been
Glos. Ernie Reicher id =
MIL
iliststance in hantary
itU HR 283 NcI,to
old $10 maim dollars to the they coo otaw come tarli it or
Law-Weir Home Eacirc tee if they wilily air the
ow Smoot ouldslioth. Tins
Aselmorme Prior rant
SOO alpintions hase,100011 thiseA the poverty acme
mesoded also to Mica the Oddities will help West
dans" otomosted in the pro- limateek) Allied SCIN
gram asid the odditiond dolor% I... he able to mum fanuloes
hove atm
ad itividools
provided.
boon irk to aria
Thmie hinds were to be
l trod to Melt mole isidividuais
Tbe Cnui.CS=
who nay be in otherooney en- the Hoene Emmy
been on kostry 9.
title Naumann§ elm nay be in
I go through March
drier aflistriod *sir beat disat until fonds base
oulez
camosted or rood:dni
ham expadai. lbis pop
bo• fu.
ol
The
'SO assist Iwohods wane to he used to assist Is f
iedividthis wl etheedinply incase fothass that are is a
high electric bah and natural homodleaing Mum within the
i:A% hills, if clients have eight emandea die Purchare
remitted siiirlioce in the Area. 1Ib be Milled a housemoo& of km" and need hold shall he considered to he
additional aimiotheice s ith in a home heating CRISIS sitelectric or math' oth hill, uation when:
•the hanachotd i.. within
iheycmi be assi,topin
If Withal& with assisted few dityl of naming out of
in the moo& of issermy ad heel tgoopme. house's oh
stud) Ihe be soistee
reveivod the eanzinvem
• the household has
Ale benefit for bulk fuels such
at propane or amid we will received a past due/or iliwcoilnot he able to assist them fIct.1 notice on their natural ga,
again If a client has not been or electric bill
• the household
ni .1.111Ual lot yogiatfaut L• •lift
81198X81. pill/411C Of Letown,. heating ,osis .ne included as
Unticsi UAW,' portion of the
they need so Caine in and see it
evicthey are eligible tor the pro- net. thr, must hase
gram I ht- in..ii..; .tiltielines hoe 'oboe due to non pay tor kk•teriiimitig eitgibilits for
Application tor assistance
assotankc •Crt• .11,4, 1.11•Cd
from the 111, pa' ent Ali the :an be made at the local West
posens guideline. io Ill) per- Kentock s Allied Sers ices
office in sour county To he
t:ent ol the posen) income

ditsible yew eimsam the 130
pontos of die powity most
Ws Applicants mot
et the fish of 11.115M11111C
•a plows ID. if averkibte.
at dee tine of epplicatios.
•A disoommibpset dimus
terminal= molar Wthorseic or
natural gas is the heating
statute
Il• Sot ial Swum nomber.
of all thembers in dw house
hold.
•Pend ofimiothe far every
nowise he is homokold who
works or bed Maw for the
prior moth to mobs, appli
cadent
• An owe** voice if
Imams oath opp so undesig
mood _path.oflie.mee
•Proof of tbe lam propane
delis ery to aid in determining
If jhousehold sill he sithout
fuel within 4 days of application or a StateMent fnini that
propane deakr to that Acct.
Those eligible tor the ass'stame pn.grarn aft Asked in
..ontaet the West Kentucky
Allied Services Inc offices in
soul comity In Callowa)
t'ounty contact Sue Chaney at
7514906 or sisit the oflice
located a 007 Poplar St Suite

=

In Marshall County contact
Rebecca Scott at 527-9766 and
in Griot.. Counts contact
Melissa Parchnun Al 247 21i8
for more inlormation

Breakfast to honor Dr. Marvin Mills
The local Human Rights
Commission .and Muria\ titaie_
nisersits Are ..i s*IT•J4Ing
communits breakfast in Sturm)
in honor ot Dr Mars in Mills
1)-as and Black Histors Month
The e%ent. held in ,orinnis
51St . (Hike of
V. till
11011
Support
Afncan- S1114.11.411
Sets ices and t[hills I'1,,gt Am%
and the Student I eadership
Conference, is the first commumty -side human nghts breakfast m Murra) Mills siill he the
keynote speaker lot the break
fast
Also speaking soil he Don,
Clark-Parhim. chair of the local
Human Rights Cumnussion.
Tem Ilhathinn. Marne mayor.
Larry Elkins. count) judge exec
Mite. and Tab Brockman. est%
utise director ot the Murras

Meinher• of the Human
Caboose) Count) Chandler ot
Rights ( omeni••ion ['Knock.
Commerce
Mills, a forint,' IAL'ult mem- Doris Clark Parham. chair Dr
ktihenson. sec ptesiskiii
ber at %tunas Stale UniketNiq.
of student affairs at MS(
s as a leader in deseloping
programs for the school Shawn Reynolds. NBA 1 Batik
and has been sets actor^ in Dr Jim Frank and lir lancit,
human rights He also incrusted Thurman. 51St retired pri,les
we., and leresa speed prin. •
nuns students sho are nos sin
mg responsible roles in maim Pal it %Irma)
orgasm/awns across the country
His hard sork tot the commum
ty led to the eits's proclamation
of Enda). Feb 24 as Dr Mars in
-as
Mills 1)
The breakfast will he held on
Feb 24. at ti tli an, in MUTT o
State 'niserstt) Cums Cen.
Ballroom Tickets are SID. awl
can be purchased from JUN
,isiessoas,
;mintier it " 0
Commission
Wel') • Spirt 'Alt.% /Cub,
•
Chamber of Commerce
• Custom Bei hlinf
• t plvolsterN • Accessories
• I Irsign Sees we
•t ustom Blinds Available

4mg
by Steven
`A'emi

itiarrsdny. t Armors 16, 11186• 34

Senate panel reviews proposed
loan program for Ky. veterans
muca

110•111111111111
lap
Assothollod Pews WNW
FIRANSEPORT, Ky (AP) Whoa alliek Meads raise home
hos the Pont= Oulf Vac his
thesolos timed to move.Ithe a
gosiag helmeted armsdig
tame thened the Army email to
swit a compie ot years before
fedi,leek* it to anopers
It was a red amok for
inc.- said Meade. now a gate
repthemmove who i• pinhole
legidelien ale OM a kiaa program for Kethesky veterans and
their fandith
Has bill was reviewed by the
Senate Ithowass.
Affairs sod Public Peossetioo
sfiormiate on Abedneadny. and
nutchairwomaa said the gled
a sow on It neat week
"We can jet dus bill through.
a good pregnant.' said Sam
Elizabeth Ton. R Radcliff.
,a how &anti includes mans
military sett-tans
The hill s.uled through the

Humus um toil-0 suit sachet thin
mum*
VOW the popothl. thilmoor
amid wok low imeese boss the
op to 315.000 to pay far collqtr.
blip he a be..or siert show
ma. Veaamor. Albino under
ipr27 ould moody to help
COVIir Comb for colksgc itsoak
lined Onlintest
Spriraes ut deceased sebum%
idas and/ seek harm it dies
heven'tiennstied.
Meade. a veteran of die *bid
%whom Des mon. said Mr hill
would -improve die. fmencial
picture for hundreds of
Kentucky betel-an. And then
%utilise+,
Meade,
Adieu- said the
Hans would go to qualified tier

state riesierai bend dollen
lane& the propane soma* eat
inspeet then thi maw vise
ath poop= wen had Meth
Pudistoo. the deporinsees
deast oseirsioomear. mud dr
trust tend sow has dims
1493.0110
"So we rod hoc to mon um
sets %km Is we understand
don.- Piakisoa hold the
c.
The Inist hod draw.
and sauthies km %sprain, ask hail
ono a stem mem,Ut
outhey is.the anismitionew
of veterans mod trailaney-reial
ed license plates sod pm*:
donations Pinkie= taittaLcenmhutios ho the land to, each
plate renewal is-**mg
he.Oak' J stria-Kali mom"
11•Aers
lama
his is nisi not going to hi- A
The hog supports scums%
fund out.- he said
wasiallis. such a transporting
The Kentucky Depsnmentot ‘ciperaex to %A imedarai appoint
Veteran,. Allan. sould .iperaar mew Wiped my lei Lend km
the loan program
• Mar veteAlb CESIlticr, WAS
Meade said the hill seeks no

Join Us IiTbejbiAqiliitque
Tarter and Gimivitis in year Pet.
,
emor

4

that oral disease is the
most prevalent disease in adult pets?
In fact din of dugs and 7fl of eats
'Wei
three have wane form of oral
mid research. shows that
dose
plaque • the pnrnan came of pen odontal disease
Yidring.National Pet Dental Month our
se-tem:in hospital will be working
hard to change those statistic-.
Call our seterinary hospital today to
make sour appointment for a free
dental checkup. Vire want .our pet to
enjoy a lifetime ot sparkling smiles.
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Diminished
capacity
.The more Al Gore opens his
mouth, the more
do he
kniencans
theft in the preelikeey in
2000 Normally his Mb sound
like sour grapes and Can he
ignored, or relegated to the
Jimmy Caner school of bitterness. but not lately.
Last Sunday. Gore spoke to
the Jeddah
Economic
Forum in
Saudi
Arabia,
trashed his
.untry on
.; soil of
te of the
;IC'.

Cal's
Thou

0111 earth

a

1710flafCh%

that incubatBy Y.:di Thomas ed 15 or the
19 hijackers
Syndicated
who killed
Columnist
3.1110 ot his
fellow citi/ens on Sept
II. 2001 and is the home L oin).
try lit Osama bin Laden
It precedent held. Gore was
paid a suhstanual tee tor his
reiriarks It was money well

spent for propagandists and
iihadists. who SS III make tregut111 use of his comments on
Jaieera and other Arab
media to keep the anti
kinetic-an pot boiling
Gore told his audience. many
of whom hoe been educated at
Nmencan unisersities. that after
9/11 Arahs in the l 'nited States
%ere 'indt.4.Tnninatel) rounded
up. often on mmor charges ot
()sera:1y mg a % ISa or not ha% mg
green card in proper order.
and held in conditions that were
nist• untorgis able
.Nccording I. sescral oft mar
insesugltions into 9/11. at least
three of the hijackers os erstaed
their non-immigrant sisas
arid/or claimed to he students
hut never registered for any
classes That such hehas lot
!night hoe properly interested
immigration and law enforcement authorities apparently
escaped the tormer %ice president
('lore also claimed there were
terrible abuses - of the
detainees. hut he failed lii pn,
s ide any examples. and media
calls hi his othix produced
none Gore added that the Bush
administration is playing into
rou
the hands of al-Qaida
oriel) blocking stsa applications
troni Saudis: "The worst thing
we can possibly Jo is to cut 01 t
the channels of inendship and
mutual understanding between
Saudi Arabia and the ruled
States."
Gore has completely

embraced the fat bars creed
that Bush is at Mal ac evil as
the Jihachsts That Clare hut
kw'
evidall bola his personal Attacks us
VOL
tam
w hom he has called
dishonest president since
Richard Nixon" and a man who
"has brought deep dishonor to
our came)." Gore has called
the president a "mural coward"
and refund le tire Abu Ghrath
pnsonee oboe as the Bush
Gulag." He hut accused the
atkoiaisaatioa of se &theme
with "digital hrowesiirts."
called the admiristratioa
"simultaseously dishonest arid
incompetent." and said the president is out of touch with reali
ty."
Even allowing for excesses
ol political rhetoric, such com
tient% are way over extrenx
Gore as not Michael MOON.
or Jesse Jackson. He is a milttar) icteran a former member
ot the House of Representatives
and the t nited States Senate. a
%lie president and nearly president of the l .nited States His
words carry weight. and they
will be quoted in ways and in
places that will hrmg harm to
his country. which is bigger
than an) president or administration Perhaps he needs to take
an anger management class or
sat on Dr Phil's couch. where he
could channel all ot that net:aim: energy into something postii'.
In the meantime he should
stop this purposeless and
unwarranted criticism. What
does he hope to accomplish by
running down this administration'' Rigger speaking lees' tIc
got that More notorsety..' He got
that, too, hut it is tainted fame
Political office About the only
place he could get elected
would he in Saudi .Nrahu. hut
they donl hold free elections.
and if they did. he %couldn't get
hCCAUse
the women s%
women 61111 %04C Of rime cars
to any polls that might nm: from
the desert sand What does the
'Mkt' States need to "under.
stand" about such repression'
For (*lore to make his anti
American remarks in Saudi
Arabia is at least as had as what
• sitimathi.fers said in this
,ountry and abroad leading up
to and during Votrld War II
Otte del maim of "treason"
is Violation ot allegiance
toward one's country or sovereign. especially the betrayal of
one's country hs waging war
against it or hi consenisidv and
pummel% acting to aid di eneOle

&WA.

Ks ans ohjectise standard.
NI Gore's remarks in Saudi
Arabia appear hi In the &linttittn

se.• Murray. k). 42071-1040
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%ASHINGTON TODAY
By Anse Gearan

Make-it or Break-it in Iraq
WASH1S(iTON (AP) • For
the Bush adnunistratiOn. 2006 is
shaping up as .1 nuke-or-break
year in Iraq. a sear %hell 1111441%
take ownership ot a democracy
built with S. treasure and
troops or Washington Imes a
second chance tor success in
the cosil) undenaking
Intersecting factors in tray
and at hone make this year pis
otal The first permatent post
insj•IOn gosernment otters
hope for Iraqi political stability
'nen in the lace of unabated
seCtarian y halence At the %JIM
time. the Bush administration
faces growing domestic pre.
sure to reduce the I S troop
presence
Within the administration.
there is an urgency to get it
right this time, after the stum
Hes and lake starts ot the 1 .5
run (*(talition Pros istomsil
Authority and more than a seam
ot Iraqi-led caretaker gosemments
Some officials talk lit
"restarting the clock" in Iraq.
while others say 2006 represents an opportunity to capitaltie on existing policies
"This is the year that we are
going to ti". to ..US1Jul the
aCconiplishments on the political. econsitnic and sec unt
tracks.- James Jefirey. the State
Departinent setiiuur ad'. iser 10i

LOMA
11101Iiittirll

000PS- MY BADlii0WHT YoU WERE
A CRITIC OF THE
ADMINISTRATION

&

Iraq. said in an inters iew
The latest report from the
U.S. Special Inspector General
for Iraq Reconstruction warns
that 20116 will he a critical sear
transition in Iraq It qUe•-
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led reconstruction Mort.
In Nos ember. the
Republican-led Senate illustrated how growing U S costs in
Iraq haie taken a political toll
at home
Senators soled 79-19 that
2006 -should he a period of sig,
mficant transition to full Iraqi
soiereignty- with Iraqi torces
taking the lead in 'misusing
siNurity to 4.-reine the conditions
for the phased redeplocment (ALS lorces
New White House requests
would boost total spending Oil
the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan well past the $4410
billion mark. Lawmakers who
haw suited repeatedli for more
funding haie told the administration that thec are alarmed
More than 2.261) members of
the U.S. militar) haw died
since the beginning of the Iraq
war All signs point to a major
drawdown of U.S. troops in
Iraq in 2006- perhaps to
)ears
lesser than 100.(K10
end. down from last )ear's base
force of I 3X.000
Top U.S. generals sa) troop
withdrawals are contingent on
progress in training and deplo)ing Iraqi soldiers_ It also
depends on the :Juin) ol the
Iraqis to put together .1 go% ern
mem that cm will the trust ot
disaffected Sunni Arabs. the
backbone of the insurgency
Rice has said there is a risk
of losing momentum after
Ikcember•% elect it ins. the first
with meaningful Sunni participation The I S ambassador in

Baghdad continues to push the
Shiite
inapt ethnic lat. twos
to
\rah.. Kurd,and Sunnis
stick 10 ht.1•111eSs. hut a tunction
-run go% eminent with
mg
no oien I S panhip.111011
...04.1ki still he month, .006J%
.5 Otlik ijbs 'as ericknuc
corruption remains a niajog
problem for political progress
and lot making nut' and-holis
improicinenis Ic, 11.18.1.% intutheaten s)sients tot ciectricit.
water and edict basic set's ices
Meanwhile. a Bush Almon.
(ration plan to strengthen
expertise and accountattilit) iii
thc kes Iraqi Imeriot and
Ikleitse ministries has suffered
trout dela). and bureaucratic
th•Pules between Washington
and 1 S officials in Baghdad
and between the Pentagon and
the Slate Ikpanment
Frederick Barton. co-direct,,i
ol the Post-Conllki
Reconstruction Protect at
Center lot Strategic and
Intern:num:0 Studies. sees I S
instil\ einem in Iraq at .1
shed this icat
"‘%e still 11-1‘c "PPorlumiles
in Iraq because we.
Made
such a huge eattn.. in atone),
hies and political capital.
Banton said "So lar the huge
A:ttort hasn't real!) produced a
cies isiie result. either positii
or negaiiie. so it means thttr - eierithing is still up tor grabs
41141e Gram's cower% lispb,
nun -'u l I larraga poliev tor Mr'
%.'N land Pn-%s

SUM

IN AN ATTEMPT TO SOOTHE
EMOTIONS OVER RECENT
CARTOON EVENTS, WE'VE
DECIDED TO PUBLISH THIS
IMAGE OF A CUTE PUPPY.
WE TRUST THIS MIGHT HELP
US ALL REMEMBER THE
IMPORTANT THINGS IN LIFE...

Nial2Laigilan-841=
011%414.• in A.88int Itom, 81.4 us irs t ilgt..8 ri-elk

'7 b mew
1 mit+
113 l
A26

non,, though. whetir the Iraqi
emment has the 'resources to
rebuild and protect the infrastructure. deselop the count's".
major cities and support pit '.ate-sector projects.
"The successful December
20115 elections launched Ina,
into a nesi phase ill its history.Special Inspector General Stuart
Bowen told congress last week
'The first government elected
under frau'. new constitution is
now torming and will soon
assume responsibility for managing Iraq's economy and infrastructure
Bowen said it will take far
more I' S. support helore the
Iraqi gosernment can take control tisClr billions ()I dollars in
FIX'011%111k:1-1011 protect.., including problem-plagued oil and
electricity improsements
N. the third minis ersary ot
the S iniasion approaches.
President Hush himsell has
acknow ledged unanticipated
setbacks in what he knows is an
unpopular war
"I know that this war is controsersial, yet being sour president requires doing what I
heheve is nght and accepting
the consequences.- Hush said in
December. during J &Ise 10
re% 1% C public support
Secretary of State
Condolewa Rice is expected
to echo that caution when she
testa les on Capitol Hill on
Wednesday and Thursday, while
praising Iraqi progress toward
democrac) and
espiessme .onficience in I S

L
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OBITI tRILs /STATE

Murray Weyer•Timm
V

1111miss
Mrs. Virginia Denies
uiii

\Ii

iiooOrs

Johnson Roulet aid. Muria). died

Nedieriday, Ida I. 2006. at 6:20 p.m. at West View Nana'
110me 1.H. Churchill Funeral Hume is in charge of arnamperata.

Paid Obituary
Ben Keys Farris

•

Keys Ferns was today (llamado')It II a.m.
the chapel of lit Chewitill hawk Howe. Joie lade alder&
tow was by kris% end Illgirw Wilms and die Med* Reed
hurt.* of Christ Skim kd by Tbdd Walker.
pellbewan ewe Garry Farris. kithe Foals. Medi Honk
,isiiflFeark.lbeditaillips hed Mow Millet liamigy ptillbsar,1% were Kik Cows", k. Aeolic 'whoa. kora Look Jones
I human& Hairy Rowell. Tommy Caraway.ChM blicehmegol.ul
\ton-it. David Ryan. Cluries °free sad Gerry Evans. Burial was in
•,,- Hicks Cerneter)
m-v..10m *4 sympathy may he made to Glendale Road awn h
Chnst. 1101 Glendale Road. Murray. Ky.. 42071; American
Cancer Society. do Pat Latimer. PO. Box IMO. Murray. Ky..
42071; or American Hean Associauon. Kentucky Region. 240

Whitungson Pkwy.. Louisville. Ky.. 40222.
Ws. Farris. IN. Sandi Eighth Suest. Murray. dissi Sunday. Feb
12. 2006. at 330 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was a retired custodian of °Iodide Road Church of Christ
wbere he was a number. He also versed as custodian of the former
/di and Poplar Church of Chnsi
Pres eding him in death *ere one daughter. ‘kaixia Joyce Earns.
one son. Donald Bea Farris. sete-iwkw, Jobe Deasy atinee. Iwo
sisters. Evelyn Pater sod Roby ICksbed. sod tiro bombers. Otto
Voris and Clifford Farris. Born Aug. 29. 1916. in Calloway County.
w as the son ol the tale Carl Lubie Ferns and Susie Outland Farris
Sun ours include his wife. Mn. Lejeasa Hendon Farris. two
ilmialears. Mn. lance Weedriderd and iwebeod. my. Murray.
and Mn. Rise Beam Ike* awe gtomitoom Kim L. Weadierfurd
and wife.Dim.Hosier Me*lass.Thniaby L. Weathertoni and
lit' Peggy. Stalling. Va.. awil isis Iliwilwas Boma. Hutt four
great grandchildrett. Enos sod Abby Wareberfoni. Flower Mound.
and Vi ill and Jacob Weatherford. Stediew- nee somppossitmichil
Alen. Hannah and Emily Hopkias. Sled*

Tberean. February Ilk Me• SA

Fletcher remains hospitalized
LEXINGTON. Ky. (API
Hew keg G. Emir Roam
*meld be in the hergieel
reasined =clear Wedowdet
ski his swipes woremenied
ewe .at following gaildeddsr
asegery.
Dr. Joseph Few. is
removed liesds gellbladdia
on Tewdey. said the roamer is
still recovieing from two swotcal procedures and inflamma•
lion of the moms ad could
spend a couple of more deys at
the hospad.

le the kg pales eyes. a
geleitialkit opinion in 2106 is

a same-day pnicedtur. lad it is
if you wee% str.k whmt yew
come la aide IL'Fuse mit -list
he was aullarieg from cosweinioohs of a gallcione In that
ation, people generalls hang
around the hovels' for a period
of day•'•
Fine said Fletcher was to
good aphis end is alias liquids
hie joked be km% yet had a
steak.
doctors
Moseley.
On
remised the gallstone. %filch
caused the inflammation him
said typicaIl patients *ill
require five to sot day.. of ho;.p.
taltiation for a combination or
procedures similar to is hat
Fletcher *en! through. but the

Dr. Joseph Fine speaks about the condition of Kentucky Governor Ernie Fletcher while
the Governor wife, first lady Gienna Fletcher listens in at Saint Joseph East in
Lexington. Wednesday Fine, who removed Fietcher's islalellor Tuesday. Geld the
governor us still recovering from two surgical procedures and 11111e1111Ma1ion of the pancreas and could spend a couple of more days at the hospital.
Lt. Got Stete Pence. who is
Yacatauningti ith his family in
Honda. had assumed the slate'•
gubernatorial potters Monday
However, Fletcher reassumed
his duties Tuesday es ening
Dolan said they nude four

got ernor is -ahead of the
,ors e
It's unclear v.hether Hetchei
;. till he able to return to *ork
at his office nett neck as (ilk
onginallt thought he might
First 1...idt Glenn.* Fick- het
said she had to take the goner
C
nor's Blackherrt
. but has non returned mm
that th.: inadequate pro
tectnin might fuse ,oninbuted She said the gotemor is doing
Sgt James sonic niminirl work through
to the death
Shemll, a fellow member of the phone ‘..111% and e-mails
211 th Transportation Co
"lie's ansious to get hack to
"%hen I wrote that. I *as *orb,, but he also realties there
kind of hoping my Limilt
are limitations to that.- she said
*ouldn't hear about it. I didn't
v.ant them to worry." he said
"But I warned it to get into the

Whistleblowing soldier
gets hero's welcome
on arrival back home
OKI

HELL Kt 'API
Kentucky \animal
poardsm.in *ho compLuned his
as in danger
mitt in Iraq
he,..tum: of insufficient equipment returned to *nark this week
to J hero's *ekome
Stall Set Brad Rogers *rote
an c-mail list ear to his covowkers in northern Kentucky
complaining of inadequate
armor and got a quack response
from Kentucky Guard officials.
who scrwribled impr,*%e pro-

ii

k.I

tections for soldier%
Rogers. r leasing manager.
returned to hts rob on
We.lIk'sti.1t at the Paul Hemmer
100 co-workers
Cos
treated him to J surprise ticl
conic ,ctemon‘ Rogers. 14...-ut
a yak,* ribbon that had been
tied to a flag pole *hen he lett in
1)es:ember 211114
It felt a lot better suiting it
put it
thittn then it did *hen t
op..- he said
Rogers said he *rote the e
mail to Firing attention to point
out that the unit was *orking
*oh aging. tautly equipment.

Ile %rote that Kentucky guardsmen *ere driving lightly
armored, old trucks prow to
e.ik me do* n Rogers also sue-

nght hands for us so get whet we
needed: He said be believes the
e-mail had its Wended result
-9i'ithia a week or two. we
had the vehicle armor we needed.. he said He said hc also
hoped other militart units *ere
getting what they needed
He said he did not suffer any
repercussions INN:UAW of the email Rogers returned to his
honwin Hebron on fan 24 rnd
Ars giten time off from *ork
the past three tteeks so he could
spend time *oh his *Or and
o children
Rogers' complaints prompted
Got Ernie Fletcher And numer
ous members of Corigrcs.,
urge unhurt officials to unme
diately kiok into the situation
A fen dais later. Army officials announced that Roger.
unit would he getting better
ir-rrior and hulletpris4 lass

IMMIF

I'.11(11(11 (taunter Top,

a.signoi

1.

ftc

Fireptacek

Bathroom'.

NATURAL - ENGINEERED STONE
KITCHEN -BATH
(her MO Granite Shah'. In Stock • 2o,000.4 ft Tile In Silk k
t,•,. r,,11..stre in Au, hen(owner 1111* ut. aunv.,1 ,( •
fl ow' tprilfas

753-8087 • 293-7092 jhamittortemchsi.com

BUYING
Scrap Metal • Aluminum Cans - Scrap Cars
•Will pick up cars
Roll-off Containers Available

KEY AUTO PARTS

1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH 4, 753-5562

Fletcher had been suffering
tnim pancreausto.. at condition
that can he caused when a gall
smut krte• the gallbladder and
hioLks the passage from the pan
'ca' to the small intestine
%etcher's hospital str

postpone the State
commonwealth address

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
John Deere. Husqvarna Scag. Snapper. Ferris
Good thru March 15. 2006

gursh th, hlrie State police
estigators determined that the
church. on Route n45 in Inez,
had been hroken Imo and then
set on !tic Itto MOTage hUl
11111s wi Oh' propent had also
been broken into. state polit e
said on %edits...day
'so arrests hate been made,
state police said

THE CELLS ATHAT SELL!

PUSH MOWERS
All For Only

Clean Air Fete,
Cheek Firing

$4995

Check & Adlust Carbureto,
Sharper; Blade

Change Oil
New Spark Plug

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

Grease & Lube where needed

Check Firing

293-0318

AMPBELL REALTY
tl

'Sensitive. burning, red eyes?
'Contacts too dry?
New procedure reilevat dryness
without drop' Or Teddy* and is
covered by mod heallh inekronco.
4.7ZAr..Ifortwor.wirof op T.414woC,.••

Eyecare Specialties
• Murray •

.'s

Is Jams Is& Avg. _11&1LP • &MI
kir hada* --OA•4.1;
rac7•104
AT&T Ha
11147•GA
MAT
119.79•UM
lel Soolk
Brim & %maw-WV•a.Z
Brine Myers sone -22.44 • &le
71.16•s.2.5
Crangatar
Myna Tame Cora-46.22•&26
4774 - Las
DinderrttrOar
Dino Fade-PIO•11_14
•&I7
Evase.klabl
Feel %Mae ____________ •GM

Cierind Den*
Gamed Mews

- 19
kin

Gleastailliklbe 4D1 .-911.75
41 •dr
Goodrich
14.74 • VS
Goodyesr
lioaFed Nook'-NM I I&5'.
COO %IWO IMPONIPP in mart
/711-7113 SIM • 11111141114
i•rsiw so,0 $ 00 V's

I II ‘1
Intel

priers as of 9 a rr
- ILK

knits*
%WNW
Mellesele.
Monk

.104

r-, ..,(•••IIVIe

11.111
.....M.1111 • 4.21

..-)k7a • al:
J Nem
Peaks. ler.

•II.11
• all
--254I
Man he
Renee. Fininein ----.34.76•G.14
Seherlingleagb -1&*3•&I*
- &OA
Soon tiding
17.4.&112
Thor Narver
111.16 ••le
t'SS.nnwp
_5.4a•11.5
EST
.-71.17 • &•0
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*.741 • 11.10
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HILLIARD DONS
1•11. LYONS, tat
wane ism AM WKS IMMO,an.

iii NIILIARD

11410•00 onomairo volarir

.....21.24 • 11.11
.-ta.r•SI'
•ts

All For Only

$10995
FREE pick-up & deliverl
within 5 males

ZERO TURN
•

Investments Since 1854... Our best 'Hint/Ilan LS _WU.
STOCK MARKET REPORT

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 male'

Chump 011 a.iber it miaow
GreaseILAO
New Spun Plug
Cheek twiliary
Cheek A.Pieseure
Clean ear Fiber
Sharpen Made
Check Beta & Pulleys
Check & Must Carburetor
Check Firing

DRY EYES?

1..!th

$8995

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS

\ 11h • Mien,o, • "u.-orlso • IN.% ,antrtYlltr•Its

•

All For Only

Check & Adiust Cart;Oreto•
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
chew OIL Grease A Lute
New ftallt Plug
Chalk 1110116,
Cheek Air Pressure
Check Air Cher

Clisevy
nth Ira Lou ieid

'rd

Infantrt
IM7th
Battalion.
Regiment. 1rd Brigade Con,
Team in the 101st Airborti,
Ditision
Sun'tors include his mot'
Deirdre Ostlund. father 1.
Kemple. and sister Andr
Kemple. all of Minnesota
There hate been 121 soldiers
from Von Campbell killed ii
Iraqi including eight since 1 ,
heginning of hehruart
%prattling Army post strait,
the Kentucky -Tennessee hordt ;

probably noticed less nots rather
than during the closing (fats or
the 20116 kgislatite scssi.wi
-There waisii t any do-or dii.
nussion this week.- tie said
adduqt. "It's not like vie had

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS

Fort Campbell soldier killed
during insurgent attack
FOR I ( \\WI-it Ii
APi - An Amy intantry man
kn oh
101st Airborne
the
I fit ',ion died in Iraq on Sundat
during combat operations. the
of
Defense
I)cpartmcnt
•
.ataiaouiaced %ednesday
Cpl. Andre* .1 Kemple. 21.
of Cambridge. Minn.. died when
his Humtee *as attacked hy
small arms fire dunng comhat
icar Tiknt. the Army said
The Army srid Kemple
tilisted in 2003 and arfl% ed at
I ort Campbell in Mrt 2004. He

sion m which he is python, a
proposal so repeal the state's
18
pressing wage law and
trot erstal -night to wort hill
But spokesman Brett Hall
said the governor • absence IS

in the go.efflool
to remit c the gall
bledder. a hourking opt-canal
they deemed necessary to pry
veal the buildup of future

Gov. Ernie Fletcher

..arstd

rublit appearans es. an ewer
MISKRUILVIIICIll and a Mu:Ian*
etasionias. It also cum mid
W1y through a leitistaIne ses-

MINIM

Police: Kentucky church
robbed then set on fire
INEZ. Ky. IAP)- An east
ern Kentucky church *rs
nabbed and then tniention.alls set
on fire. state police said
Firefighters from Inc/ Am% ed
p m EST Tues.la
around
night to find the Independent
Baptist Church fully engulfed in
from
Firefighters
flames
°mans% ilk also helped emit

I or.ed him

Cheap OX & Filter il needed
Grease A Lube
New Op* Plug
Check Illallenr
Cheek Mr Pressure
Cann Airfew
Sawa Skids
Cheek eels a Pulleys
Cheek A Must Certain,
Cheek Rang
011/111FParts

014995
All For Only

FREE plek-up A doh vet
weak,5 miles

Labor At Additional___

Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division
753-2571

Hours Mon •Fn. 7.30-5:00
Set 7X-t40

Exercise
IW.
Yours
n••

Chestnut St
Murray

LbtagiEs

that reading keeps
Studies
Give your brain a boost
the mind
submits the newspaper and expand
a world of r4orrnalien
year mind

Murray Ledger & Times
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COMMUNITY
Theta Department plans
'Guest Night'on Monday

Parham speaker for special day on Monday
By ANGIE JONES
MMS Media Specialist
%twisty !Middle ',shoot has
set and maintained for our
sthool and promoted among
all people. the highest possible keel of
ethnic
competence In
so doing.
we Neck to
understand
h
e
uniqueness
that
African
Parham
American
students- bring to the classroom
in terms of their history. coping strategies. sallies. traditions, and learning styles
V.'e hese reached out to the
parents of our African Arnefl
an students hy celebrating
National Afrivall Amencan Par-

cut Involvement Day on Mon
day at 7 am with a bre:AI:1st
Vie know that the
banquet
more parem• are insolsed ii
the educational lises ot their
children. the greater their at:J

-

mete

&gnik: WO.es•

All Atilt All Amens:All parems were invited to the breakfast to celebrate this national
day in honor of our Black History Month
The keynote speaker was
Dons Clark Parham. currently
the director of the Adsentures
in Math and Science Program
at Murray State University.
She addressed the goals to
bridge the gap between home
and school. making the school
ens iromnem a sate and suplionise atmosphere tor our parents and then students
Chuck Hanes, general music
instrut tor at kIMS. presented
To.m.d musk.

Jo's
Datebook
By

prosioeu
Murray Middle School Principal Lou Carter (left) greets
Ruthie Kitrell, cousin to Megan Perry, fifth grade student,
at the African American breakfast.

•

•

Laker Softball Team plans promotions

Civil War Round Table will be held Monday
•

Marcie. l'arm
& Jesse Clark

•
•

Lauralee Hoover
& )(Tents* Latimer
•

•
Anne l'ickerv
& Michael Kilo\

CLARKSVILLE. Tenn.
rhe Clarkss ilk Cisil War
Round table will he held Monday at 7 p in in the cafe ol
Borders Books in Gosemor's
Square Mall
Jim Jean ot Games% the. Ha .
willpresent a program on " fl
Assessment of .Gen. Simon
Holism Buckner at the Battle
He will
of him Donelson

portraying Gen. Buckner in full
uniform.
"Buckner's performance in
the Confederate attack of Feb.
15. 1862. has come under some
criticism hy modern historians
who lune accused him of attacking late and with insufficient
forces thus crippling the Confederate chances for a coin
plete ‘ictory." said Jean
•

A question and answer pen,
rid will follow Jean's presentation. Jean operates a real estate
firm in (lathes'. ilk and he
funds the annual hall at Fort
Donelson National Battlefield
on the .innisersars or the battle Thc dance will he this
weekend in Dover. Tenn.
'The public is invited to
attend the event on Monday

Student of the Week

Jill Wood
Ellison
&
RobertAmanda Birkner
& Kvser Lough

For BEST
RESULTS
Place your
ad with us

Lindsey Melton
&
Nathan Hicklin
•

Call 753-1916
Waage • 1211. St
an* 71.2100
si...a‘w-ffiday 10-1
tmllay10-2

MN
'
, ..mr

Murray I
nentary School Climate Committee of Site-based
p.m today in the
Decision Making Council Will Meet at
school conference room All interested persons are invited

Stroke/Brain Group will meet
Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet todas
at 5:30 p.m. in the classroom of Murray-Calloway Count
Hospital Health & Wellness Center The program will he an
open discussion. for information contact Cheryl crouch at 762
1557

Thursday TOPS Club will meet

•••••••

Calloway district meeting tonight
Calloway County School District Joint Sae-based Decision
Making Council will meet tonight at 6 p.m. at Southwest Elementary School. All interested parties are invited

•
[.mlor-

ME committee will meet

The Gospel Three and Efficient- 1)aniell will he the featured
antsts at Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry tonight
from 7 m 9 p.m in the nes% Goshen Family Fellowship Cen
ter. Ky Hwy 121 North at Stella. The public is invited and
there is no charge. Items for Need Line will he taken For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Ta‘
kit at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

14411 Rafistry &

•

cr‘ kelj) lot I it:
ol
1 he ( wtratientl.ah,1
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is sponsoring a Cancer Aware
nes. Wall. located across from elevator B at the hospital
entrance. An "In Honor of or "In Memory or card will
displayed on the wall to recogniie lo‘ed ones who have &Ali
with cancer. A $1 . donation is asked for each person that is
recogni/ed. Cards are asailable itt ()inpatient Surgery and at
all the fund-raising esents.

Glory Bound will be tonight

Ugh&Das

•

Cancer Awareness Wall at hospital

Thursday TOPS itake oft pounds sensibly u Club will meei
todas at
IS p m in the annex of Calloway Public Library
I he meeting is open to the public hit information call Man*
Andrews at 753-7732.

•

•

Calloway County High School Lady Laker Softball Team
will havg a rebate day today at Sirloin Stockade. Enda) at
Captain D's. and Saturday from 3 to 10 p.m. at Backyard
Hurler f'ustomers are asked to tell the cashier they Arc there
tor the team

K'

Natalie Cooper
Matthew Hinton

Catherine Hurt
& Arthur Lane

•

MOth'

is scheduled to meet Unday at 10:30 A.M. at Calloway Puhlk
Library Featured will he rrfreshment% and door prues. Prey
mint moms, dads and older children are welcome For more
information call Heather Duffs at 436-5657

P11010 01,010044/

Kim Bryant
Sean Haverstock

•

DAR meeting will be Saturday

Mother to Mother Group to meet
is,

•

•

Church will sponsor ins is Night at 7 p.m. Enda) at the Chns
Ilan Life Center of the church Persons are asked to bring .1
team, or join a team already there Teams will work togethet
to answer 3 sanely. of, questions in such categories as musk
sports. science, history and emenaminent Admission is S5 pet
person at the door and refreshments will e sold All proceedwill benefit missions and commumtv outreach

'
/14,1s1sOry Board of( AS A icoun appointed special advocate
will meet Friday at 9 am at the Murray-('alloway County
hamber sit (•,,,sone,,,,-

Dora Pittman's fifth grade class at Southwest Calloway Elementary designed boxes
for Valentine's Day. Some outstanding examples of their work include (from left, back
row) Beth Courtney with her puppy design. Alex Mehr with her smiling heart box
design. Kayla Grady with her decorated wedding cake: (front row) Beth Courtney with
her denim/belt design. Kennedy Garrison with her postal box design. and Matt
McReynolds with his guitar design.

lenniter Schati
& Bryan Bartlett

Trivia Night Friday at local church
mu l mumq.. First United Methodist

CASA Board to meet Friday

•

Lorraine AlcM ullen
& Matthew Leet

MHS Senior Night Friday

Murray High Sehool selllOf basketball players. cheerleaders
and dance team members will he honored about 7 30 p m
between the boys game at 6 p.m and later the girls gains
with Fulton City on Friday. All parents of seniors are urged
to attend.

(aptaiii NelldC11 OW) Chapter of the Daughters of thc
kmencan Resolution has rescheduled its meeting tor Saturday
at 12:30 p.m. Al August Moon Restaurant. Honor guests will
he Austin McCuiston, senior at Calloway County High School
and Leanne Hewlett. senior at Murray High School as I) AN
Good Ciiwens of 1996. Wilma Beatty will he hostess

Microsolt
Officc
A
Word/Excel Class will begin
March 14 Al 5 p.m at the
‘lurray/Callowil Area Tech
nology Center(*lasses SS ill be
held for eight weeks
Microsoft Word is J word•
processing program and Excel
'is a -spreadtheet program
These programs are used in
most ollices and school.. Students should has': a tusk
knowledge ot computers before
enrolling in this class
The lee lot the class is $75
which covers all materials needed tor the class.
Anyone interested should
call 753-1100 for more information Of to register

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:

t3,Jf

Community
Editor

Word/Excel Southwest Valentine Box Designs
Class
scheduled

• • •

Theta Departneat at the Norm
ve 1St airsni "Guest
%%inent's Oabu
dinar amid menus se Mandlay at
pnt. at Ihe club hems.
Preandin the program will bit the quartet from the Mu* Daparineat at he Murray %Vainest's aelt.aceardlus$S.54%4.Pickett. pupas cladrans. Seism Iballadge.
daparhamot etralreran aria al Nesailain
nod their wan Oa ansad.
Ilisalensa we be Nunn I. 1I, Thetas %rand mad Pew Myers. Reservethan hr the dialler shateld be wade hi
Friday by albs Ihnent at 7.51-95/11.

Amp

Amy

A

0
MR. POSTMAN ,
IOW

AM. 411.

For All Your Shipping Needs

• UPS • FEDEX • DHL
• POSTAL •
fat Serb1:e Shipping & Packagrng,
BoArs/Packing Supples,
mailbox ReflteliS, Copies,
Faxes & NOtOry
Behind Sirloin Stockade
Murray • 753-8400

www.mrpostman-murray.com
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WNBS-1340AM and Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
Student of the Week Program began its 21st year recognizing students in Murray and Calloway County
when Shawn Thompson Jr. seven-grade student at
Calloway County Middle School. was named Also pictured are (from left) Jeanette McCallon, language arts
teacher at CCMS. and Rebecca Landon, Century 21
Realtor
p.

GE Profile Stainless
Interior Dishwasher

CMS Council will meet
( allow ay Count \ \hddls. School Site-based Decision \1a1.
mg Council will meet today at 3:30 pm in the media center

Antique Automobile Club to meet
Twin Lakes Region of the antique Automobile Club ot
America will haw a dinner meeting tonight at 6 p.m at Ryan's
Steak House. Murray The club is open to anyone with an
interest in antique automobiles and %isnot-% are welcome. For
information call Howard Brandon at 7534384 or Terry Ridge
le.
y at 753-1829.
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Girl Scout Cookies to be delivered
•
Girl Scouts.
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Fire soshoo. civic bats. and
wsodiasiss will woo be pocked
with Wasesods of packages of
Assam% two* whim. AN
▪ aist lbw Cookie asvors. inchillog the new Café
Cookie. all astir* Feb. 20.
Poo* mei GM $coots lamm
oat 37 wowliss is OM assists
• Kssiwkiese's *iodides
will Gies pick up ad silt their
customers adios
dalivery.
in 2005. Kostockiess f3h1
Scouts who chose to
pate in the cookie program
ranked amass the swims' sop
sellers. /1•11141116 165 packages per girt Participatioa is
optional for individuals mid
troop).
Aocortbsig to the council's
first sales reports. thc Samoa
is once again this region's
las Mile. IOW* a whopping
i011.116.5 packages of preordered sales. The new. crunchy
Cafe Cookie racked up souse
healthy totals. too. at 132.492
packages
Cookie losers will have a
choice so buy additional cookies al booths set up at local
maiden sod banks March I
throsgh March 19. (Beginning Mardi 20. cookie aficmados will have 10 osaji until
spring 2007 to replenish their
stock.)
According to council CB)
Fran Each. The girls are hoping for mild March weather as
each girl strives to sell an additional 30 packages hy March
14 These final sales go a long
was in meeting the troops' and
ioUniirs budgets All proceeds
stay within the local council's
luri•diction and help Nod troop
and L °um.ii program. al1101ashIp% 1CW emits mid sawshership. and die insioisisnce
ot five sets ice censers and sight
camps."
Saturday. March II. has been
designated "Girl Scout Cookie Blitz Day." Thousands of
Girl Scouts will he blanketing
their communities using A anet of creative sales techniuues.
Look for drive-through cookie
stations and pairs of Girl Scouts
ringing door hells
Customers who have already
wore than enough cookies in
their (Teeters or who have
restricted diets can purchase a
package or two for the troop
to give to the "hometown
heroes" of their choice Hometown heroes include police and
fire departments and charitable agencies. This year. Girl
Scouts of Kentuckiana is part-

Murray
student
accepted
in special
academic
program
SPOKANE. Wash. - John
Connor McKenna. a student at
Murray Middle School. has
been accepted into she peopk
to People World Leadership
Forum
McKenna will join a select
group of students a Wadieston. D.C.. April 3-9 so earn
high school iredil what study ing leadership and explonng
.onic of the United States'
most prominent monuments and
institutions
From Capitol Hill to the
Smithsonian Institute, and from
Colonial Williamsburg to the
National Museum of Amen can History. McKenna will
examine the characteristics of
American leadership during
limes of national challenge and
prosperity
Forum delegates will also
participate in small-group discussions and exercises to experience first-hand how successful leaders develop strategies
make decisions, build conic'
sus. and foster change
McKenna was nominated
and accepted for the Moat
bind on outaisodiNg schsisstic merit. civic involvemest
and leadwaldp potential.
The pews is cosedilksed hy People ao Rea* I$6
dent Atubtalablifir Pleigrall1111
fulfill the vision Dwight D.
Eisenhower had for fostering
world citizenship mhos he
fouaded People W People doring his presidency is PM
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raise 60 woo of set sow lupin phis so4111,4119p smog
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Where Girls Grow Strong.
wag with liwtaacky Hamm.
Amos tow my olsct $6j
ths "Milhous W a Moab" food
mows* to dna cookies
thst will bring semiles os homing individoels sod families

in Kentucky
Scouteag WOW Orb
of courage. confideace. and
character, who make the world
a better place." stated Each
-Participeting in the Geri Scout
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Chertoff cites 'lapses' with Katrina
u t
of Mum ul dollars an chimer
WASHINGTON
API
Calling Hurricane Katrina "one and fere* lametids of thoucapability in
of the most difficult and trau- sande theta thelr houses.
was
The Neese sigist —id"A
matic mapisiencies of my life."
ihmaland Security fleausry Foam of hthiehre" — fooled woefully
d local imedemnes."
Chola asps he is fi'L- ample fa* w
bees in his depennient officials. iseiediss delays in be said. 1
ordering fatly rencesdens le was astonINIP Nunn seamill.
.k also cite- ished to see
Thee me may hoses that New Clilems
didn't
occulted. and I've cetteinly cited Pinefilt Doh for fail* we
the
speet a lot of age personally. to get mem deeply ievolved as base
Chenott
capability
since last fell. thinking the crisis unthilid.
stI
2
mast
In a semparg el63 anemedue might home
about
." China "mime to the Whist Neese eelier) corporations base
been dens
told the. Seems Homeland dist the repast documents. at IMik the flow of good. and serv"
Security and GOvarnindUal WM sight wen dmed befare hes."
Kairies's Arsg., 29 WWI& The - --The- tiou.bc panel's re
Agars Committee.
His tsminiony on the lovern- documems thaw that presides- detailed ''11 illAny of nits
torte's iespome ft dm Aug. 29 hal advisers weft warned about niatiedgment.. lapscs
mom the illemmued much of potential disaster as early as absurdities all cascading
er. Wielding us to whet wee eons:
the Golf Casa came Wednesday Aug. 27.
"Earlier presidential involve- lag mid hobble's any collect' e
as a House peel Weaned a
ment might have resulted in a effort to respond"
Wadi* report 4:Maud=
more effective -onse." the
deaths. damage And
concluáed.
could have been reduced if the
The
White House and federal. state Associated Press obtained a
ft
and local official. had 'nosed cop/hoot:
AP
?=.over
sal
.reilvh
mom urgently
ID
•• MI
I • Mb eat •
in
• IN • MI
MI •
•.• Oh Chemin was meeting with Hositimd Security a year ago
Deborah McElwain, of Buffalo, N.Y., watches Vice President Dick Cheney speak on the
the
oversees
Wednesday.
11•111•111WWEINigIMINIMM,
Fox News Channel at Stereo Advantage in Williamsville, N.Y.. Wednesday. Vice the House 1101110•111d Set urth
dis
Emergency
to
Federal
l'hursday
on
Conunittee
President Dick Cheney on Wednesday accepted full blame for shooting a fellow hunter
cuss his department's 2007 Management Agency. whick
and defended his decision to not publicly disclose the accident until the following day.
federal
the
coardmated
budgetHe caned it one of the worst days of my life
Katnna *mimic of the costli- response Fic promised senators
est and deadliest natural disas- he weld address rainy of the
ters in U.S. history, killing more shortfalls by the sten of the burthan 1.300 people. causing tens ncane season on June I.

W:

731111ifft

Cheney says shooting
victim is not to blame

By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Vice President Dick Cheney
rejects any notion that his victim
hears any responsibility for the
shooting accident that turned a
weekend hunting trip into trauma. "I'm the guy 'who pulled the
trigger And shot my friend." he
said
Cheney ended four days of
about the accident
Silence
Wednesday. telling his sersion
ot how he accidentally shot 7f4year-old Harry Whittington. J
longtime acquaintance.
.A contrite Cheney did not
apologite in an interview on the
Fos News Channel. hut he
accepted responsibility for
Saturday's accident on a pets ate
Texas ranch. He also defended
NAIIIIribigilitut to keep it from the
eaimMiehmil a day after it hap
[ivied
"We really didn't know until
Sunday morning that Harry was
probahly going to he OK. that it
looked like there hadn't been
any serious damage to any sital
organ." he said in an inters iew
with Brit Hume. "And that's
when we began the pros:ess of
minty int: the press"
Cheney said the accident
happened after Whittington
stepped out of the hunting party
to retries e J doss ned bird 111 deep
ef Cheney said he and a
third hunter walked about 100
ards away to where another
had been spotted
cos cy
Immediately alter he shot at a
bird flying to his right. he said
he saw Whittington in his line of
lire
"The image of him falling is
something Ill nes er es er he able
Uo get out of my mind." Cheney
said "I tired, and there'. Harr
falling It was. I'd have to say.
one of the worst days of my life
at that moment"
He said Whittington was
dressed pruperly in blaze orange
and the upper pan of his hods
was sisible. but that he was
standing in a gully with the sun
behind him. which Michas:44u.
•

"I saw him fall. basica*, lt
had happened so fast." Clit:ney
said "He was struck in the right
side of his face, his neck and his
upper torso on the right side of
his body."
"I take it you missed the
bird Hume asked
`I have no idea." Cheney
said "I mean. you facused on
the bird, but as soon as I fired
and saw Harry there. everything
else went out of my mind
He said Whittington was ,on
sCions and breathing but stunned
sato
Cheney
OW to
said lie was laying there on his
hack. obviously. bleeding N'ou
could sec where the shot struck
him
"I said. 'Harry, I had no idea
you were there.' He didn't
respond." Cheney said
Cheney said he had had a
beer at lunch that day but
nobody was dnnking when they
went hack out to bunt a couple
hours later. Law enforcement
officials have ruled out alcohol
as a factor.
Cheney said he still believes
it a as the nght decision to allow

leas officials said the shootKatharine
owner
ranch
Armstrong to disclose the acci- ing was an accident and no
dent to the Corpus Christi charges have been
Whittington was an
Caller-Tunes radar dem make
an official national 1111100tince- condition Wednesday as a 1,
ment He said President Bush's hospital. a day after doctors sai.
media ads I•Cf• urged him so get one of the pellets traveled to his
the information out quickl). but heart and he had what they
that he made the ultimate deci- called "a mild heart attack."
Cheney said he was consion
Armstrong has suggested that cerned that if the story broke
Whittington was at fault in the Saturday night when intorm.,
shooting because, she said, he non was still corning in. some
tailed to announce himself as he reports may have been inaccu
returned to the hunting line alter rate since it was a complicated
breaking oft to retries': a story that most Journalists had
downed bird But Cheney. who never dealt with before
"I'se been in the business for
has been hunting for at least 12
years, said in no uncertain terms a long time and never seen a sitthat Whittington was not at uation quite like this.- Cheney
said "We'se had experiences
fault.
"You can talk about all of the where the president has been
other conditions that eats et the Mot. We've never bad a silmstime. hut that's the bottom lute non where the %ice president
shot •••41ineN sis
and - it was not Ham', fault
he said.

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
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DIVIDEND CHECKS.. tor K Farm Bureau Customers

www.
bennettmotorsim

Dunng March, approx. 4.000 families in
Murray-Calloway County will receive their
2005 Dividend Checks. Thank you for
insuring your homes, autos and
the KY Farm Bureau Insurance ,

.com

753-4703

1-800-363-4720
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COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS
• Design Services • Unique Gifts & Accessories
• LOW-PRICE GUARANTEE • FREE DELIVERY

Accessories &tie
OPENING NIGHT
TICKETS $13!
Wes VIIRatems
dralle dlocares

TICKETS ON SALE TOMORROW!

MAR.28 & 29
Regional Special Events Center
For &full

der

A IN. tt
200/,30%

t,ckets go to

OFF

www.Rmgling.com
Come one hour early
to meet the performers and animals
at the FREE

All Access Pre-show.

8111101111/ Ticket Centers, %skies'Swat Events Center
Ost Office, or cell 1-1177-11N-4174
yew

vet ••••••••• I••••••• ••••
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LtlijitS
Home Trends Gallery

Downtown Murray
103 South Third Street • 753-3621
Monday-Friday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Saturday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
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Racers feeling rosy down homestretch
Iv SCOTT SAMMY
Spode Editor
Valentiae's Day hos abeady oast end
goat and the Keatecky Derby is still
,
more than two magas away
Yet. everytlingis aim**mess for

the Murray State Roan as they same the
home stnildi- or the Ohio Valley
Coaferesce ran
With a victory at Teasessee State
tonight. the red-hot Racers (111-5. 15-2
°VC) can wrap up the program's fin*
regular-season league championship
since 2000 and its 20th overall
Murray, is umipiestionahly the honest
team in the dallierence entering this

week's echos. Wrist mos airbt eraiiet
games and 13 olT its int- 14: teedering an
early loss to second-place Samford sad
an potentially( costly mid-January sethack
at ESSICF11 111113131%!mks ant

Lady Racers
forced to
forefit
Morehead win

MSU can wrap up
first regular-season
league championship
since 2000 with with
in Nashville tonight
I.fact,dew have been going to well
Indy 6at Ramsamid, brushed off
pasmatial najor distraction lionising the
absence of pad Trey Pearson hy sweep
mg last week's tnp through -Death
Valley
Murray head coach Mick Cronin gave
Pearson a reprieve from his unericuted
and unevplamed Catitialisaf by welcoming the Junior hack to the team us
Tuesday alter a week of %pi:striation on
his status
"Were glad to have Trey hack with

us Crows sad lit a papssed smismeis
fral ammo Oa lumen s 7 X/ apsitt
released by the nitett* tema Wan* in a be a oft a wet bevies nn• otru
tron dapanmem.lb &mow wasdm is mages Ildienves a draa-pam kisses
personal teaser WY itapect te Trey. I monk
want c‘enlist ID sedlemoll dist bee MPS
The Tigsrs 4 10-1 3. 9-5i kb in
%On,were Vali Mr
Seaskied at Itoma on Flab 2 aest lea cast
%OM hack a full swag& 6s Raven
onelive rued pens at As Peery sad
mem clear 002 10111 AN* in dam quest Tsmonsme-Mmus. bin have tame
for the ho. I mod is dm mgoomis OVC noboesied se post Met sum ova
Tournament. wild apass limb 26 with lemseee
aid Amin Pay.same
games as the homes of the eveat's top mg the Greenman WAS no Maude.
tour seeds
mai
lirnsever. a win over TSU a the
With taw rams revival, the TIFfs
Gentry Center rem he emits lad then Ea iguana) neck a tee he tor one oi
the eight OVC Tommsmost slots Akad
done
Murniy holds a ixameadiag 35-12 with a loss pam
1ht wrigthe ..rt the
lead in the all-ladte swiss againal stsadisp. *ay MIN Ism as w=!:
Tennessee Stale. ticiadig a 146 alien- - diem* ose alfits arested
lase ut VOWs played is Nashville
gasses is the opts* mind M play
"TR Is 4 WM ilat terms to be
Howe-set. the Tigers defeated the Racers
74-68 in *air lot INSOIng at the Gentry
•Ale RACERS Pap 28
Center last February.

THOROUGHBREDS PREVIEW

Miscalculation of
Scoffs eligibility
cost MSU
Special to the Ledger
klurras State athiette• direc
Vsard
learned
tot
>11cil
Wedricsdat that the Lady Racer
haskethall team you he required
in Against
to forfeit its
VlorChei1d Stale on Dec 10
a fey less ol the
basketball schedule. it
was determined that J mocalcu
lation
occurred
Junior forJot
ward
Scott should
have
not
been allowed
On participate
ihit ,
test. her first
Scott
as a Lady
as er
(hie of the conditions placed
upon Murray State in order to
restore Scoffs eligibility after
her transfer from \orthern
Illinois was to withhold her
from ,ompention tor 4 I perLent
of thc Lady Rakets regul.u-sea
m1f1 it11141:Sis mine gamest. That
suspension was the result ol
sanctions issued hy the NICAA
while she was 4 player at
Northern Illinois
- After a thorough IC% le% 01
this 'natter. we determined that
an error did occur in calculating
Joi's withholding condition...
said Ward "As a result. we
Jiled IMITleti1:11C1) to recut the
situation
Scott was withheld from the
game at Morehead on Feb. II in
fulfill the 34)-percent
order
withholding condition Murras
State lost Mat game hv two
points
Eurthermorc. thc I itn‘
Conk-relics- has determined that
SCOH was ineligible to panicipate in the game against
Morehead State on It. 10. and
is requiring Murray State to forfeit that contest
"It is unfortunate and unacceptable that an error in our
compliance office has directk
impacted Coach Felton. \I,
Scott and the IVA of the team.Ward said "I'm rrmid of all that
they hate accomplished this
season. and I hate no doubt that
they will t mom- this setback
and contIllt.k' 10 play well
k
Idn't be more pleased
vs oh the direction of the
women's has,kethall program
and the lob Coach Velum 1‘,
doing.•' he continued.
Scott's eligibility has been
restored with the NC A. and
she will he available for
against
Thursday 's
game
Tennessee State
The I _ady Racers record niiw
stands at 6-10 in the OVC (the
oterall record was not affected
hy the torten. and the statistics
from that game also still count I
Murray State is now tied for
eighth with Eastern Kentucky. a
halt-game ahead 01 10th-place
Tennessee-Martin te-llm and
one game behind sesenth-place
Jacksi ins die State 7-H The top
eight teams in the conference
the ()VC
in
participate
Tiwurnament
\tier

Tyler Pittman a junior outfielder from Wickliffe for the MSU baseball team will be looked upon to help
last season. while driving in 42 runs.

Wad the 'Breds

mictina DANIttodor Fde
&footle. Pittman hit .306

'Breds begin season Saturday against Wright State
By SCOTT NANNEY
SpOrls Editor
\It Donald and the
Murray
u
State
Thoroughbreds
are
W
ready to take the nest
.tep in 200h.
the third-year head coach
has been all about progress
since taking o'er the 'tired.'
helm from former coach Mike
Thieke helore the 21104 season
After compiling a lowly 1'which
35 record that season
included a sesenth-place finish
in the final Ohio Valley
Conference standings — the
former Memphis assistant
coach's second Murray State
team earned a 213-31 overall

R

mark Iasi spring, ins tutting the
program's first winning comer
crier record 115-12) in its
years nut was good enough
for J lump to fourth place in the
league standings
was pretty pleased with
what our guys accomplished
last year.- McDonald said
-They competed and fought
hard. and the did a IN of good
things. Hopefully. that wall set
the tone ftw future seasons"
McDonald hopes that future
begins sooner rather than later
-- namely during the upcoming campaign. which gets
underway Saturday when the
'Breds open with J
Jou
bleheader against Vinght Stine

11w three - game set .onsludes
single game on Sunday
at noon
-1 led like were to the
point that our goal is to win the
title
and
regular-season
ads &nee as far as we can in the
tournament.- said
OS('
McDonald, whose squad was
picked to finished fourth in 4
preseason league poll -I definitely feel like we're nuking
progress in that dinevtion
L4.4 season, the progress
began on the mound. where
Murray ranked third in the conference in pitching with a 4 1.4
team earned-run average The
catalyst behind that effort was
right-hander Craig Kraus,
with J

toot Harris on the hill will he
it host stel1i senior season
nght-hander
included an 1.-2 record and J sophomore
50 ERA. which ranked fourth Michal Per.twine 1 I • I, $.441
and senior newcomers Kaden
in the league
The tnls problem its the Gibson and lefty Andress
'Heeds is that Kraus has Bishop
eligibility
Also espccted to see some
his
eshausted
However, senior left-hander
II Sae'OREM Page 28
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MSU sophomore Michel Perconte is one of 14 pitchers head crash Rob McDonald has on the staff this
upcoming season Last season, Murray ranked third in the contemn* in pitching with a 4.1111 loam
earned-run average.
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Davis tries to stay positive
amid more rumors
STATE COLLEGE. Pa.
Indiana coach Mike Davis
tried to stay positive.
But after the Hoosiers' latest
setback. a 71-68 loss to Penn
State on Wednesday night. there
was one question on everyone
mind Was he stepping doss n
after this season'
"I'm not answering anything
about my job.- Davis said in a
low. raspy voice after a reporter
asked him about a story posted
Wednesday night on SI.com. citing sources in the athletic
department that he would step
down atter the season
Davis said he didn•t know
about that stor) until he was
asked about it on his post-game
radio show.
"If I say something. I say the
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sp.d

eate murk at Ant We it maw
Ebertli ihrowies arm will
hold tip. lbsheelli et Ebrn

.335.4 HR.30 RBI)will likely
Pohis
deSeemisie the ships ot the met School
77(5)
Peay
Austin
arm
his
If
hemp.
MSU
of die
76(4)
troubks continue. the 5-9. 160- Jeckeonulle St
will likely sec most of E. Kentucky
57
sad admed.bmiedly the entire pander
his playing time as the team's Mutvay St.
54
memos ON kw* major tut- desigsmed Meer.
53
n
IAISSOU
SE
11117base is secure with
36
Samford
lid Me worked sery hard in theSawed
mare of ladies hitter Seth
his throwing program and lisa
33
Hudson,a Cape Girardeau. M... E Illinois
made great strides.'' noted
33
St.
Morehead
the
to
11th
Native wbo finished
McDonald. "We've got 14
19
in hitting bat season wilt - Tenn TeCit*
pitchers we cm use. Well know OVC
a .336 averese ie 211 *hem.
12
Tenn.-Martin
a lot more about who istes to
Senior Phil Lopez, who prtams wow ••••••dot rear paws /6w
the
pitch well once we get
emed just 86 total Om appear- oathItraplorv a*. datalow wee NA
wagon ... We Wail'bee OD put
slices last spring because of an art O5.. as rola 99 ok• ealiffPWIStr
guys into sped& miss. ad we arts ailment, returns to man
crerho Thywisdriir rorst-Pion,
al an
will do the iss
shortstop. Freshman Juana fellawiag far awaf pralianis.
But we tell ear pischers do their
Yount. who has impressed the
maim tole is st get maple out in
coaches in early workouts, will
MIMIMIN 11111IMIL SWIM
whams spot they pitch."
also likely see time at short.
Pos
0
Ms Player
To accomplish that goal. the
INF
James
2 ION *Mon
At third base. junior
MSU staff must get more help
SR
INF
OMR
OM
3
Akin will he pushed by redshin
SR
INF
5 Rd LAM
from a defense that prosed to be
freshman Micah Dunn. a
SIP
JR
6 Jalltelaban
the 'Breda' Achilles heel last
SR
C
Webster County product. and
7 DON Wigan
aseason. Murray ranked last in
SO
N9.1114F
Oman
WW1
9
true freshman Tyler Owen.
FR
INF
10 Tpst Oasn
the league in fielding percentage
outfield spots will be
The
FR
INF
11 Junin Voted
949), committing an OVC11 WOW Parma* RIMPIINF SO
maimed by former Murray High
high 112 errors.
JR
Pia
is Chen Vited•
stesdost Austin Swain (.341) in
OF
SR
II arse thane
Shoring up those fielding
right.jesior 1YIer human 306.
FR
¶7 WA*flahapao OF
mishaps is one of McDonakfs
JR
LMP0OF
6,42)in center sad senior Brett
10 7101Or 1111001114
pnnuuy objectives this spring.
FR
19 DONN Crlhoun LAP
Mullins in right. Providing
FR
IMP
21 Oatter, Macy
"It baffled me how we played
backup will be junior Jamie
sm
mow
22 ne Intlene
last year. because notxxfy works
JR
C
Liedolf and freshmen Michael
23 Jens Peon
any harder on fundamental
SR
OF
24 LAM Me
Sarraglio and Anthony Stacy.
FR
RON,
25 Na Normon
defense than we J. said the
Leidolf. Gibson and Swain
SR
L.HP
74 Allhe Oeleee
MSU skipper. -We just made a
SR
nticp I.14P
could all see time at DK
27
Mama
lot of errors. But we're still
FINIMNF SR
20 Ratan Obaon
depending on the a% ailability of
JR
working hard on that. and I feel
29 WM Lotwono•
Ebert
JR
LAP
30 Jon Papaion
significantly
we'se
like
FR
SIP
At the plate. the 'Breds return
31 nem Chn
improsed in that area "
SO
32 Ed Oral
much ot the talent that helped
Jo
One of the biggest position
R•IP/OF
33 Jona Ladol1
them rank fourth in the conferFR
C
34 Dor* WI*
battles of the spring can be
team
SR
IMP
ence in hitting with a 293
35 Weal NOM
found behind the plate. where
JR
OF
44 Auart Swan
batting average MSC was also
three players will vie for the
third in the OVC in on-base per- we depended on them a lot."
starting catcher's job. Senior
centage t.383). but must make McDonald noted "We think
Brett Wilson 1.255 in 47 at-hats)
up for the loss of third baseman
and junior Jason Payton (.253. Alex Stewart and first baseman we'se gut tour guys illudson.
Ebert and Swain) at the
AU) both return. Freshman Clint Gnggs from the middle of
top that has.: proven they can
Daniel Miller. a Louisville
the order.
vc just got to
get on ham:
Ballard product. will also he in
"Those two guys iStewan find somebody who can dnse
the mix
and Gnggs) did a great job. and them in."
There will he less of a clue.,
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Sports13riefs
Spoilt

eatiocistion
SI Registration for this summer's Murray Ymilli
YSA) WNW and =Abell leagues wane scheduled Is begin lOdey at
the Muney Wal-Men. &romps were scheduled to be held from 5 pm
contoday and awn on Sternley born 9a m to 2 p m YSA
tinuos nod lleiredey (Fab 231 and Saturday (Feb 25) at Me some

mosemien

location setterile.
PenielpellonUi the Murray 'ISA recreational league is open to residents at Muney and Calloway County and addibanel surrounding corn
munhailk
The entry lee is1150 per chid. which includes a sewn penny andees,
Play in Its Murray YSA is sanctioned by the United States Specialty
Spoilt Association (1.18SSA). A linseed number at need-based ecticiarsnips am inabbie with moc4 at need hem Me diets ached spasm.
Children 5-years-old and up we eligible to play Baseball pancipason ages ars dessiminet1 by the Micro age as of Apnt 30 of this year
Softball resin age is deleimined and Jan 1 Baseball leagues start
with Ise bal. Men graduals& to machine pleb and on to kid pitch
leagues through art 15 Sallbse ranges from machine pitch through ,F
under kiwis&
For addrilonal intormabon. call the Trophy Case at 753-81544 "
Murray-Calaway County Parks Department it 762-0325

II Racers ...

wrong thing.- Day is said "•I just
need to keep Mt!. 1114V1h quiet
and focus on my basketball From Page 1 B
team.more settled into thou style ..tilt)
ESPN.com reported late how they can win games.Wednesday night that Indiana Cronin claimed "They are an
will hold a news conference extremely tough team to hem .ii
Thursday at which Davis will home."
announce his resignation. direThe Tigers hase had to
e at the end of the season.
'noise without the %en Ices of
Indiana (13-9. 5-6 Big Ten, guard Bruce Price. who many
lost for the sixth time in seven Pa was their hest playa The 6games 'The Hoosiers tell out of loot- 1 sophomore was leading
the Top 25 this week for the first TM in scoring (19 .1 ppg.1
time this season. giving more through five games before leavfuel to J ocal contingent of tans ing a late December loss at Ohio
State with a season-ending knee
calling for his ouster.
But Davis said he saw some injury.
'Third-year head Loach Cs
good sign, Wednesday. even
charges were still
.11evander's
a
though his team squandered
adjusting to the loss of Price
halftime lead
when they laced the Racers in
early January at the Regional
Special I.Yents Ceitler
ah.enk.: an at least in
part he attributed to Murray',
75-67 ‘Itior, which began
downward spiral for the Tigers
that ',Klink(' three losses in four
games TSU is just now digging
itself out of that early conferentre hole
"Bruce was, without a doubt,
playing well when he got hurt."

‘' ,,Afts13141P
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THIS SATURDAY - FEB. 18

task. k.wieti

us ptaartaily
yesi twee
come that. ... Vie still h
developed•karkt — a g(
is not going to let you losc
honsard Kaman Grain
been the closest thing to a go
guy tor the Tigers in the Lis
month. leading the team in %4.01•
mg in six of its past eight gam-.
The '6-6 senior ranked fourth 1,1
the ()VC in scoring 118 4 ppi
entering this week's play all,'
was first in field -goal percent•
age (.57.1).
"Teams evolve user the
iurse of the season, and it
seems for TSU that kareem
Grant has become their go-to
guy." noted Cronin. "He's
shooting oser 50 percent front
the i.point line m the last few
games. so we•se got to keep him
under control.'"
While (irant takes care ol the
scoring for 'TM . junior !inward
Clarence Matthews has been the
difterence-maker on the hoards.
averaging a league -hest
rehounds per contest. The 6 .
250-pounder has been the
Tigers leading rehounde, in 12
of their 23 games
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LADY RACERS
✓ s.
EASTERN ILLINOIS
4:00 P.M.
ESPN BRACKET BUSTER GAME
RACERS
✓ s.
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
AT CHICAGO
6:00 P. M.
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Murray KY
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Featured Events

'500 Added Each Night

BARREL RACIN
Calf Scramble
(Ages up to 101

Mutton Dusting at 7:30 p.m
(Aim itp hi IN

PICK UP YOUR GOLD T-SHIRT AT
DAWAHARES OR AT THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE!
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KENTUCKY 68, GEORGIA 61
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Cats ram.over dogs, despite TOs
!icy ad a good
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) ki
said
I4•01 oaly bad miss Meastdos
Stockto
a lot ca
SSW 11111111141at
Kaavacky. he Wetinto played of st.They dodo t wake a tut
Is five of Oa lam Iron gums • oishokes.The result was critical win
But she we soma No. I.
Kentucky (16-9,
Sawa No.2 started ligadoesday for
Conference
might with a 63-61 victory over Southeastern
which kept Na 14CAA Itan
Georgia. mod Stockton was in
mot hopes dive by smagotnt
die lump.
good," eras-gese lases sunk
pretty
isk
Paid& Spots. who was our
Salaam aid."Coed Imo boo
loolciag for ways to son die of aaly ere wad omen in the
pair ad wet la practice he's limier illidasadig. at a was
boa 09411111111116 ms amd tryiog to swab ceiwiimea she she imdrop Map ap. I bow I bad am plows iseded the best
Seish all he Vila coinseJ
to cam oat amd wort hied to
the tank trestad.
-Welt going to din dot every
he efforts. Stockton
was le ady our of Ii Wildcat% day boot few ala." he said.
Forward Sharay Thomas
who got play* maw who dada'
whojoined the lion,with s4)111C
Still. his peesSWIM a
mice SI a Senilt - along with Or she mei sionsms.!pawl thc
Wildcats by scoria, the next 515
ihat of two or newcomers may lune inspired others who points on a dank. layup and long
romper. Those pools ignited •
did
Coach Tubby Smith said 13-0 no for the Wildcats. hut
Tuesday that he told his team Gstosis(14-10.4-7)immediate
ly followed with a 15-2 run ot as
das week that the slate is now
dna. now who ploy he.4 in own to regain the lead
lliomas had 13 points. the
posaie_. mambas to his grail*sysaml. Win pet lo play the first time he has led the Wilskrts
in sconng.
most in the gmass.
"We•se changed the lineup r
Os wallanday. that meani
lot this %raison. hut we had been
Ottr/ut and
Sockima. Ik
.o we needed something
Rasi MOSS jOlitin the lineup
new. Ttionia. said
while Randolph Moms. Itvon
!Sone .4 the players LomROOM MI kle Craw ford w ere
beehad -at least tor the first Plamed .shout the new .5,,
aftervirrd
4iit minutes.
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• Refinancing Cash Back To You
• FHA Loans

?I4 NC

AP
Kentucky a Sh•ray TIVOSIMIS
shoots for two 01 hIs 13
Georgia's
over
points
Steve Newman (15) during
Kentucky's 88-61 win at
Rupp Arena in Lexington
Wedneedsay.
leads the team iii 1141111I
rebound., steals and .assist'.
%uggested with his hod) Ian
guar some disappointment
'1 rust got outplayed. 1
guess.•• Rondo said
(U course. Rondo'. heroess in
handful of games are the reason Kentucky still has a fighting
chance at making the tournament for the ninth straight year
•
under Smith

J.
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300 South Ildt Suer, .4(111.- :as4l. - Murray. KT

It's Time To Stop Hurting!
I've been helping your
neighbors,for five years why not you 2

Jon Wuest
Doctor of Chiropractic
•

Phone 270 753-7665
Toll Free 8.88-246-409
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THINK AGAIN!
Run any 30', 60" or 120" ad
Mon., Feb. 20 - Tues., Feb. 28
and pay only $5 per inch.
(That's more than 40%
• off our regular rate!)
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milimmeme.*
Crider advances to
semifinals at Met
Corey Under, a 1999 Murray
State llnis emit) music pertonn
• *me graduate. was recently
named the 2006 winner Ji the
Cincinnati Conservatory Music
iCCMi regional auditions.
adsancing him to the March
The
with
semi-finals
Metropolitan Opera Council
Auditions
(The Men in
New York.
Crider.
2ti. who heat
68 singers
from three
districts. will
compete Iir
S15.000
Crider
rand
.1 nation% ide
broadcast on the Metropolitan
Opera Radio !Network and eligibility for the Lindemann Young
Artist Development Program
LYADPi. a curriculum that uses
The Met's unique resources to
identity and educate the most
gifted ytiung American singers
Crider will pertonn with J
pianist on the Met stage competing against 24 other regional
winners The top live from that
round win SI5.000 If Under is
selected for the I.YAIW program. he will receise an annual
living expense stipend. special. i/ed training music. and language and dramatic coaching
from The Met sown artistic staff
and invited master teachers
}Yen if I ads ance to the finals
and am chosen as one ot the
grand winners. I might not he
offered a position iii the
I.indeman Program.- he said.
\Our success in this competition is no sure indication OW
way or the other as to interest in
.you for the Lindeman.Many of the world's foremost
Renee
including
singers.
Susan (iraham.
Fleming.

•

Thomas Hampson and Hen
Heppner. hase received awards
trom the National Council
Crider. a Marion. Ky natise.
credits his music experience to
his southern gospel background
in N1.6.100 Alld also his music
education At MS1.. 1 received a
stellar music educatiorI, foundation at Murray Stste's,, music
department.' he said. In all
places I se been and the skills I
obtained I have been as solidly
prepared as my colleagues from
some ot the hest music. schools
in the country such as Indiana
Enicersity. Julhard and the
Ctn.innati Con %Cr% atory ot
.A former member of the
southern gospel group One
Action" Cridei said he began
singing a ith the Marion Baptist
Church as .1 child. From there.
his musical aspirations es entually led him to audition tor a
music scholarship to coincide
with the Academic scholarship
he had been awarded at MSt.
DU% cillferf chooses )01J. )4W1
don't choose rt." he said.
Brad Alniquist. MM professor and director ot choral actisities. said Under did not participate in his high school choir program -Howecer. he auditioned
at ‘ISt and was awarded the
Basso
Walker
Clarence
Scholarship "
%bikinis! said Crider's first
assignment in the !NW choir
group a as tic learn user 16
German songs He had all he
could do to keep up and it was
%cry challenging to him. he
said -He got quickly beyond
and found his passion in musk.
I think that • what \lurra stare
did lot him. We gave him the
tools for that and helped him
find the paesion that lies hound
the notes and wisdom."
Alinciuist said this is a sig

mlicant bon* for Crider. "It is
also a compliment to Murray
State to prepare a student tor
probably the most prestigious
world opera competition'
Crider said choosing an
opera per1011111.101X CAR= carlit•
with circumstances that for most
would have provided a huge
amount of obstacles. In addition to learning different foreign
languages to perform the songs.
Under had to apply mathematical skills in the required theory
classes. "Choosing the musical
performance track at Murray
meant many theory classes.
which I didn't have prior knowledge of because of the type of
music I performed." he said.
"How eNCt, With my pre-calculus
math background. I was able to
apply this and it came %Cry ea%)
I had a knack for it and it
incto
was then that I knew this is what
.un supposed to be doing. This
is how I tit into the world."
While at MSI'. Crider
began J friendship with Chris
Thile.J member of the Grammy
award-winning musical group
Nickel Creek. "I heard an Utterview with Chris on MSC's
WRMS radio station and knew
our music was different. but
after listening to the interview I
knew we shared the satite musi....al passion "
Cridet and Thde stay in
touch And hope to complete a
future music project together.
"We haye a kindred pint."
Under said- "We hope to record
an album later that would he
classically oriented and offers a
traditional cycle of songs."
Under said he and Thik \ I
lied backstage during a
International Bluegrass Awards
Ceremons 'Chris commented
while standing he•nle each other
that NC would he on an album
t:o%er one day

United We Sing
A Community Gospel Songfest

Sunday, February 19
6:00 pm - Lovett Auditorium
Ifyou enjoy Gospel music don't miss this exciting evening
ofsong and praise! Four outstanding local groups offer up songs ranging from traditional to contemporary - from
a cappella to full orchestration. This songfest is :Nike
any our community has heard before. The evening's
finale includes a grand singalong!
Schedule:
6:00 - FBC Choir
6:40 - Voices of Praise
7:10- Holy Ground
7:40 - Westside Choir

GREG TrukviSetiktior
& Timm Photos
Members of the Murray
State University Theater
Department performed the
children's play "Wiley and
the Hairy Man- for elemenfrom
students
tary
region
the
throughout
Tuesday. The play is about
a little boy and his mother
in the deep south, and the
child's inward journey to
find the courage to face his
fears. Approximately 20
MSU Theater Department
students were involved in
the production. The performances are also scheduled for Wednesday and
Thursday. Sarajane Behl
performed the role of
'Wiley and Lauren Cecil
was the 'Hairy Man."
Pictured at left, members of
the cast pause for a photograph at Tuesday morning's
performance.
Pictured above are stufrom
Murray
dents
Elementary School.

Guild makes call for entries
The Murray An Guild is issuing a -call for ao 4 p.m Tlw public is ins lied to attend and
entries" for the annual 'Visual Fs idence admission is free. Following the apreitte the
Fithibition" The tuned ecent is in its 1 7th year exhibit may also be observed during regular hours.
and is open to artists thniughtout the region and Tuesday. Wednesday and Friday. 10 a.m. - 3 p.m
or by appointment.
surrounding states
The exhibit closes April 7
Entry is by original work only and must hase
The Murray Art Guild is a non-profit cultural
been completed within the past three years
Artists may submit their work in any medium. hy and educational orgamfation whose membership
is open to anyone with an appirciation 01 the visuhand delis cry only. Tuesday and Wednesday
March 7-h between the hours of 10 a.m. and 5 al arts rhe Guild is located in the Linn House
p.m. Works will he accepted for the exhibition which is listed in the National Registry of Historic
and awards will he presented ascording to the dis- P1a.es.
the Kentucky .Ans Council. a state agencs in
cretion of the prof
Entry forms with specifications are available at the Commerce Cabinet, privy ides operational supthe Guild. located at 103 N. Nh St.. downtown port funding for the Murray Art Guild with state
tax dollars and federal funding from the National
mur
Murray. Of by call 75 -4054 or by
Encloament tor the ..‘ns. which Wiese*. that a
ray artguildtgmurray-ky net
The opening reception and awards presentation great nation deserves great An
will he at the Guild on Sunday. March 12. from 2

'Idol' is winner vs. Olympics
lion was the least-watched N11101)topics telecast since
Nagano's closing ceremonies in
!WM. Nielsen said
Since its opening on Erkka.
the Turin Games have been runmng well Mow the 21102 Salt
Lake City games in sleWership
interest. Much of that was
expected. but Tuesday 's ratings
was the first alarming sign for
NBC that increased TV competition has taken a toll.
The competition front 'Idol.
is heavier than the Olymptcs has
e‘er seen.- said \BC Sports

By DAVID BAUDER
AP Television Writer
\ Vt. YORK I AP)
The
winter Olsmpics prosed no
match Inn tele% ision's gold
medal winner. Nmencan
Foy pheniimenal y successthe
crushed
contest
ful
Olympics in Wad-to-head competition on Tuesday night. 27
million viewers to 16.1 million.
according to Nielsen Media
Research.
The Olympics recovered a hit

kJ

8:10 - Finale Singalong
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Kentucky Darn Village
/tate Reaort Park invites you

753-03/7 or
753-5171 for info.

FREE rickets Available At:
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spoke:swum:al Alana Russo In
Salt Lake City. NBC laced no
top- 0
from
competition
Nielsen shows. rot ekample. and
now networks are throwing their
top guns
It doesn't figure to get any
easier. with "Idol- and ABC's
-Lost- on alt. Mr Wednesday.
CBS' "Sur% is or" and "'CSI.
Crime Scene Investigationoffer more competition on
Thursday.
Even figure skating. the most
popular winter Olympics sport
for viewers, didn't help much on
-Tuesday NBC filled about twothirds of the hour during which
Ii competed with ".Amencan
Idol- with tape of the men's fig
ure-skating competition.
Through five nights of
Olympics coverage. NBC's
average prime-time rating is
12
rating point represents
1.102,(XX) households. or I percent of the nation's estimated
110.2 million TV homes). NB('
said before the games started
that it had promtvied its advertisers a rating of between 12 and
14 If it slips helm that. NBC
will Kase to make it up to advertisers with tree commercial

GOS

ISsSurlyt ontridisrISpent

. Amencan Idol' is clearly a
phenomenon... said
Randy
Palm president nit the NBC
Universal idles istun 0111111*.
VIA we eapathell k sad
tracking right whwe we plemed
to be at this pain"
Henna NBC sad its Initial ed cable aetworits.•essiummed
mom atthe anian's Imk'vimonheaths have useseha Ws
some of the nom Fake snit

Tiesuidap. Ifebramrs Idk, ale•IN
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Your Honiet,,wn Insurance Sour,e
104 N. 4th St
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Louise Spann"
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Now. all we haxe are memories.

and your picture in a frame.
Your memory is our keepsake.
with which we'll nrser part
God has you in His keeping.
.
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FOSTER
parents
needed Earn 336,eley
by atoning your home
to a chid in need Cal
NE CCO
866-306-3226

JUST give us a call.
we It be grad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger a Times

AFC

modifying. and repairing large transter
dies. deep-draw dies, progressise dies.
welding fixtures, and quality check
fixtures This would also he an
excellent opportunity to he introduced
It' cutting edge hydrotortning
'technology.
Applicants pust Noe J high school
diploma or G.E.D . and pass the
NOCTI test for Tool & Die Makers
Qualified applicants will earn S211
per hour We offer an excelkrit

benefits package to include relocation
assistance It you meet the .*hone
qualifications and are interested in
these s acancies. send your resume to
Human Resources
Thy ssenKrupp Hopkinssille
1500 Frank Yost Road

Opportunity Employer WF/WV
SPORTASLE
11C01111110A110111
tone.
hall
offering
employment m • controtted team atmosphere In the manulectumg position yew tell
work in a learn erraronment, to build high loch
products Dulles may
include one or more of
Me following. metal
andor plastic formation and subleterably.
applailmn at powder
coat eibeemic subarrIMM* Nark:Mon.
MEI product aesernoty
ant1 epodlp inspedion
Abllty to reed drawings
and work instructions is
required Allention to
Mail and roily a a
must
Previous machine tool
experience or PC
experience anctor soldering is a plus ft you
deem to be pan of an
ealoary leading COMpony last oilers a rahlieneO
preliedelie
olansee. sanaptallIvo
stellep sow owl she
tor
appease%
oleemerneent send
yow NINIMe by email
SINIBILIMIS-ar

et*

elm
inaLWe wiWON
tar fie best

Heamileae-Ryber is currently accepting
sipplicuises for fie Murray area. Pay
neve: S8-10 per lour.Piet sed second
shifts available. Must Mee noble work
history. Apply in person at 314 N.
Market Si.. Paris or Hamilton-Ryker
will he at the Murray Unemployment
Office accepting applications on
2 at 9:30AM. EEO. Drug
2seee.
Theme
February
vee

12th

WHITE seen wedding
dress
v., capped
sleeves. sae 16 11200
270-753-0909
Cali
after SPM

street. Murray

FULL OR PART erns
housekeeping. Murray
Pima Hotel Apply on
person after 6.00PM
EMERALD Transport
a local and long cks
lance carrot loading
Pneumatic
Merl
Jumps and tardsers.
taking applications tar
(ewers You owi apply
at 100 Recycang Due.
Pans. TN between
7AM and NV
800-467413311

GE Washer a Dryer
Call
matching sirt
(270)226-9566
767-011114
t1 SL
APPLIANCES
Ward Elkins

TAPPAN dishessrof
$125 almond relneerelor with NOD maker.
$200 electric stove
S150 chest freezer.
$150 Maytag dryer.
SISO Call 753-2900 or
Jaws 5.00 489-2870

An Affirm:arse Action Equal

an
"

BEST Western hiring
for experienced guest
service agarts. laundry
and breakfast attendants. and houseTop pay
keeping
Apply in person at
Si,
N 12th
1503
Murray
CHILD cave center
looking for el lime
part lime ellWasilene
inesteirelle hotp dope
alikken
Wei nide
larth through 12
apse .
pen old Apply at 109
S 15th
CNA needed to work el
home environment 2025hrs par week
227-3589
FULL lima alio MP
wort GM experience
Nilelgo-on Mims
Dnving record. drug
Mst, and bediground
required
check
Emellere pay, allidonor bonuses, CS.401K
sedlonn
insurance.
allowerce Call Aides
Service
Dentin
Momper at 270-527Country
0564
Benton,
Chevroiet
Kerirocky

Hinrm
‘ook and .cncr.
Apph in person
hlh
Mon Fn

Hopkinssille. Kentucky 42240

Call 753-1916

BARTENDER 8 grillcook 641 Club m
Puryear Tennessee
Good pay for MI right
person 4 or 5 cloys a
week Must be nest in
Bnng
appearance
resume m person 114

- MD %Sorbian
Corns by 506 N 1211
Street Sur, J Ssee
our lop selecaon of
HO telerleions DIP
LCD. Plow & Rear
Brands
Prowess.
include Toshiba LG
Zonal. Sone Sanyo
. also
carry
Surround
SUM
Home Enserlaimient
Centers & TV Sens
Financing akilleelle
For more irdecall
Beseley's 7164801

Run a lx1 ad in our
Classified section
for only
$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)
This space
could be yours
for S75
per month!

The Senior Community Serxi,e
Employment Program contracted hy
West Kentucky Allied Services. Inc is
seeking indisiduals who are 55 yeses of
age or older to receoed paid training in
Calloway County This program is considered part time with J fIljiLIMU111 ot 20
hours per week Vacation, sick, and holiday pay is included To apply. please
contact henna York or )0(11 COL:1T1411 at
(270)247-404h

Of

I-800-294-2731.

CLEANING houses is
Cal
my business
Linde H 7504653
HOME cleaning 'winces 435-4667

11011 COMPUTERS
A. Cartihed Technician
Service repairs
718.36641

Mitatte..,
amount.CM Larry
753-3633

This Project is tunded in part under a
contract with the Purchase Area
Deselopment Ihstrict. the Kentucky
Ikpartinent for Health Senn:es with
funds from L'S. Department for Health
and Human Services.
WKAS is
Employer

an

Equal

REWARDING Career
Opportunity
sales
Proloesional
MEW Wit amodent
tar •
Mimepil
laSMIONIONNIL hardplover
wonadig
Excellent Slop Oen,Camplate training
provide. any or now
mourns to: Fleming
Furniture 3060 Hwy
641 N Murray. KY
42071

as

SAFETY
Worm
$2500 month. menage'
trainees $3000 month
Company
train Call
IA-F 9ani- lpm only,
1-800-576-8799
TAKING appeelions
for all positions Day
a night AR* 111 Person at Ikmic. 217 $
Ne
12th, Murray
phone cells

Opportunity

BUYING sink cars
trucks tractors arid
motel boils 436-5235
CASH peed for
good, used gam
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th
Murray

00 CUB-CADET 2135
345 hours hydro. shaft
drive
38, deck
vrairtras $675
9944864

6620 coma:one 4WD
643 corn head 215
and 216 gram heads
I2rowJO 7100 no W.
monitor insect boxes
6 row 7000 note 8 row
AC no til Gismo heid
cull 201? 1210 JD
pin cart two Krause
dish 21 to 23R 6 row
NINO am cull 225
buret grews sewn
graelle as.am r hyd
magar. 1100 *4 tandem
grata truck 201? bed
2704832462
gems*

TRANSPORT driver to
drive Scar hiker Must
have COL and 2 mos
esperlerice Molly day
runs Apply un person.
Premier Motors 537
Bowers Hwy Hardon
KY
Pond
WILLOW
Restaurant in Aurora
now hiring Apply on
person 44Ptil Thurs-

Sun
Girt . of
MOVE
Murray is OmProney
seeking an Afillidiant
Manager Application
are
resume
and
remised No phone
calls. please
PIZZA Pro nos avantIna appliallans tor RINI 3-11 5 Sun 10-4
Must have dean Oiv.
mg record for 3 years
and be at leer 18 No
phone ingress prase
Apr* at 805 C South
12th Sheer

Call Classified
Advertising at
(270) 753-1916

lie

urrei ler ase

now hinng Tool & Die Makers
who have expenence building.

We hase you in our beans
We Late and Mike youRe,. Lida. Deborah. Keith
as/

Direc7V
4-room Sanas sys•
worn free Total Choice
per
Pim only 129
me tor Net 3am
&
Moe We kw 3 en
Suii Aelenne
Sawarra 751.01/01

TOOL & DIE MAKERS
We

IMO

GOOD used mangers
tors. electric ranges
ger healers. err condibaseboard
tioners.
healers. Used carpeting. 753.4109

1

liri
ialli"
11.111Per

$19.1111
Doh Nerwork 4room preen D1ift
upgrade available
Programming starts at
$19 99 per 'no 0e18
channels of Suez free
for 3 mos Beesley
Antenna I Selmer
756-0801

FIREWOOD
removal
(270)5274388

tree

COMPLETELY sat'JP
1/2w.,$10500 753
0012
Mess Fer IMs I

Free

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 ra, 1 sae 8 blue $150
ta"
each 270-4924614
CRAFTSMAN
SOW MO

Creamer+

band
saw. 6130
Kanto puerto. $7$0 Al
in very good oondron
270-436-5156

INSOLE M40 00UBring
SLIEWIDES
your deed That's all
you need Wm Used
and Repo s Call foray
at 731404047.
14060 an
28A
Fleetwood front porch
• beck deck carport
building on acre tot
at 3.0 753-7823
Very nice
111111fermi mese. S15.000
75•41/1101
28X70 3 Bedroom 2
Bar with gleam MO
MIlesit
• hugs
$22.11111111
731-50141410

swan

MO OAKS APTS
OR apt avatar. at
appanage Nnuatted
Imam
$100 Deposit
that-Cal Rosily 753
lEIR Fran $ac
4444
2en From 3326
10. al appliances
ell %lee
Celis Ai resingat
MUMS
$275 Coleman. RE
759-4118
arrived'
3
JUST
SMALL tlIP no psis
Balt -1014-46R rPerroireres
2
Bedroom
anger Dose 753-511110
only
Ask about move m tree
v1r1M,MurwilM
VERY rime i/IR ISA
$14119'
days Coleman RE
AM appb
On/it A
750.4118
731-594-9429
anon 1 year lease
a bedroom 2 213R 2 bath duplex
JUST
month deposit No
Peyrnwer as low
Garap. CM/& loge
▪
cols 753-2905
rooms Coleman RE
as $19995" sac
731-514-4126
753-911911
am
; nice
VER-i
mune and dyer arid
11,1T11 - MR corral gas heat
CL.C
Ousel
and central air 6275 and Oserwrasher
$inglipmeles
neighborhood no pets
Buy up some well new ow
Doubt's/dm
save Pet Carmen RE
and
today
$475 PIUS daPdea
753-0919 293-1669
730-4118
$1 000 s WE OWN
THE BANK - Cal today 3E01 house 1112 Elm
at 73144240$
Si CH,* WOO
gin Ns We
TAKE YOUR PICK - 753-3415
Need 5 Bedrooms arid 35R 2 Bath DuPsex
I BA tali or common
3sem or how about 4 5700 forret Cali
meas Utestase flat
2 227-037S
and
Seeroonis
MAW Near SOU
IMMO Both pnced vi DUPLEX Lynn Grose CMotomi RE
lee $50 s Call
on INW Large at nets. 75341118
7314424416 lodge
213R 1 5 balk. gimp,
MEAN morn for rent
3Bli at impenoss. OWA
REDUCED
mobile home and lot, water sewer and wash mitil house privesiles
rcli-up furnished $675 64•Sc Screen TV. wed
$12.900 753-6012
rewound sound. color
rho 435-4273 or
TV in room OP ono
293-7404
rdmi
a
111111111,11
1
View Deo" 750-1225
FORREST
Apenments 1213 N
an storm ?singer'
tam
now acal00110
lot, mere II dryer with
litteParlbe
rice deck end storage applications for Ito
building 1250 plus act as nint $345
BR 3.R IBA C,44 near
2
month
depose 437-4386
Townhouse basic rent MSU moon% rirrnoM
311R $195 753-8012
1375 00 Cal 753- Med MOO a moven
deposit requirso
MOSILE homes for
1970 Leave resew
LIKE new 1 year old 1 270-227-2704
Cal 753-3640
all emir- 503 Lynnwood CI
bedroom
NICE 2BR No pets
&noes- Brooldyn Drive
MR MA Fenced
Call 270-435-4382
753-91186
red $750 per morel'.
LNE Oak Aps.
Cal 753-1893
Newly Remodeled
Fat
1BR $29000
,
25R $34000
3SIR $42500
73-996t
$100 depose special
ALF Warehousing
for quelled deplores
Near WU $20-50
Cake hours 6-2
75.3-70511
Mon-Fri
1.100 $e. Pt, 641 N
appoint
for
Call today
MUMMY Store and
next lbReling Wes
mere
Lock presently has
Nursery 01110e. ROM.
713-61111
units evadable
Etc 7504333
NOW LEASING
53-21105 or 753-7536
2.822 so ft office or
I 2 3bedroorn Avis
retail 1306 N 12th
We somot Section
753-2805 or 2931480
8 vouchers
1111111111,011601
Apply at ktur-Cal Apts
words denote control
902 Northwood D.
EMPo Ow
mosage
Monday
*Security
Wednesday Friday
1 BR. I yaw old no
•Seis Scrud
Phone 759-4964
Pars $300
••••• sel bases
Equal Housing
deposit(2061361-4763
WV'rent U-Nouts
Opporeiney
4334)419-6066
7S3-11800
TOO .1-800441.8066
neer
Mr
-Sri&
Nunes,
iteuraleivn
like new 32X% Champron A hedloom
elloillep at $200renn
bath situated on 619 acre located at
705.4060
t. Sass. 7E3-1252
19 Jamie Lane in Almo. KY. P'
or 19141101
home features thermopanc wintli...
arit rello
,eraini, edging and kvackkplash,
acre Neese call 753
glamour bath with .epense *nu
8221
stall. crown molding throuilhotat. 7,, ‘,
•11Ift 1 bath virelier
III insulation packer. ipinersag.
dryer $335
*NOR 1 NM apt. kt
kitchen appliances. moral air end a
•Oplances waft $US
hreck foundation Priced at $49.900•0
*ISA I balk sett
for a quick sale, Fiassams anabile
silk" mid $31111
711S4169
st ith Appryn cit Credig. Pew mew ider-

93 14270 Buccaneer
Newly remodeled. al
appkances. 12x24 covered porch $1 000
Most be moved
227-4320 or 753-6874
alter S 30)i m

M

$116
depose

l,.SISeint

osoin on
7111-2934

mation contact Swab Ikea Nom IR
1-1100455-3001

C1ASSIFIFDS

be • Thursday, February IR. Mlle

1 '1 I;1 1

\ I t 1 11 )\

ash

Murray Ledger & Times

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

Free Pallets

sATL ItDAI. 111.25.
P41US. r% • no swok Porno• 1 lie
Iwo own bean mew
Milner* A Iowan arai s inasi
s.ss 4IMassuss Worass
twilit nor mamas

TWO WPM 1 own
I Head. Oselior heel
/ wt. vinyl Wu and
rise eieleau Nose to
set Call 753.7962
Mar fipat

spia ewe w• ea▪ ri•in U A.likaila
two anew • 2 dim goes elm awe wax
gra go
•l•
isp IOW••a awhisi
•
•sassr a asses Orem ilwasessis iris.•
wahas•Oise
admisesi•Mai
•vs MassCa west pain•0)
Ia. ark • Ift 16..16. wear lain •
maim Mal diePOODIC • Maim ledesidese
-kiwi.•4Mr pew lease•12)weft slaw•
.41g • caul mesa,'•Caw Mil wit-Taukaw
.mug woks
Lais MD• ample AAA•
Para alia•aessileasam pears•lion ewe I pass
AC Leap swear 41 sew kw swarms•aiway
• awed owe •ea smassil ers49 awe
•'poi NA spiv.ssA his asis asaisalse

WWW.KVIAKEFS
SO co
See was homes for
sale by owner or tel
your property 7670591 tor irdo

Camiaker allsomer ea al arilea. Pirsdar &IN
Allen S CHISCIL. PeellIONAL C6INCII soh
maga
Came 1111Olk USN 1U1 01•61
fall•we rewind 110AU
ins* se rimy
ads
• INNIS

Mug Taylor Inchon Servio

liglipe Mrs
2003 350cc Honda
Rancher 4-wheeler.
Lula new. used 10
hours. 2-whilei dew.
53.000 270-762-0287
OW 5:00

1995 Chevy 5-10 for
sale 4 3 kw 5-speed.
white $e. lowered. 2WD.13.500. 293-2347
Caws

kt (;ardentEssex Downs
Apartments
isw

Diugui,1 On% e • VIUrTJI. KY 42071

1965 Chevrolet RV
Sleeps 6 Good condition $6.500 437-4932
227-5564
11111041111as

2003 20It Bumble Be.
Baas Boat 200 HP
Mercury EFI
rarity until June 2007
Betkikon Apniiwnls
loaded 436-2610
hie and I
t entrAl Heat end Air
1999 Sea Flay 1908R
Applketions
501 Alpha 1 Drove w
3 dual axle trader IL lots
Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.4
of extras 753-0626
p.m.
4
to
p.m.
1
121
1998 18 Express Jon
boat Drive on trailer
1991 25HP Evinrude
Prop For Itial
293-0234
Barkley
1100. so ft business KY-LAKE
spice for Wee High docluible waterfront
traffic location lust 27 acres $79900
436-5141 A-AFFORDnorth of WalMart on Cal owner
ABLE Hauling Clean
Hwy 641 Nevi center 270-924-4326
out garages gutters
Available
now
punk & tree vrOfts
rates.
Reasonable
MimsFar Me
.me
Contact Jeff Sparks at
4112-881111 ROOF
753-8887
RANCH Styli House & REPAIRS. New
707 South 12th Street 105 acres 1 mile from Roots, at types 29
SOulti Center i 200 SW school 3 bed- years experience Cat)
rooms 2 full baths
soft 710 sqft
Carters
30:40 heated shop 4
753-1252. 753-0606
Local
stall horse barn 2240 A to B MOviflgL
COMMERCIAL build
and long distance
shed
equipment
and
wig for rent 20x50
moves Call Brian at
1640 Good location $224 900 Shown by 270-705-4156
753-9212
topontment
for retail or office on
-53 3992
A-1 Gutter cleaning
641 in Purvey' TN
hauling so* caw up
6200 each per month
cleaning out sheds etc
(731)247-5836
436-2867
tOMMIERCIAL or wow
A-1 Lamb's Tree
750 up to 3.000 sq ft
II tk•Jutiful acres
oistrooms,
Serowe Cowie*
CG/1-1
Iiianic dose it,
removal, trimming. et
plenty of perking.
Niturre) former
Also Tractor
exceeent location near
Pet.. Pal.. and
work. Landscaping
judicial building 404 N
Pumpkin. kvation
4th St complex
436-2867
753-4(175.
759-3772
227-2143
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
29$1 on 45 acres in
Lynn Grove Carport
ALL CARPENTRY
Doberman detached workshop
AKC
Remodeling. additions
Pinscher puppies Tails S79.900
porches, decks, sun
docked silo $200 270-753-4109
rooms vinyl siding
I 2 70 19 7 8 - 1 99
BEAUTIFUL 2 story mobile home repair
(270)753-3114
brick home. 48R. 29A
sagging floors. bermes
DOG Obedience
attached prep and
water damage Larry
Mester Trainer
fenced in backyard
Prommo (270)753-9372
436-2856
1608 PoPier Street On or (270)753-0353
S one-way street
ANDRUS Excavating
across from Murray
*Certified waft
Elementary School
insiallaien
$105.900
see
Must
EXCELLENT Orchard
*Custom dozer
or
227-0769
Cal
hay Square bales
backhoe service
293-5330
quantity discount
*Pon&
(270011-1806
313A
•Onveways
NEW 48F1
*insured
Murray Estates. 2 term753-9503.978-0404
ty rooms hardwood
?bars. ceramic Me. cm- APPUANCE REPAIR
• 3 acres kw sale at 3767 pet 3 car garage Lots SERVICE AI PARTS
of extras for the money (270) 293-8726 OR
Cherry Corner Rd
Great price' 753-3906 759-5534
759-9409
293-9747
Haley Prolessional
Chuck Van Buren
OVER 2 000 sq ft
APPraiS,ng
Sof what sts worth'
311F1 258A 2 acres
APPLLAVT
1270)759-4216
Wing room large fansREPiIR & PARTS
dining
TWO story brick apart- ty room kitchen
CHAD B. HI GHIIS
ment building with 5 combo 4th bed or
22 AS AID virtue MI
two-BR units Excellent study. screened deck
(270)216-9394
3075 Ord Salem Rd
income producer
a711,4024191
day
Call
$159000
$125.000
evening
762-0450
270-753-4109
753-9961
270-227-1545

270-753-8556
TI)D I-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

NEL.

Need help
Promoting your Business?
Call us we will be glad
to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

NOSIMINOMIONTS
Amok ow 1,000.000
readers wah one
Gonad is deeethed
department of INS
newspaper et eel IS
M 602-22341M ler
more sdocatilloi about
Nemo a *owe Mulled in 70 swappers
1er on 8250,

SPORTINOMPORTINS 000011

ATTENTION FISHER
MEN: The Ammo.
SellPauseet
deopesiolag, asiesed.
Memo
iniedalled
at
Vim
Melee
ackeprgliandmeimmw
bieletesiti
70401148411.la Medd
81We Sarno Owl AI
Hokfein 121•0110 taolhwig SO nen
*Teems
Tournament' February
111.6 30pin 6100 burn *CHERRY BLOSSOM
Georgetown Bingo Hat GOLF AND COUNTRY
150 Rama Ave 1st CLUB. Georgetran
$5 000 Ore Ora wiled us
prize
Sponsored by St John bast Woes 10 play
School Lice 000289 2004' Joan us for your
next
retinaliallag.
Cal 502963-24307
Special Mealliareilly
SIALOMOS
502-510available
9649i
Pore Barn Special
Deluxe •Gun Show Feb 17-19
30:50x 12
Unclaimed Fri 5-9 Sad 9-6. Sun
Factory
Rawhide Roof a Sass 10-4- Hoplunwee. KY
Co
Red elder and trim wen- Christian
done. May door regu- Conference
Save Convention Gooier or
lar $8.795
912001 Now $7.596 MSC 1303 Corea:woe
Center Dr ) BuyeellCal 937-559-5405
Trade into 15631927EQUIPMENT
8176
FOR SALE
TRAVEL
-SAWMILLS from only
Getaway bar
Romantic
$2716' Convert yew
LOGS TO VALUABLE Valentine's-Clay Escape
LUMBER with yew to TN'Experience WuNorwood palatal hand ✓ig hoi tubs. re-sperk
sawmill Log beldam that fame by die firealso
available. place 10% off *eh ad
was blackbearlodgwas norwoodindus1-866-774
tries corn Free ink/mo- rig
tion 1-800-578.1363 8990
ext3OON
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
FINANCIAL

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

•Drivere Old you average SI 93 in your tractor
or $1 46 in yotw elmIght
buck last weak, Our
*Were die Tailleie
11110420Seedbed
5424
Needed
rearties
tatitiaals. KY and
Gewoperifin KY was
Lewd, reporiel and
Mew runs (2 year
uperionce
recent
wowed) 8116-270-21165
wave abdnvers corn
•OnversOverreM
Trenspoililion. A UPS
Coen. needs ST
TIT Diamerel New pay
PON.COL-A whiz
owl fogialred Low cost
Waft Cal Donna at
877-7984773
Owneri
<woven
Opmeer SCowpony
New Pay-,.!tankage
MOM*
Sonatas
Greet lams and equipVansDry
ment.
Moraine company Deg
drivers call 000-3775664
Sem- 0Th Up
to AO awe set openInce. bewillta. twiny
nommen • reelpwated Rapsied/ dedlcaled
possums waded* tor
upper tilleliagel
Busk* 14100-879-2486
x286

David's Cleaning
Service
"W. Nicuisslizr ass (.leutionx
*Von% %dial it Facies*MOW Honk,
SmernmiClerdie
•andi
-Acid Clagagg Medd*
•ac I .r H.w 'karst •Patury Lou at Drove-says
Din id Borders
12701 527-7176 Of (2711) 2934/931

n

on Calm

LAAM7S Mower Repair
his up specials Free
pickup/delivery
436-2867

IS Si
I 5555 sllo:N.11 1

1.

401Mes-

S Nmolyielli "ROL
Free allealelso. Call
70748111118181
270-6f94870
Callo,ruy
trash Service
SLOWEST PfliC.E
•IIELIMILE
• TES AS LOsvAS
11154110
761-7740 207-46041

its

I

i 10.

Deal
MIRACLES
and
,,,,,Aiedeenieg
onstrucaort demi up
lt yeefl emposience
ilouarigin. I Inatealed
71744-

illiteeduto
PUPPIES tree to good
home Mother is 1r2
Poodle and York*
Ready to go Pape,
trained 753.2503

- I

*Drivers- Semi- Owner
WIT
UP
Operators, Earn up to
Farms
Ward
Eddie
al 41 per mite Free
Lawn Services
base plates Pe, •
Qual-Com No
*Affordable pricing.
•IITC gets tiatbecl driv- freight, Drivers (...ria‘k
492-8192
week1-800-879-2486
Ma▪ l for selielmed set- ers home every pay- us out
with BIG
end
x286
law
owes*
tlemants.
chedis' Company clov- 'Omen. Why Wart?
Suit. magma noses
JG ers Mart up to 42cprn. GO Tetley/ Blivl
flows
cash
Iv
Wentworth 51 1.800- Ora* avg 61 58 all ing over $50000 sleetmiss: CALL 800-238- ing pay 37-44 CPU
794-7310
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
VIRGO
fro
68133 www Bites( corn
141k1111)
Ill l'1.1
HMOs Guaranteed
FOR RENT
*•*• You have been working
2006:
17.
I-eb.
Friday.
•
'•Oelle;Frudurig School weekends. auslened
(or
*end Affordable rental Accepting Trainees for trucdts. lid benefits. ()diem can count on p4NJE rip on taking in the beg picture
few
next
the
In
mane*.
several
on Werner. Swift. CR experience required and get-up-and-go. You sill
houSing
act
www KyRents ore, Free England. others! 16-dey 800-441-4271 ext KY- atom.find vilutiosts hecau.e ol weeks. the Nee will come to
on whet you Wow No excuse
searching tree listings' COL! $O down, student 100
ellelit) In pull back we work anymore. Actions
'.Out
the financing! Tuition reimby
Provided
Ng picture Dont speak. Tbnight OM and about
Housing bursement avail Job 'National Distributors and .ee the
Kentucky
is
out of the ho: UM*(Sept 23-00.11)
Growing!
inc
tweak
Loosing,
to
hesitate
Equal placement awl MonCorporation
cat's
Currently seeking COLHousing Opportunity
Sun 1 -800-863-0171 x6 A Drivers tor cledicalecl in pour thinking and dimly pat- ***a* You are the
terns atter all. sou arc an meow, or would you prefer to
FOR SALE
'Driver Be Home Every runs CPSA or salary, kquarian oho bras es the Ilt••• say lop dog-7 Keep this in
1-2 depending on where
Weekend' &
mind. and you'N get soy ahead
11 1 lap
•
Tannng Beds.
and iiiiiricd Iiiin I
Earn up to you We Give us A; call
fimaky*
Your personality melts bound,
iley Meetand me
there
as
imaeination.
%our
into
550.000 first year' todsy or go on-line 1tines, making eventione much
Full body unite born
Regional WNW dein- 8 7 7 3 3 4 9 6 7 7 is a oc.dth of re•ources and happier You *IN glen a greater
722 a month' Free
:ncrgs there II t in/ .111: single. understanding of those you care
enes Ciass-A CDt it 6 was clnireandi cum
Color catalog. Cal
sill he ev..11t71110
tractor trailer
about Tonight Whatever makes
New silineoiK•
Today, 1-800-842-1305 months
Yearow
*
d
and you smile
experience
intellect
pour
In
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New Abu Ghraib photos
may inflame Iraqi anger
BAGHDAD. Iraq tAPf New images of asked prisoner',
some bloodied and lying on the
floor threatened to resist- public
anger over abuse by tr S guards
at Ahu Ghr.uh pnson at A time
when tensions *ith the West an.
already running high in the
Middle East
The images were taken about
the same time As the earlier phi,
tos three years ago that triggered
A *odd% isle scandal And led to
military trials and prison sett
tenses tor sevt1.1/ k".4er -rxiking
American soldiers Some key
Iraqi officials urged their countrymen to react calm() since the
pictures %VIC old and the
offenders had been punished.
Iraqi prime minister im
Thursday condemned the new
images of :abuse. but noted that
those responsible had already
been punished
—flie Iraqi gosemment COO
&inns the torture practice,
reseakd through the re,
tures that show Irani being tonurcai." Pr?
Ibrahim al-Jaal.ua
in a statement Ii said. however.
the Iraqi gmermnent *detailed
the U.S denunciation 01 the pit tures.
Many of the picture, hroadcast Wednesday hy Australia's
SPCVIAI Broadcasting Service.
including sonic that appear to
show NOrpNes. were 1110re graphh. than those pre. must.% published Une ot the %aka, dips
deptcted a group of naked men
aith bags o%er their heads stand
lite hit...ether and masturbating
the netuork said the men *ere
orced to participate
In the Middle East. *herr.
there ha% e been widespread
anti-Western protests recentl.
tner caricature, of the Prophet
Muhammad. Al -Jateera and .11
Arabi), TA aired some ta thc
Australian station's tootage but
retrained from using the most
shocking and sexually explicit
images CNN also broadcast
c‘cerlms
Iraq's acting 'human right,

SSAP

This image le trait video
available
wade
Vilsohiestiseby the Special
Broadcasting System In
Australia is said by the

broadcaster to shows •
prisoner losing stouSed. The
Australian television notwork said the integral of
prisoners were nude at the

Welled Sam Arab cosommaen• ti iellicitthet that the act touts
the bb-- ibe iiimegeory. .1a-turfed mote than two )ears
is hopes of encouraging Sunni ago °fenders had been rain
'shed And rules on treatment of
pnmaiers were tightened
Abe etteet 01 something that
happened two years ago is not
the same
if it were repeated.
1,ir example. three months ago,"
ht. said
Ihe
Australian
station
refused to sat how it °Named
the images. and their authenticity could not he .tailied independently
lloweser. they were consistent with earlier photographs of
abase by American soldiers at
Abu Ghouls Nine American soldiers
all low -ranking
resersists
were convicted in
the ihtise and Sent1.1)., e.l ti ler fit,
ranging how dist harp: it'tin the
Anil) to If e.trs imptisonctu.111

insurgents to lay down then
arms and Join the political
process
Most ot those who suffered
abuse at Ahu (ihrath were
heliesed to hair been Sunni
Arabs Sunni leader, ha.c also
alleged mistreatment Ivy Shuttled Iraqi go.emment secunty
forces, a de%dOpfnetlf that has
sharpened sectarlAll tension...
Mindful of the risks, some
key Iraqi officials either asoitied
comment or sought to play
down the images. noting the
Americans had alrejd pUllIshed
Abu tihrails guards
Piesidential security ad.Ise(
Lt Gen Wang al-Samarao
called the abuse -unjustifiable
hut added that it %% as important

•

•

a

4

Abu Ghrelb prison in
Baghdad in late 2003. and
were among photographs
Civil
American
the
Liberties Union was trying
to obtain from the U.S. government under a Freedom
of Information request
SBS refused to give details
on the source of the photographs, and the authenticity of the images could not
be verified independently.
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40.403., Akly.5.0 ,JkikEig }Powwow
fji
Traditional Style
Pie)1114,Tharle with Nail-Head Trim

Serta

1111111%ter,

she *as -h.
lures arid would stud. ..tiolict
any action could he taken
against thine respinsible. evert
though some oftenders
Iscen imnpnsond
there aill he two kmo
teas than from Iraqis.- she'iois i
the Associated Press. -One will
he anger and others will feel
sorry that they iSl3.Si didn't go c
them to the Iraqi gmernment it
intestigate Why use them '
Why show them'V,e ha.e had
enough sultering and 'AC don"I
want :111 11101C
Pentagon spokesman Bryan
Whitman %AO the Deem,
kpart ment helicied the mica*
01 additional images 01 pristira.!
hamilul And -could
only further inflame and pow
hl'. incite U11130. C•0,01
in the world
Whitman said he did not
know whether the photo, and
.ideo clips were among images
the Pentagon has been withholding from public release since
21004
But another defense oni,
had
Army
officials
said
resiessed the photograph, post
ed on the Ssdney Morning
Herald's Web site and matched
them to images that were among
those turned oset to military
authorities in 20114 t't a I S •oi
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The official. who spoke on
sondition 01 arionymn) because
he was not authorised to address
the matter puhIiel. said the phi.
his contained no TIC% mforma
non about abuse
Although the Abu (ihraih
case was exhaustively reported
here years ago. the new mit
sould re% oe the issue ot tt
mem of Iraqis by I S.-led oven
ration forces. who face rt.
present threat of death ,
many at the hand, of insurgents
This week , release 01 .1.1•.
showing RIVIsh Moor. ht.,
Iraqi yollths during a N it
2004 protest in the *puther»
ut Amarah prompted the Hasa.,
pro.ins WI administration
st.‘err ties with British aunt
ties
Members 01 Shine ,
t • ,1 •
groups opposed to the I
so:glutton appeared to has,:
fleeted that move They
Apparent I. seeking to est,.
puhla
sensitivities
d
attempt,by the lintmhi.,
down un Shiite militias
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